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Guidelines For Handbook Use 

You are encouraged to use and modify any part of this document for your teaching at 

Conestoga. Please cite Conestoga when repurposing materials. 

An electronic copy will be sent to all attendees. You can request an alternative format of this 

booklet by contacting Kathryn Brillinger. 

Please bring this booklet to every orientation session. It includes tasks and resources that will 

be referred to during orientation sessions. 

Conestoga’s Mission 

 To champion innovation in education and research
 To serve community needs and priorities
 To empower individuals to achieve their potential

Created and Compiled by Teaching and Learning at Conestoga 

The goal of this guide is to orient you to teaching at Conestoga and to the role of a professional 

educator. Please send all suggestions for edits and changes to Kathryn Brillinger at 

kbrillinger@conestogac.on.ca 

Follow Us! 

Follow Teaching & Learning to get updates and information about Teaching and Learning 
at Conestoga, including workshop offerings. 

• Website: Teaching and Learning at Conestoga
• Faculty Learning Hub: tlconestoga.ca
• Twitter: @TLConestoga
• YouTube: Teaching and Learning at Conestoga

Conestoga Policies and Procedures 

Please consult and refer to Conestoga’s policies and procedures. 

Issued September 2020 

mailto:kbrillinger@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:kbrillinger@conestogac.on.ca
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/teaching-and-learning/faculty-orientation
https://tlconestoga.ca/
https://twitter.com/TLConestoga
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf3LlXykJ-Y6vv4wVurigZw?view_as=subscriber
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/policies/
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The Teaching and Learning team provides guidance, video resources, and workshops to faculty 

related to areas such as enhancing teaching and assessment practices, intercultural group work, 

classroom management strategies, and how to integrate technology into learning activities. Feel 

free to ask us about any aspects of teaching and learning. 

Wesley Butler is the Teaching and Learning Administrative 
Assistant, holding a B.A. in Communication Studies with a 
focus on Adult Education, and diplomas in Journalism and 
Public Relations. Wesley coordinates Teaching and 
Learning's operations and communications, creating 
promotional materials for initiatives using multiple 
platforms, and managing social media outreach. Wesley is 
available for support with course registration, 
developmental observations of teaching, and publishing 
teaching success stories on the Faculty Learning Hub.

wbutler@conestogac.on.ca 
(519) 748-5220 ext. 2535
Twitter: @TLConestoga
YouTube: Teaching and Learning Conestoga

Conestoga’s Teaching and Learning Consultants are available by appointment to support you in your 
teaching and assessment practices. Please reach out for help at any time in the semester. 

Joel Beaupré holds an Honours B.A., a B.Ed. and M.Ed., and 

brings experience as a communications professor and 

curriculum consultant to his role as Teaching and Learning 

Consultant, as well as experience as a high school teacher 

in Sandy Lake First Nation, Ontario and Kuwait. Joel is 

available at the Doon and Guelph campuses. He is a 

qualified administrator of the Intercultural Development 

Inventory (IDI), and specializes in matters related to 

translating curriculum into teaching strategies. 

jbeaupre@conestogac.on.ca 
(519) 748-5220 ext. 2204

The Faculty Development Team 

mailto:kbrillinger@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:wbutler@conestogac.on.ca
http://www.twitter.com/tlconestoga
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf3LlXykJ-Y6vv4wVurigZw
mailto:newing@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:jbeaupre@conestogac.on.ca
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Nancy Nelson, M.Sc (T), Ph.D. Candidate, FEC, P. Eng joined 

Conestoga's Teaching and Learning team after teaching in the 

School of Engineering and Technology for 35 years. She has 

received multiple national teaching awards and is a real 

advocate for active learning in the post-secondary classroom. 

Nancy's focus is primarily on programs in Science, 

Mathematics, Engineering and Technology (STEM), but is 

available to support teaching and learning at both the Doon 

and Cambridge campuses. 

nnelson@conestogac.on.ca 

(519) 748-5220 ext. 3724

A college professor and accredited TESL trainer for more than 

20 years, Laura Stoutenburg, holding an M.A., has taught and 

developed curricula for a variety of topics, with her work 

including language assessment in China and Canada. Before 

joining Teaching and Learning as a consultant, Laura 

coordinated Conestoga’s TESL Certificate and English 

Language Studies programs. She specializes in matters related 

to Intercultural Teaching and language acquisition, and is 

available at the Kitchener Downtown Campus. 

lstoutenburg@conestogac.on.ca 

(226) 250-1772 ext: 7309

 Elan Paulson, PhD, has been an educator in Ontario's higher 
education system since 2004. Before joining Conestoga as a 
Teaching and Learning Consultant, Elan was on the executive 
team at eCampusOntario. She previously served as Program 
Director and as an instructor in professional education 
programs at Western University's Faculty of Education. With 
a Master's in Educational Technology, Elan specializes in 
technology-enabled and collaborative learning to support 
diverse learners. She has also conducted research on faculty 
participation in communities of practice for professional 
learning and self-care.

epaulson@conestogac.on.ca 

(519) 748-5220 ext. 2384

mailto:nnelson@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:lstoutenburg@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:epaulson@conestogac.on.ca
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Lisa Trimble, PhD, has worked in faculty development for 

more than a decade. Before joining Conestoga as a Teaching 

and Learning Consultant, Lisa served as a McGill University 

professor, the Director of Diversity in Global Education, and 

an educational consultant with colleges, universities and 

CEGEPs. Lisa is available at Doon and Waterloo campuses. She 

has extensive experience with equity, diversity and inclusion 

in the classroom, anti-oppression and anti-racism, and 

student engagement and motivation. 

ltrimble@conestogac.on.ca 

(519) 748-5220 ext. 3788

Jesslyn Wilkinson is the Educational Technology Officer at 

Conestoga. An Ontario Certified Teacher, and holding a B.A. 

and B.Ed., Jesslyn researches and promotes new technologies 

for faculty to enhance pedagogical practices. She brings to 

the role her experience as a Google and Microsoft certified 

technology trainer and as a classroom teacher in South 

Korea, Mongolia, and Ontario, focusing on special education 

and assistive learning technologies. She is available for 

workshops, consultations, and support with using technology 

in higher education contexts. 

jwilkinson@conestogac.on.ca 
(519) 748-5220 ext. 2531

Nasreen Sultana, PhD, has worked in post-secondary 

education for almost a decade. Prior to joining Conestoga 

College, she taught in the teacher education program at 

Queen’s University while completing her PhD. Nasreen brings 

international experience and exposure to the role of the 

Teaching and Learning Consultant, and invites discussions 

and learning regarding various aspects of diversity in faculty 

and in students. Her areas of research include intercultural 

communication, assessment and classroom instruction.  

nsultana@conestogac.on.ca 

(519) 748-5220 ext. 3767

mailto:ltrimble@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:mdsullivan@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:mdsullivan@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:jwilkinson@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:nsultana@conestogac.on.ca
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Kathryn Brillinger is the Director of Teaching and Learning at 

Conestoga, bringing more than 30 years of teaching 

experience in the Ontario college system, specializing in 

English as a Second Language learning, diversity and 

intercultural skills. Internationally, she has presented on the 

impact of nonverbal cues on communication endeavours, and 

solving teaching and intercultural dilemmas. Kathryn holds an 

M.Ed., and certificates in TESL and Intercultural Studies.

Contact Kathryn to discuss suggestions regarding potential

programming for Teaching and Learning.

kbrillinger@conestogac.on.ca 

(519) 758-5220 ext. 3987

Michael Wong holds a Ph.D. and brings his experience as an 

educator, researcher, and neuroscientist to the Teaching and 

Learning Consultant team at Conestoga College. Prior to 

joining the team, Michael was a professor and instructor at 

Sheridan College, McMaster University, and most recently at 

the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. He has taught and 

designed/refined courses and curricula in many subject areas 

from neuroscience and psychology to research methods and 

child health. He is a proponent of active learning and has an 

interest in neuroplasticity, gamification, and the scholarship 

of teaching and learning.  

mwong@conestogac.on.ca 

(519) 748-5220 ext. 3769

mailto:ngardi@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:ngardi@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:kbrillinger@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:mwong@conestogac.on.ca
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Melanie Sullivan serves as the Professional Development 

& Training Coordinator. Contact her for any registration 

challenges, Professional Development funding and tuition 

assistance, the E3 conference, or information on 

Professional Development workshops in general. 

mdsullivan@conestogac.on.ca 

(519) 748-5220 ext. 2425

Nathan Gardi serves as the eLearning Training and 

Innovation Specialist as a part of Conestoga’s Online 

Learning Centre. Nathan is responsible for training and 

supporting faculty with their use of the eConestoga 

Learning Management System. Contact Nathan for help 

regarding your online course setup and management, or 

to provide feedback. 

ngardi@conestogac.on.ca 

(519) 748-5220 ext. 3973

mailto:mdsullivan@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:ngardi@conestogac.on.ca
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Orientation Workshops 

Completion Window for Faculty Orientation: All six workshops are crucial to your ability to understand the 
context and expectations of your teaching assignment. You must complete all six within three months. 
Human Resources and your Chair will be notified of your completion. Please note that the workshops can be 
taken in any order. 

Payment for Attending Orientation: All part-time faculty teaching a credit course receive $20 per hour. All 
full-time administrative or support staff employees teaching at least one credit course that attend these 
workshops outside of their non-full-time hours will receive $20 per hour. It may take up to three months 
after you have attended a workshop to receive a contract for these hours, and you may receive multiple 
contracts for the same workshop series. 

For example, if you attended all six Conestoga Faculty Orientation Program workshops, you may receive two 
contracts in the same month, or a single contract in one month, and the second contract the following 
month. Once you approve the contract(s), payment should appear on your next paycheck. Be sure to record 
your attendance during the sessions so payment and credit are processed. 

College-Wide Onboarding Checklist: Please be sure you have received this from your Chair or the Chair’s 
Administrative Assistant so you know crucial details about your teaching assignment particular to the area 
in which you will be teaching. 

Mandatory Workshops 

These six 3-hour workshops are required for all faculty and are scheduled throughout the year. Workshops are 
offered prior to each semester, in the evening, at the start of each semester, and during Student Success  
Week (Week 8 of each standard semester). 

Teaching at Conestoga (PDEV0425) 
Review Conestoga’s expectations of faculty members and the importance of program design, program learning 
outcomes, course outlines, the Instructional Plan, and accessible education materials and delivery. Discuss the 
Student Appraisal of Teaching (SAT and Observation of Teaching Form. Meet the Faculty Union and learn 
about copyright and how to file academic offences. 

Assessment (PDEV0442) 

Discuss expected assessment practices and develop skills needed to approach the assessment process with 

confidence. Learn about Conestoga’s Evaluation of Student Learning Policy, which promotes consistent, fair 

and timely evaluation of student learning as an integral aspect of good pedagogy. 

Creating a Positive Learning Environment (PDEV0935) 
Learn about the diversity of our student population and explore strategies for creating a safe, inclusive and 
positive learning environment. Incorporate active learning opportunities and proactive classroom 
management into your lesson planning. 

Conestoga Services to Support Faculty and Student Success (PDEV0262) 
This is a two-part workshop. You will participate in Conestoga 101 in its entirety and send a completed case 
study to teachingandlearning@conestogac.on.ca. This will ensure you know enough about services available to 
students to refer them. You will then attend a 1.5 hour, in-person session about supports for faculty. You will 
learn about services such as copyright, Academic Integrity supports, the Library, Health and Safety, tech 
support, and support in working through student issues. 

Providing Online Materials to Students: eConestoga and the Essential Elements (PDEV0361) 
Learn how to set up your course in eConestoga so that it meets the required Essential Elements. The Essential 
Elements provide access to course handouts, videos, readings, presentations, assignment information and 
grades. Create a learning environment that meets accessibility requirements. Learn how to post your marks. 
This is a hands-on session in a computer lab. 

mailto:teachingandlearning@conestogac.on.ca
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Mandatory Workshops (continued) 

Teaching in a Culturally Diverse Classroom: What to Expect and How to Shine (PDEV0738)  
This workshop will examine some circumstances you might expect when new to teaching within 
extensive diversity and provide a framework and practical strategies for success. We will 
demonstrate active learning and classroom management strategies that address behavioral, 
cognitive and affective differences in educational and cultural classroom practices and give 
suggestions for enhancing attendance, punctuality, participation, engagement, independence, 
mutual comprehension and attention. 
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  Checklist for Your Courses for the Upcoming Semester  

Check Academic Dates before planning your courses. Make sure you account for holidays, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), and School-specific 

timings such as 7-1-7. 
 

 
Courses 

Course Name      

Code      

Program(s)      

School      

Access to…  Course Outline 

 eConestoga Shell 

 Instructional Plan 



 Course Outline 

 eConestoga Shell 

 Instructional Plan 



 Course Outline 

 eConestoga Shell 

 Instructional Plan 



 Course Outline 

 eConestoga Shell 

 Instructional Plan 



 Course Outline 

 eConestoga Shell 

 Instructional Plan 



Chair and 

Coordinator 

     

Other Faculty 

Teaching Course 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.conestogac.on.ca/admissions/records/academicdates.jsp
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  Conestoga Supports and Services for Students and Faculty  

As you begin teaching, you will receive contact information for many individuals and services. 

The main phone number for Conestoga is 519-748-5220. Please record the contact name and 

extension here as you learn about each service. You can also use Conestoga’s Directory. 
 

 

 

 Aboriginal Services/Indigenization/ 

Truth and Reconciliation

 Bookstore

 Career Hub

 Counselling Services

 Conestoga Students Inc (CSI)

 Curriculum Consultants

 Faculty Supports at the Library

 Financial Services

 Occupational Safety Services

 International Services

 IT Service Desk

 OneCard Office

 Student Rights and Responsibilities

 Online Learning Centre (OLC) – 

 eConestoga 

 Recreation Centre 

 Security Services 

 Student Engagement 

 Student Success Services 

 o The Learning Commons 
 o Accessibility Services 

 Student Health and Wellness 

 Teaching and Learning 

 The Office of the Registrar 

 The Union 

 Your Chair/ Chair’s Administrative 
 Assistant 
 

http://conestogac.on.ca/about/contact/directorysearch.jsp
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/aboriginal-services/
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/aboriginal-services/
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/aboriginal-services/
https://conestoga.bookware3000.ca/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/career-hub/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/counselling/
http://conestogastudents.com/
https://library.conestogac.on.ca/browse/for-faculty
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/financial-services/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/occupational-safety/
https://international.conestogac.on.ca/
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/Support
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/onecard/index.jsp
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/student-rights/
https://reccentre.conestogac.on.ca/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/security-services/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/student-engagement/
https://studentsuccess.conestogac.on.ca/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/accessibility-services/
http://conestogastudents.com/support-wellness/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/teaching-and-learning/index
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/admissions/
https://www.facebook.com/Conestoga-Faculty-Local-237-331427563987346/


 

 
 
 

 

Orientation to Technology at Conestoga 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This document is maintained by the Educational Technology Officer in Teaching and Learning. 

Suggestions for revisions should be submitted via email directly to the Educational Technology Officer. 

mailto:jwilkinson@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:jwilkinson@conestogac.on.ca
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  Communications Practices  

Conestoga supported services are the only appropriate method of communication with 
students and other employees. Correspondence should be responded to within two business 
days. 

  Universal Launchpad  

Use the IT website as your universal launchpad to college portals and services. 

If you use browser bookmarks, you can add this site. 

  Identification  

At Conestoga, we use a few ways to identify our employees. These are: 

 An employee number: A seven-digit number, usually the same as a Contract Number. 
 A Condor ID 
 An email address 
 A ONEcard 

  Condor ID and Email  

Your Condor ID and default password will be emailed to the personal email you provided the 
college during the hiring process. This information can also be found in the Employee Portal. 

Once you have your Condor ID, discontinue using your contract number to access college 
services. Use your Condor ID and secure password to sign in to all services. 

Conestoga emails are formed by combining the Condor ID and the @conestogac.on.ca suffix. 
 

 

 

 

  ONECard  

Request your official identification card online. Use this to prove employment status, borrow 
equipment or purchase items on campus.. 

  Account Recovery  

Set up your Condor ID Password Recovery. This will help access your account if it ever becomes 
locked. 

http://www.conestogac.on.ca/policies/hr.jsp
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/policies/hr.jsp
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch000858.htm
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/username
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/faculty
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/username
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/faculty
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/onecard/faculty-staff.jsp
http://aka.ms/ssprsetup
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  Signature  

As per the Staff Handbook, emails must have an appropriate signature. Learn how to add a 
signature in Outlook email. 

Example: 

Jane/John Smith, B. Ed., M. Ed., Ph.D. 
Communications Professor, School of Language and Communication Studies 
Conestoga College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning 
299 Doon Valley Drive 
Kitchener, ON 

 

Office: A2101 (Ext. 1234) 
Availability: Monday 10:00 – 12:00, Thursday 11:00 – 1:00 or by video chat by appointment. 

  Password Changes  

Passwords expire every 90 days. You will receive an email notification a week in advance. 

Make sure your password meets the secure password criteria. 

  Voicemail  

Learn how to set up your voicemail. Part time employees are not issued voicemail, unless 
requested. 

  Suggested Mobile Apps  

Download these apps to your iOS or Android devices. 

 Conestoga Mobile Safety

 Honk Mobile Parking

 Brightspace Pulse (eConestoga)

 Microsoft Outlook

 Microsoft OneDrive

  Document Storage  

Portable USBs or hard drives pose a loss or theft risk. Please avoid using these. If you require 
one, it should use encryption software, available through the IT Support website. 

Use your O365 OneDrive as your personal document storage location. Some departments or 
programs use either SharePoint or the S: Drive for shared departmental storage. 

Suggested Practices 
Organize your OneDrive content in alignment with the organization of your eConestoga 
courses, usually week by week. Learn how to share content with your colleagues, coordinators 
or Chair, as requested. 

http://www.conestogac.on.ca/handbook/staff-handbook#conestoga-essentials
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/create-and-add-an-email-signature-in-outlook-web-app-0f230564-11b9-4239-83de-f10cbe4dfdfc
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/create-and-add-an-email-signature-in-outlook-web-app-0f230564-11b9-4239-83de-f10cbe4dfdfc
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/faculty#expiry
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/faculty#secure
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/phones#setup
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/Downloads
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/office-365-basics-video-training-396b8d9e-e118-42d0-8a0d-87d1f2f055fb?wt.mc_id=otc_home&amp;ui=en-US&amp;rs=en-US&amp;ad=US
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/storage-drive
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/share-onedrive-files-and-folders-9fcc2f7d-de0c-4cec-93b0-a82024800c07
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The Employee Portal allows access to administrative components of employment, such as: 

 Contracts

 Timetables

 Course Outlines

 Attendance lists

 Absence reporting

 Accommodation letters

 Electronic test booking

 Grades entry

Please ensure the privacy or encryption of any information retrieved from the Employee Portal. 

  The Student Portal  

The Student Portal allows registration for internal workshops and professional development 
opportunities, such as: 

 The Conestoga Faculty Orientation Program

 Individual workshops

 Workshop series, and

 Yearly conferences

Room numbers are listed in the Employee Portal, once registration has occurred. Workshops 
listed as “Offsite” are usually virtual workshops. The organizer will reach out with more 
information. 

The Employee Portal 

Portals 

https://it.conestogac.on.ca/
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/
http://dev4.conestogac.on.ca/professional-development/how-to-register
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  eConestoga  

eConestoga is the college’s web-based learning management system (LMS), which runs on the 
D2L Brightspace platform. It is used to develop, deliver, and manage course materials and 
optionally administer student assessments such as quizzes and file submissions. 

  Course Shells  

An eConestoga course shell is built automatically for all full-time courses delivered at the 

College and the system handles all enrollment functions. 

A course shell will contain a variety of content and tools, depending on previous deliveries. 

You are free to determine which of eConestoga’s capabilities you would like to incorporate, as 
long as the minimum course standards are met. 

  The Essential Elements  

The Essential Elements are the minimum course standards, and aim to provide students with: 

 a Course Information module, which includes the Instructional Plan,

 an Evaluation module, including instructions and rubrics or marking schemes,

 modules with week-by-week information, including all instructional materials, and

 grades posted for each evaluation.

These standards aim to provide consistency for students and faculty in using eConestoga. 

  The Instructional Plan  

The Instructional Plan is the detailed outline for how a course will be delivered. Other 
institutions may call this a syllabus. 

An Instructional Plan ensures: 

 evaluations have been distributed in a way that allows for marking and feedback,

 students can anticipate and prepare for the key concepts being delivered each class,
 the date for each evaluation is clearly communicated from the start of the semester. 

A customized Instructional Plan should be uploaded to each course.

  Sandboxes  

Every faculty member is provided with a Sandbox course shell within eConestoga. This is a 

space where you are encouraged to test the platform’s tools and experiment with content 

before populating your student facing course shells each semester. 

  Faculty Support  

Visit the Faculty Support area in eConestoga to search for instructional plan template, guides, 
and training videos to support your use of eConestoga. 

https://lms.conestogac.on.ca/facultysupport/
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Conestoga has made every effort to standardize equipment within classrooms and meeting 
rooms. Room set up could vary at some locations as new equipment becomes available. 

There are three main classroom types: Standard, BYOD, and Active Learning. Learn more about 
each classroom type. 

 

  Projectors  

Each classroom has similar podium controls for the projector. Learn how to use the podium 
controls. 

Some classrooms have interactive projectors, which turn your projected screen into a tablet. 
Learn how to use interactive projectors. 

  Computers  

Conestoga uses Windows 10 computers, with a standardized image. Sign into computers with 
your Condor ID and secure password. 

To protect your privacy and security by log off or lock your computer before leaving it. Use the 
keyboard shortcut Windows Key + L to lock a computer. 

Visit the Downloads page on the IT Support website to explore additional licensed software 
available to faculty and students. 

 

  Device Use in Learning  

The Student Guide states, "Electronic devices may be used for learning or instructional 
purposes. Professors or technologists may request devices be put away when a safety issue or 
distraction occurs. Devices used for accommodations are always welcome.” 

Review some tips and best practices to support a device friendly classroom. Identify and 
explain any safety concerns about using devices, particularly if you teach in a workshop. 

 

  The Tech Bar at the Library  

At the Tech Bar, you can: 

 Borrow hardware and equipment to use in class;

 Get troubleshooting and tech support from knowledgeable staff;

 Access online learning through LinkedIn Learning.

Tech Bar services are available to all employees and students and can be accessed at any of 
the three core campuses – Doon, Cambridge and Waterloo. 

Classrooms 

21st Century Teaching and Learning 

https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/room-setup
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/room-setup
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/room-setup#podium
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/room-setup#podium
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/room-setup/interactive-projectors
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/standard-pc#find-software
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/username
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/Downloads
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/Support
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/handbook/studentguide.jsp?version=1701&amp;college-practices
https://tips.techforteaching.ca/byod-programs/
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/Tech-Loans-Help/tech-loans
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/Tech-Loans-Help/tutors
https://stuconestogacon-my.sharepoint.com/personal/jwilkinson_conestogac_on_ca/Documents/Handbook/Class%20Sign%20In%20Sheet%20(Day).pdf
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  Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Programs  
 

Many programs at Conestoga require students to bring their own devices. Learn more about 
supporting a device friendly learning environment. 

 

Check the list of BYOD programs to verify whether a course is BYOD. 
 

  eTexts  
 

Many programs at Conestoga use eTexts (digital textbooks) to provide improved access to 
textbooks. Access to eTexts is delivered through eConestoga. 

 

Check the list of eText programs to verify whether a course will use an eText. 
 

  Open Education Resources (OERs)  
 

Many programs at Conestoga use Open Educational Resources (OERs) instead of textbooks to 
improve access and cost of educational materials. 

 

OERs also supplement course materials. At any time, you can look through OER collections by 
subject, and use these to supplement your textbook or course materials. 

 

  Device Use in Assessments  
 

The Student Guide states that "Unauthorized devices in a testing situation will result in an 
academic offence and a mark of zero." 

 

Remind students of expectations for academic integrity before delivering a test. Clarify what 
devices are authorized and the manner in which they will be used. 

https://tips.techforteaching.ca/byod/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/byod/
https://conestoga.bookware3000.ca/textbooks/etext
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/etext/programs-courses.jsp
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/for-faculty/oatexts-oers
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/for-faculty/oatexts-oers
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/for-faculty/oatexts-oers
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/handbook/studentguide.jsp?version=1701&amp;college-practices
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 Familiarize yourself with your classroom setup and the podium controls. 
 Fill out your Instructional Plan, and post it in your course. 
 Consider best practices when presenting in a classroom or lab. 
 Review and adjust any available course materials. Make sure they are fully accessible. 
 Make sure all materials are posted in your course. 

 

  Setting Up  
 

 Distribute name tents, asking students to fill in their name and preferred pronouns. 
 Sign in to the podium’s PC or connect your laptop or tablet. 
 Turn on the projector. 
 Open a browser. 
 Go into your eConestoga course. 
 Download or pre-load the links to instructional materials for your class. 
 Expand what you’re presenting to full screen. Zoom in if needed. 

 

  Orienting Students to your Course  
 

Many of your students may be brand new. You may need to use part of the first class to: 
 

 Explain how they should communicate and collaborate with you and with each other 
(by email or eConestoga course mail, and the OneDrive), 

 Co-create expectations about appropriate behaviours and device use, 
 Download the Brightspace Pulse app to students’ mobile devices 
 Tour the eConestoga course, finding the Course Outline and Instructional Plan. 

 

Before Class 

Preparing for your First Class 

https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/room-setup/interactive-projectors
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/room-setup#podium
https://conestoga.desire2learn.com/d2l/lp/navbars/6606/customlinks/external/5153
https://tips.techforteaching.ca/presentations/
https://support.office.com/en-ie/article/create-accessible-office-documents-868ecfcd-4f00-4224-b881-a65537a7c155
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/room-setup#wired
https://youtu.be/S68V3p8w4CI
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Once you are comfortable, try incorporating some of these strategies in your teaching. 
 

Whole Group Activities Small Group Activities Individual Activities 

Brainstorming 

Discussions 

Post-It Parade 

Dotmocracy 

Snowball 

Quescussions 

Jigsaw 

Think, Pair, Share 

Concept Mapping 

Inquiry Based Learning 

Case Studies 

Think Alouds 

Respond, React, Reply 

Social Annotation of Texts 

Individual Reflections 

Journals or Discussion Posts 

Post It Parade 

KWL Charts 

One Minute Papers 

 

  Bring in Apps  

Faculty often experiment with fun and educational technologies to support and engage their 
learners. These might include 

 Bringing mobile devices into the learning experience,

 Using varied and engaging presenting strategies

 Collecting feedback and improving retention using live polling or quizzing,

 Facilitating group work using collaborative documents and workspaces,

 Meaningfully and thoughtfully incorporating video and video lessons,

Check the Tech for Teaching page on Teaching and Learning's website to find out about 
new recommended apps. 

 

Bring in Active Learning Strategies 

Once You’re Ready 

https://www.edutopia.org/blog/critical-thinking-toolbox-brainstorm-hans-nathaniel-bluedorn
https://uwaterloo.ca/centre-for-teaching-excellence/teaching-resources/teaching-tips/alternatives-lecturing/discussions/facilitating-effective-discussions
http://www.queensu.ca/teachingandlearning/modules/active/12_exmples_of_active_learning_activities.html
http://dotmocracy.org/what_is/
https://www.thoughtco.com/ice-breaker-snowball-fight-31389
http://www.humber.ca/centreforteachingandlearning/instructional-strategies/teaching-methods/classroom-strategies-designing-instruction/asking-good-questions/quescussion.html
https://www.jigsaw.org/#steps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkaZz4oqgiM
https://uwaterloo.ca/centre-for-teaching-excellence/teaching-resources/teaching-tips/educational-technologies/all/concept-mapping-tools
https://ciel.viu.ca/scholarly-teaching-practice/viu-council-learning-and-teaching-excellence/2016-2017-council-action-groups/types-inquiry
https://www.bu.edu/ctl/teaching-resources/using-case-studies-to-teach/
https://www.weareteachers.com/think-alouds-reading-comprehension/
http://www.queensu.ca/teachingandlearning/modules/active/12_exmples_of_active_learning_activities.html#scenario14
http://www.queensu.ca/teachingandlearning/modules/active/12_exmples_of_active_learning_activities.html#scenario14
https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/teaching-and-learning/four-levels-of-student-reflection/
http://www.teachhub.com/journal-teaching-strategies
http://www.queensu.ca/teachingandlearning/modules/active/12_exmples_of_active_learning_activities.html
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/k-w-l-charts
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/design-thinking-one-minute-papers-ashley-nahornick
https://tips.techforteaching.ca/byod/
https://tips.techforteaching.ca/presentations/
https://tips.techforteaching.ca/polling-apps/
https://tlconestoga.ca/category/tech/
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The IT Service Desk provides support to all employees and students on: 

 Condor IDs, passwords, and account recovery,

 classroom and lab hardware,

 software downloads, and

 college issued devices.

Visit the IT Support website or email itsdesk@conestogac.on.ca, for 24/7 email support. 

  The Online Learning Centre (OLC)  

The Online Learning Centre offers support for eConestoga, including: 

 building content,

 the Essential Elements of a course,

 discussions, assignments and rubrics,

 quizzes and grades.

Visit the Faculty Support site or email econestoga@conestogac.on.ca for help. Upcoming 
trainings are posted in the Announcements area within eConestoga. 

  Teaching and Learning  

The Educational Technology Officer provides support to Conestoga faculty on: 

 creating accessible and engaging course materials,

 teaching within BYOD, eText or OER programs,

 bringing apps and mobile devices into the classroom learning experience,

 developing any aspect of your capacity for teaching with tech.

Visit the Tech for Teaching website or email teachingandlearning@conestogac.on.ca for help. 

  The Library  

The Library provides support to all Conestoga employees and students on: 

 finding course material, like images, videos and OERs,

 device troubleshooting support from Tech Tutors

 learning new software or apps,

 workshops, online guides, and consultations on copyright topics or course materials.

Visit the Library’s website or email lrcinfo@conestogac.on.ca for help. 

  The Bookstore  

The Bookstore provides support for all Conestoga employees and students on: 

 eText programs,

 digital access codes for publisher resources.

Visit the Bookstore’s website or email bookstore@conestogac.on.ca for help. 

IT Services 

Support Contacts 

https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/username
http://aka.ms/ssprsetup
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/room-setup
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/Downloads
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/support/standard-pc#oncampus
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/Support
mailto:itsdesk@conestogac.on.ca
https://conestoga.desire2learn.com/d2l/lp/navbars/6606/customlinks/external/5153
mailto:econestoga@conestogac.on.ca
https://tips.techforteaching.ca/
mailto:teachingandlearning@conestogac.on.ca
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/for-faculty/meet-liaisons
https://lib.conestogac.on.ca/Tech-Help-Borrowing
https://lib.conestogac.on.ca/Tech-Help-Borrowing
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/c.php?g=567934&amp;p=4100097
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/c.php?g=567934&amp;p=4100097
https://library.conestogac.on.ca/
mailto:lrcinfo@conestogac.on.ca
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/etext
https://conestoga.bookware3000.ca/textbooks/redeem-digital-access-codes
https://conestoga.bookware3000.ca/
mailto:bookstore@conestogac.on.ca


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Inclusive Teaching Practices 
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  What is the Universal Design for Learning (UDL)?  
 

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a framework to guide the way you design the learning 
environments that you offer to students. UDL ensures that the learning experience in your 
classroom is accessible and challenging for all students. 

 

In the past, educators often looked at disabilities, the unique needs of international students, 
learner preferences etc. as concerns that needed to be managed on a one-by-one basis. UDL 
focusses on positive ways a course delivery can be enhanced to meet individual needs while 
improving the learning opportunities for all. Ultimately, we may need fewer accommodations 
and stop gap solutions as we create universally accessible and meaningful opportunities. 

 
UDL aims to change the design of the learning environment to suit as many learners as 
possible rather than striving to change the individual learner or make an experience work 
one semester for that one learner. When learning environments are designed to reduce 
barriers, all learners can engage in learning. 

 

Below are five examples of ways in which Conestoga has worked to implement universal 
design: 

 
1. All materials used in a learning opportunity are posted in an electronic and accessible format 

on eConestoga before the class session. 

2. Faculty are asked to write on the board using a size of printing that is visual from all corners of 

the room and a marker colour with a good contrast. 

3. All students are provided with an Instructional Plan prior to the start of the semester so they 

have a semester schedule for evaluation dates, key concepts, and resource use. Students can 

use this for planning study supports, medical appointments, etc. 

4. No pop quizzes are permitted so that students have reduced anxiety and can make 

important appointments without fear of missing marks. 

5. Faculty are trained to face forward when speaking so that students who need a clear 

vocal stream, a visual cue for lip reading or facial expression access have those elements. 

Mohawk College’s Centre for Teaching and Learning in collaboration with members from the 
Accessible Learning Services team has prepared a wonderful resource on UDL. Universal Design 
for Learning 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mohawkcollege.ca%2Femployees%2Fcentre-for-teaching-learning%2Funiversal-design-for-learning%2Funiversal-design-for-1&amp;amp%3Bdata=02%7C01%7CKbrillinger%40conestogac.on.ca%7C898c381fd02a415aaaea08d6a1dc9275%7C4ddd393ae98a4404841fc4becdd925a5%7C0%7C0%7C636874366063331204&amp;amp%3Bsdata=NFJ4Qk8TiwzRv6R4GMPgsN961RlZ8lT7QAc%2Fwr%2FGIfg%3D&amp;amp%3Breserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mohawkcollege.ca%2Femployees%2Fcentre-for-teaching-learning%2Funiversal-design-for-learning%2Funiversal-design-for-1&amp;amp%3Bdata=02%7C01%7CKbrillinger%40conestogac.on.ca%7C898c381fd02a415aaaea08d6a1dc9275%7C4ddd393ae98a4404841fc4becdd925a5%7C0%7C0%7C636874366063331204&amp;amp%3Bsdata=NFJ4Qk8TiwzRv6R4GMPgsN961RlZ8lT7QAc%2Fwr%2FGIfg%3D&amp;amp%3Breserved=0
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  Universal Design for Learning Guidelines (UDL)  

 
UDL encourages the use of a 4-pronged approach to the classroom environment. The four 
quadrants below will help you to imagine new ways of ensuring a well-designed learning opportunity 
that is accessible to all. 

 

 

 
Avoid the 

 

Fight or Flight Response 

This reaction can occur if the faculty member 
is perceived to be: 

• Inciting fear of failure (e.g. highlighting 
difficulty or inferring students will fail) 

• Discussing “triggering” topics 
without warning (e.g. suicide, sexual 
assault, racialized trauma) 

• Not treating students with respect (e.g. 
sarcastic remarks, breaching 
confidentiality, shaming) 

• Crossing professional boundaries (e.g. jokey, 
personal, familiar, too "buddy-buddy") 

 
Provide Multiple Means of 

Engagement 

Plan to incorporate options for: 

• Self-regulation (e.g. washroom 
breaks, standing, using 
personal coping mechanisms 
and self- reflection) 

• Sustaining effort (e.g. in-class 
practice/evaluation, salient short 
and long-term goals, collaboration 
and community building, and 
formative feedback) 

• Recruiting interest (e.g. choice, 
autonomy, personal relevance, etc.) 

 
Provide Multiple Means of 

 

Representation 

Plan to incorporate options for: 

• Comprehension (e.g., activate 

background knowledge, highlight 

patterns, support visualization, 

maximize generalization) 

• Symbols (e.g., field-specific 

terminology, calculations, icons, 

acronyms, etc.) 

• Perception (e.g., options for display in 

aural, visual, multi-media and 

manipulatable formats, etc.) 

 
Provide Multiple Means of 

 

Action and Expression 

Plan to incorporate options for: 

• Executive functions (e.g. 

guiding, goal-setting, supporting 

strategy development and 

monitoring progress, etc.) 

• Expression and communication (e.g. 

multi-media, technology, tools and 

scaffolding) 

• Physical action (e.g. access to 

assistive technologies, tools and 

response mechanisms, etc.) 
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  Universal Design for Learning - Formative Assessment and Practice  
 

UDL encourages you to provide students with options around how they will work with 
materials and demonstrate their learning. Below is an example of options a teacher 
has provided. 

 

Think about how you would feel if you were a student in this class, and which option most 
appeals to you. 

 

Summary Poem 

 Choose 10 key words from the learning. 

 Create a free verse poem summarizing 

your learning with these words 

highlighted. 

Invent a Quiz 

 Write five higher-order thinking questions 

based on this learning. 

 Pick two and answer each in half a page. 

Pyramid Summary 

 Write three summaries: one of 10 words, 

one of 50 words, and one of 100 words. 

 Write them into a pyramid shape with 

the longest summary at the bottom. 

Send a Memo 

 Write a memo to a figure in the distant 
past. 

 Summarize the learning you have done 

and why it makes the present so different 

from the world s/he knew. 

Venn Diagram 

 Draw a Venn diagram comparing and 

contrasting a major point from this 

learning. 

 Draw a second one comparing and 

contrasting what you knew before the 

course and what you now know. 

Opinion Chart 

 List seven opinions you have about this 

learning on the left side of a T-Chart. 

 Support each opinion with evidence on 

the right side. 

Tough Stuff 

 List the five items you think fellow 

students have the most trouble grasping. 

 Explain why. 

Metaphorically Speaking 

 Explain one of the key concepts using an 

allegory, extended metaphor, or parable. 

 Write it out in one page. 

Map It Out 

 Draw a map of the concepts using 

geographic features to represent at 

least 10 concepts. 

 Suggest the best learning route. 

Twitter Posts 

 Choose 10 concepts. 

 Define them in under 140 characters 

each. 
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  The Ontario Human Rights Code  

Faculty should accept all accommodation requests in good faith and work consultatively to find 
a solution. Refer any questions to your Chair. 

  Grounds of Discrimination  

 Age

 Ancestry, colour, race
 Citizenship

 Ethnic origin

 Place of origin

 Creed

 Disability
 Family status

 Marital status (including single status)
 Gender identity, gender expression

 Receipt of public assistance (in housing 
only)

 Record of offences (in employment 
only)

 Sex (including pregnancy and 
breastfeeding)

 Sexual orientation
 

  Key Concepts  

Intersectionality - intersecting social identities and related systems of oppression, domination, 
or discrimination (e.g., a woman is black and Muslim and an immigrant and has a disability) 

Competing Rights - an individual or group’s human rights and freedoms, as protected by law, 
would interfere with another’s rights and freedoms (e.g. a student with an allergy is in a room 
with another student with a service dog) 

Micro-Aggressions - brief verbal or behavioral acts, whether intentional or unintentional, that 
communicate slights, exclusions, or insults toward people who are “other.” (e.g., asking 
someone where they are from just because they are a person of colour) 

Ableism - discrimination in favour of individuals without disabilities (e.g., expecting everyone in 
a group to be able to stand for 20 minutes in a line up) 

Ageism - casual or systematic stereotyping and discriminating against individuals or groups on 
the basis of their age. (e.g., saying a particular employee is “past it” or “young people should 
pay their dues for a bit.” 

  What is discrimination?  

Discrimination is an action or a decision that treats a person or a group of people negatively for 
reasons including race, gender, age or disability. 

  What is harassment?  

Harassment is a form of discrimination. It involves any unwanted behaviour that offends or 
humiliates. Generally, harassment is a behaviour that persists over time. Serious one-time 
incidents can also sometimes be considered harassment. Harassment occurs when someone: 

 fails to provide a requested accommodation

 makes unwelcome remarks or jokes about race, religion, sex, age, disability or any other 
of the 11 grounds of discrimination

http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_90h19_e.htm
http://www.chrc-ccdp.ca/eng/content/what-discrimination#1
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 threatens or intimidates

 makes unwelcome physical contact, such as touching, patting, pinching or punching, 
which can also be considered assault

  What should I do if I am harassed?  

Address this immediately. If possible, name the behavior and state that it is wrong. For example 

say, “Do not say that. That is discrimination.” or “Do not  . That is harassment,” or 

“Do not touch me. That is sexual harassment.” Another option is to email the person so you 

have a record. If the behaviour continues or if you need help, discuss the situation immediately, 

in confidence, with your supervisor, Human Resources, union steward, Human Rights Policy 

Coordinator, Director, Security or a Conestoga counsellor. 

  What should I do if I see harassment?  

“Intervene immediately if safe to do so. Support the victim. Report to your 

Manager, Human Resources, Security, the Union, or Counselling as appropriate. “ 

Above adapted from Ontario Human Rights Code 
 

  OHRC and AODA  

In accordance with the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) and the Ontario 
Human Rights Code, Conestoga College recognizes its responsibility and legal obligation to 
provide education, information and services in an accessible manner. 

Accommodating the diverse needs of all learners includes these best practices: 

 Respecting a student’s legal right to privacy and confidentiality about their health and 
wellness;

 Providing accessible, electronic copies of all course materials on eConestoga including 
PowerPoint presentations and handouts as early as possible, but no later than three 
working days in advance of each class;

 Ensuring that all videos include high quality closed captioning;

 Allowing the use of a variety of electronic devices for notetaking; and

 Permitting students to leave the classroom at their own discretion.

http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/ontario-human-rights-code
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  Diverse Collaborative Work  

Reflective Task. Scan through the pages below on Diverse Collaborative Work. Think about the 

suggestions for supporting diversity in collaborative work. Highlight items that you would like to 

incorporate in your teaching and assessment practices. 

Collaborative Task: Identify five other aspects of diversity that are not mentioned, but that 

need to be accommodated or supported in formative and summative assessments and related 

practice opportunities. 

Aspects of Diversity Inclusive Practices 
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  What is Collaborative Work? How does diversity impact it?  

Collaborative work is team-based work that draws on the strengths and builds the skills of each 

member as the team works towards a set goal. Unlike much traditional group work, every effort 

is made to ensure the team functions well and collaborates. The goal is original work that 

provides evidence of the students’ knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the course 

outcomes as well as the development of Essential Employability Skills (EES). Ultimately, 

students need to be measured as individuals against the course outcomes. Any group work 

must ensure that this goal is achieved. 

  General Guidelines  

 Post the assignment description and rubric at the start of the semester and review at 

the start of the project and throughout the work process. Have an associated 

Discussion Board where students can post questions.

 In assignment descriptions, make supports available and the required checkpoints clear.

 Consider either a) having eConestoga randomly assign groups, or b) randomly assign 

groups so students are working with people beyond those they already know or have 

selected to work near.

 Encourage a strengths-based approach, where students identify and offer their 

specialized skills from the start.

 Do not let students divide the work into sections. Explain that each team member must 

work through, be knowledgeable about, and sign off on each section of the project. 

Explain that each student must individually show evidence of meeting the course 

outcomes associated with the project.

 Provide in-class time for students to organize, get started, and confirm progress on 

group projects.

 Set aside some class time in your Instructional Plan to meet with each group. Coach 

them. Check that all members are well-briefed on the project. Record what progress 

they have made.

 Insist that all communication and document exchange be carried out on eConestoga so 

no side deals that might exclude input from international students can occur.

 Tell the groups you may spot-check their eConestoga group discussions but mostly want 

them to be accountable and to approach you if there are challenges.

 Do not expect students to work off campus together – encourage safe meetings at the 

Library or with the use of technology.

 Activate the Originality Checker in the eConestoga Assignment box so students can use 

it before submitting their work to you. Be sure to set it so that the drafts are not 

uploaded to the repository. For help, contact the Online Learning Centre (OLC) by 

emailing eConestoga Support or calling (519) 748-5220 ext. 3187.

http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/pepg/audiences/colleges/progstan/essential.html
mailto:eConestoga@conestogac.on.ca
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 Consider a pre- or post-submission meeting where each group member must 

demonstrate familiarity with the project. This can be part of the rubric.

 Tell them there will be a final exam question related to their team project. For example, 

“Explain how the concept of  impacted your work on the major team 

project.” That way they will not put an “expiry date” on the learning.

 Reserve, in writing on the rubric and in the assignment description, the right to assign 

an individual mark where evidence from the eConestoga discussions indicates that a 

member has not contributed equitably. Also, reserve the right to disband a team and 

re-assign work with a new due date in case of a significant problem or illness.

 Do not disregard student concerns about the functioning of a group. We are all 

responsible for ensuring a respectful and harassment-free environment. Students may 

need your support in difficult cases.
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International students, group work, team work, collaboration, integration, diversity 
 

 
  Executive Summary  

What? The main purpose of this teaching tip is to assist educators in supporting international 

and domestic students in integrating and learning during collaborative work. 

So What? This is important because Conestoga expects to have over 6,000 international 

students by Fall 2018, as well as diversity within the domestic student body. 

Now What? This teaching tip will provide educators with concrete ways to support both 

international and domestic students in collaborating. 

  At Conestoga  

With more than 6,000 international students and thousands of newcomers to Canada, 

Conestoga classrooms are rich in cultural diversity. In 2018, the average class has approximately 

1 in 4 students who began their education outside of Canada. Some classes consist entirely of 

international students. 

A diverse student group brings benefits and challenges to the classroom. Faculty need to take 

deliberate steps to embrace cultural, linguistic, and educational diversity as an opportunity for 

enrichment, specifically when it relates to collaborative work in the classroom. 

  The Challenge  

Research suggests that domestic students prefer working with classmates of a similar 

background at a higher rate (79%) than do international students (29%) (Moore & Hampton, 

2015). Domestic students identify language proficiency and awareness of academic 

requirements as reasons for their preference. Their hesitation towards working collaboratively 

with international students is not lost on their international colleagues (Moore & Hampton, 

2015). Faculty at Conestoga comment on the fact that, unless there is an intervention, 

international students end up working on collaborative projects together rather than in a 

diverse group. Consider adapting the handout provided at the end of this section so that 

expectations for group work are clear. 

Keywords 
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  The Suggested Approach: Participative Pedagogy  

Support, scaffolding, formative feedback and clear instructions are key to a good assignment 

structure but how about allowing individuality? Individuality is crucial to learning. By embracing 

a participative pedagogy, educators can encourage students in diverse classrooms to learn from 

one another’s experiences and ideas (Elliot & Reynolds, 2014). A participative approach is 

thought to “move dependency of a learner away from the teacher, and shift responsibility for 

learning to the learner” (Elliot & Reynolds, 2014). Projects designed specifically to require 

students to play an active role in group work, to be open-minded, and for tasks to directly 

benefit from inquisitive attitudes, result in the greatest learning for those involved 

(Moore & Hampton, 2015). Consider how much room, within a clear framework, you are 

providing for students to participate in collaborative work. Can they leverage their unique 

backgrounds and diversity within their deliverable? 

  Transparency  

Educators can embrace transparency in the classroom. 
 

 Acknowledge the potential for students to have anxieties about multi-cultural 

collaborative work.

 Ease these anxieties by meeting students where they are.

 Share that while students often fear that multicultural collaborative work will lead to 

lower grades, research has found that this type of work results in higher grades for all 

parties when teachers support this process (Elliot & Reynolds, 2014).

 Explain the safety nets that you have built in to support writing skills and ensure clarity 

of expectations.

We know that when educators provide support and opportunities for open dialogue regarding 

group processes, students can gain from such opportunities increased competency in the 

areas of cross-cultural collaboration, interpersonal skills, and higher level learning (Elliot & 

Reynolds, 2014). These skills will be of great benefit when students are working in their 

multicultural placements and workplaces. 

https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/enhancement/definitions/participative-pedagogy
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Neurodiversity, disability, Universal Design, accommodations, learning disabilities 

  Executive Summary  

What? The main purpose of this teaching tip is to assist educators in supporting neurodiverse 

groups in collaborating. 

So What? This is important because one in 10 students at Conestoga has a documented 

disability, which will impact how educators provide learning opportunities. 

Now What? This teaching tip will provide educators with concrete ways to support groups that 

involve neurotypical learners, and learners with disabilities, when working collaboratively. 

  At Conestoga  

At Conestoga, one of our missions is to serve the ever-changing needs of our diverse and 

growing community – and that community includes thousands of students who utilize our 

Accessibility Services. With 1 in 10 of our students having a documented disability, it is not 

difficult to understand how traditional approaches to post-secondary education may need 

modification to serve our diverse classrooms. 

  What is Neurodiversity?  

Neurodiversity is a relatively new term that approaches differences in neurology and cognition 

as natural variations in the human mind. This approach involves challenging the ways that we 

currently discuss disability, where there is often a focus on causation and cure and, instead, 

celebrating variations in the human mind as inseparable parts of people’s identities (Kapp et al, 

2013). As educators, embracing this viewpoint can help us to be more welcoming to our 

neurodivergent students, and to show them that their presence and contributions are valued. 

This viewpoint can also help us to push our neurotypical students to expand their thinking, and 

learn from their peers’ unique viewpoints. Among the most common disabilities represented 

within the Conestoga student population are Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Attention 

Deficit-Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). If you are new to educating students with these 

diagnoses, Accessibility Services can provide you with information to understand what these 

students’ learning styles might be, and how you can support individual students in your class. 

  The Suggested Approach: Universal Design for Learning  

Universal Design for Learning, or UDL, is the process through which educators remove barriers 

to learning to ensure that all their students have the capacity to learn in their classroom 

(Armstrong, 2012). One way in which educators can do this is by shifting from problem-based 

learning strategies (i.e., only asking “what might some students struggle with?”) to strength- 
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https://www.conestogac.on.ca/about/reports/strategic-plan/goals.jsp
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/accessibility-services/
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based learning strategies, where we consider what our diverse students have to offer, what 

ways they enjoy engaging with the class content, and how this information can inform course 

planning. By being proactive and creating course content with all types of learners in mind, 

educators will be well positioned to teach any group of students who show up in your class. 

  UDL and Collaborative Work  

 While students and faculty are likely all familiar with the concept that the classrooms of 
today are diverse in terms of race, ethnic origin, culture, etc., the majority of educators 
and students are quite new to the concept of neurodiversity – in fact, it is a relatively 
new approach to thinking about disability. It can be helpful to introduce students to the 
concept of neurodiversity, and explain that, in Conestoga’s classrooms, a variety of 
thinking and learning styles will be represented.

 Discuss having students integrate the principles of strength-based strategies into their 
collaborative work. For example, when dividing tasks, group members should be given 
the opportunity to share what they see as their strengths, or the areas that they are 
most interested in working on.

 If your students will be asked to present a given project to the class, ask that they 
consider the various learning styles in the room, and that they try to reach each one. 
Even if the members of their group appear to learn in similar ways, their audience may 
not. This might involve providing all digital content ahead of time, so that students with 
processing challenges can absorb the content on their own time. This may also involve 
including both verbal and hands-on activities during their presentation.

By asking your students to invoke principles of neurodiversity and UDL into their work, you will 

be providing them with invaluable skills that they can take with them into the field. In any line 

of work, students will be exposed to people whose thinking and learning styles are different 

from their own. By giving them the opportunity to consider how to navigate, and thrive, in 

these situations, you are preparing them for the diverse workforce they will soon be involved 

in. 
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2SLGBTQ+, gender, sexuality, inclusiveness, anti-oppression, group work 

  Executive Summary  

What? The main purpose of this teaching tip is to assist educators in supporting 2SLGBTQ+ 

students in the classroom and in collaborating with other students. 

So What? This is important as many of our students identify as 2SLGBTQ+, have a right to be 

welcomed and supported in our classrooms, and may not always feel that they are. 

Now What? This teaching tip will provide educators with concrete ways to prevent and 

challenge discrimination against 2SLGBTQ+ students in the classroom, and support diverse 

student groups when working collaboratively. 

  At Conestoga  

At Conestoga, one of our values is respect, which means supporting the rights and dignities of 

all our students – this includes our 2SLGBTQ+ students, who are increasingly out and 

participating in higher education. Ensuring a welcoming and respectful environment for 

2SLGBTQ+ students is vital for these students’ learning, but it requires some knowledge of the 

barriers 2SLGBTQ+ students might face in the classroom, and how to prevent and alleviate 

these issues. 

  What is 2SLGBTQ+?  

2SLGBTQ+ is an acronym used to describe various sexualities and gender identities. The 

acronym 2SLGBTQ+ is defined as: Two Spirit, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, and 

others. The ordering of the letters in this acronym is sometimes different, usually for political 

reasons. One variation of this acronym, which is being used in this Teaching Tip, includes “2S” 

(which refers to the Indigenous gender and sexual identity, Two Spirit) at the beginning of this 

acronym, so it reads as 2SLGBTQ+; this is done to forefront Indigenous ways of knowing gender 

and sexuality, which have largely been suppressed through colonialism. The acronym, however 

it is ordered, is inclusive of all gender identities that are not cisgender, and all sexualities that 

are not heterosexuality. 

  Some Useful Terms  

Cisgender refers to a person whose gender identity aligns with the gender they were assigned 

at birth, whereas trans refers to those whose gender identity and/or expression is different 

from the (expectations of the) gender they were assigned at birth; an easy way to think of this 

is that, generally, if someone is not trans, they are cisgender (visit the Human Rights Campaign 

glossary of terms for more information). Trans is an umbrella term that encompasses identities 
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http://www.conestogac.on.ca/respect/
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/transgender
http://www.hrc.org/resources/glossary-of-terms
http://www.hrc.org/resources/glossary-of-terms
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including, but not limited to, transgender, transsexual, genderqueer, and gender non- 

conforming. Trans identities are gender identities that may be outside of the gender binary. 

Gender binary refers to the idea that there are only two (opposing) genders, and the 

assumption that each person is one (and only one) of these two genders. The gender binary 

assumes that everyone is either a cisgender man or a cisgender woman, which erases other 

gender identities. The gender binary is challenged by many identities in the 2SLGBTQ+ 

community, such as individuals who identify as non-binary, agender, or genderqueer. The 

gender diversity in the 2SLGBTQ+ community also highlights important distinctions between 

gender identity and gender expression: Gender identity refers to who an individual knows 

themselves to be, and includes terms previously mentioned, such as cisgender, transgender, 

non-binary, genderqueer, Two Spirit, etc. Gender expression refers to how individuals express 

their gender, and includes characteristics like names, pronouns (he/she/they, etc.), dress, body 

language, and more. This is important because sometimes individuals identify with a gender 

that is not immediately obvious through their gender expression; this means that we might 

not know what pronouns a student uses from their name, or from the gender listed on their 

student profile. 

Heterosexual refers to a person who is attracted (physically, sexually, and emotionally, etc.) to 

members of what is constructed as the “opposite” gender (for example, a person who identifies 

as a woman is attracted primarily to people who identify as men). Often, heterosexual people 

are referred to as being straight. People who do not identify as heterosexual may identify as 

lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer, or with other less common or emerging terms. 

It is important to note that, though these identities are new to many, they have a historical 

lineage that must be recognized (Norton, 2016). While new terms are indeed emerging, the 

identities themselves are not new. Diversity in gender identity and sexuality has a long history: 

historically these identities were criminalized and pathologized (i.e. considered a mental 

disorder), meaning individuals who identified in this way were not safe to do so in public spaces 

(Drescher, 2010). Still today, there is a lot of stigma, medicalization of, and discrimination 

against individuals who identify as 2SLGBTQ+ (Rankin, 2006). While we are increasingly seeing 

more sexual and gender diversity in public life, including on college campuses, it is important to 

recognize that 2SLGBTQ+ individuals have always existed and participated in society. 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/binary
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/genderqueer
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gender%20identity?utm_campaign=sd&amp;amp%3Bamp%3Butm_medium=serp&amp;amp%3Bamp%3Butm_source=jsonld
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gender%20expression
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/heterosexual
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/lesbian
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gay
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gay
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/queer
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  The Suggested Approach: Create a Non-Discriminatory Environment for Learning  

Most research on 2SLGBTQ+ students in higher education suggests that 2SLGBTQ+ students 
experience high rates of victimization on campus, including verbal harassment, physical 
assault, and a general negative climate of discrimination (Garvey, Taylor & Rankin, 2014; 
Rankin, 2006). 

These experiences are not only detrimental to 2SLGBTQ+ students’ self-esteem and sense of 
safety, but impact their ability to learn. Research has demonstrated the importance of non- 
discriminatory learning environments to foster positive outcomes in learning and development 
(Rankin, 2006). Not surprisingly, studies have also found that academic achievement and 
persistence is negatively affected for students who perceive the learning environment to be 
discriminatory (Rankin, 2006). 

It is therefore essential that faculty actively and deliberately create a non-discriminatory and 
inclusive learning environment for 2SLGBTQ+ students in the classroom, and provide clear 
guidelines for how students engage with each other in group work, whether this takes place 
within or outside of the class. 

  Integrating and Supporting 2SLGBTQ+ Students in the Classroom  

 The pronouns and names that individuals use varies from person to person. Ask students 
for their name and pronouns on the first day of class. If a student gives you a name 
and/or pronouns that do not align with your class list, make the changes and refer to the 
student using the name and pronouns they have given you. 

 If you use nametags in your class, ask students to list their name and pronouns, if they feel 
comfortable, on their nametags (explain to students what pronouns are, as some students 
might be new to these ideas). This helps to normalize conversation around pronouns (and 
pronouns we aren’t as familiar with), and demonstrates to students that we all have 
pronouns. This way, if a student uses a less common pronoun (such as “they/them”) they 
are not the only ones who have to make their pronouns known to the rest of the class. 

 Tell students at the beginning of the term that your classroom is an inclusive one. 
Discrimination will not be tolerated. Outline Conestoga’s policy so that students have a 
good understanding of what constitutes discrimination and harassment. Point students in 
the direction of further optional reading. Tell students that you will not tolerate 
harassment based on actual or perceived sexual orientation, or nonconformity to gender 
norms, identity, or expression (this includes derogatory language aimed at the 2SLGBTQ+ 
community in general, even if it is not directed at a particular student). 

 If dividing students into “teams” or “groups” for an in-class activity, don’t divide the class 
according to gender (for example, “all the men on this side, and all the women on this 
side”). Students in your class may not identify as one of these two genders, and will have 
difficulty participating. Furthermore, even students who do identity as one of these 
genders, but who do not express their gender in a typically masculine or feminine way, 
might experience subtle or overt discrimination and hostility from other students, based 

https://www.conestogac.on.ca/admissions/rightsresponse/applicationeducation.jsp
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on the team they choose. Instead, use other methods to divide students, like assigning 
numbers, colours, or dividing students alphabetically. 

 Use inclusive terms when talking about gender: Don’t say “both genders” or “either 
gender” or “the opposite gender”, all of which indicate that there are only two genders, 
and invisibilize those whose genders fall outside of this binary. 

 Use inclusive terms when talking about sexuality: Instead of using “gay” or “homosexual” 
as umbrella terms, use “LGBTQ+”, “2SLGBTQ” or “Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 
queer, Two Spirit”. 

 Maintain confidentiality for your students: Do not “out” an LGBTQ+ student who has 
talked to you about their identity – they may not be out to others, and exposing 
someone’s LGBTQ+ identity to others can have negative and sometimes dangerous 
consequences for the individual. 

 Examine your course and/or curriculum: Be sure that the content and examples you use 
are diverse and do not assume heterosexuality and cisgender identity to be “normal” or 
the default. 

 Do not ask 2SLGBTQ+ students to speak for an entire group. If something arises related to 
2SLGBTQ+ identity, provide space for respectful classroom discussion, and draw on any 
knowledge you might have. Make space for 2SLGBTQ+ students to voice their knowledge 
or thoughts voluntarily, but don’t expect or call upon students who identify as 2SLGBTQ+ 
to be the “experts” on the topic. 

 Please note that Conestoga respects religious freedom (or creed) and expression, and 
recognizes that this freedom can sometimes be perceived as contrary to the right to sexual 
orientation, gender identity, and gender expression. It is important to be explicit that 
rights do not supersede one another. It is common for it to be assumed that all people of 
religious faiths are homophobic or transphobic. We recognize this not to be true. Further, 
many LGBTQ people are religious and thus need access to rights protections for religious 
expression as well as sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression. 

 The professor’s responsibility is to ensure that all dialogue conducted in class is 
respectful and non-threatening. Ensuring a safe learning environment within the 
classroom takes precedence. If a homophobic student refuses to work with a 2SLGBTQ 
student, the homophobic student should be removed from the project, rather than the 
2SLGBTQ student. 

  Resources for 2SLGBTQ+Support  

 OHRC on sexual orientation

 OHRC on gender identity and gender expression

 The Creating Authentic Spaces toolkit from The 519

 The 519 Education and Training Glossary

 Trans Inclusion Matters





 

http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/code_grounds/sexual_orientation
http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/policy-preventing-discrimination-because-gender-identity-and-gender-expression
http://www.the519.org/education-training/training-resources/our-resources/creating-authentic-spaces
http://www.the519.org/education-training/glossary
http://www.the519.org/education-training/our-campaigns/trans-inclusion-matters
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Race, ethnicity, racism, culture, inclusiveness, anti-oppression, group work 

  Executive Summary  

What? The main purpose of this teaching tip is to assist educators in supporting racialized and 
ethnic minority students in the classroom and in collaborating with other students. 

So What? This is important because racism can be unintentional and subtle, but has significant 
impacts on racialized and ethnic minority students, who make up a huge portion of our student 
body. 

Now What? This teaching tip will provide educators with concrete ways to prevent and 
challenge racism in the classroom, and support diverse and inclusive student groups when 
working collaboratively. 

  At Conestoga  

At Conestoga, one of our values is respect, which means supporting the rights and dignities of 

all our students – this includes our racialized and ethnic minority students. With increasing 

numbers of international students, as well as racialized and ethnic minority students from 
across Canada, ensuring that our classrooms are inclusive, welcoming, and explicitly anti-racist 
is important for all students to feel safe and included. Ensuring a welcoming and respectful 
environment for racialized and ethnic minority students is vital for these students’ learning, but 
it requires some knowledge of the ways racism can manifest in the classroom environment, and 

  What is Racism?  
how to prevent and alleviate these issues. 

Racism is an ideology that positions one group as inherently superior to another. This can be 
direct or indirect, explicit or subtle, conscious or unconscious. Racism has a long history in 
Canada and operates at many levels – between individuals, through systems, societies, 
institutions, and even through knowledge. It is sometimes difficult to recognize the ways that 
colonialism and Canada’s history with racism continue to impact our interactions today. A lack 
of understanding of our history can influence how our international and ethnic minority 
students experience education at Conestoga. For example, many domestic students and 
educators assume that international students are new to English, and that their dialects and 
accents, when different from our own, prove that they must have recently learned that 
language. In reality, the majority of our international students from India and Nigeria, for 
example, have spoken English their entire lives and had English as the language of instruction 
in school since childhood. It is these ideas (that an accent other than our own means that 
someone cannot be equally or more skilled with a language than we are, for example) that we 
must challenge within ourselves and our social circles, to create an anti-oppressive learning 
environment. 
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  Some Useful Terms  

Two important terms to know when talking about racism are ethnicity and race. 

 Ethnicity refers groups of people who share common racial, tribal, religious, linguistic or 
cultural origins;

 Race refers to a group or kind of people that are thought to be unified by particular 
characteristics. In North America, race is designated most commonly by skin colour and 
other physical features.

 Racism is prejudice and discrimination based on the explicit (or sometimes covert) belief 
that one race is superior to others. Racism manifests as political and social systems that 
disadvantage particular groups of people.

There are many ways that racism can manifest, including explicit racism and microaggressions. 

 Microaggressions are every day, subtle, hard-to-name offenses that might seem minute 
or and/or inconsequential on their own, but are generally experienced so frequently 
that they have a significant impact on the victim (Sue, 2010). Racist microaggressions 
subtly rely on assumptions, stereotypes, and racist beliefs we hold. An example of a 
racist microaggression is assuming that a Black faculty member is a student or staff, 
rather than a faculty member.

 Explicit racism can be perpetuated in specific ways against particular groups of people. 
For example, Anti-Black racism refers to the higher rates and particular forms of racism 
that Black people experience; research demonstrates that Black people experience 
discrimination at disproportionately higher rates than racialized people in general 
(Soloranzo, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000). The Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants 
defines Anti-Black Racism as “a particular form of systemic and structural racism in 
Canadian society, which historically and contemporarily has been perpetuated against 
Black people” (p.1).

 Some students might experience Islamophobia, defined by The National Council of 
Canadian Muslims as “an irrational fear of Islam and a hatred or extreme dislike of 
Muslims” (2016). Most people are familiar with the notion of Anti-Semitism, which was 
seen most explicitly in the genocide of Jewish people prior to and during World War II; 
Anti-Semitism refers to prejudice and/or discrimination against, or hatred of, Jewish 
people.

Despite good intentions, we can still perpetuate racism. This is because intent is different from 
impact. 

 Intent refers to the purpose of an action, while

 Impact refers to the impression or force of the action – the effect.

The intent and impact of any action do not necessarily align, meaning that something racist 
can be done or said unintentionally. This is important to recognize because it allows us to 
understand why someone might tell us that we have done something racist even if we did not 
mean to, and can help us to avoid responding defensively, and instead focus on the impact. 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ethnic
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/race
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/racism
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/intent
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/impact
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  The Suggested Approach: Create a Non-Discriminatory Learning Environment  

Research demonstrates that racism on college campuses negatively affects racialized students’ 
engagement with learning, and produces a hostile campus environment for racialized students 
(Soloranzo, Ceja & Yosso, 2000). Students report that racial microaggressions are so significant 
they can affect academic performance, encourage students to drop classes, change majors, or 
leave school altogether (Soloranzo, Ceja & Yosso, 2000, p. 69). Much research demonstrates 
that academic achievement and persistence is negatively affected for students who perceive 
the learning environment to be discriminatory (Rankin, 2006). It is therefore essential that 
faculty actively create a non-discriminatory and inclusive learning environment for racialized 
and ethnic minority students in the classroom, and provide clear guidelines for how students 
engage with each other in group work, whether this takes place within or outside the class. 

 
  Integrate and Support Racialized and Ethnic Minority Students  

 Acknowledge race and racism; don’t be “colour blind” (i.e. insist that you do not see race, 
or that race is somehow irrelevant to you), as this means denying the very real ways that 
race plays out in our society, and the way that racism affects racialized people. Instead, 
acknowledge race, diversity, and racism as realities in the classroom and do your best to 
embrace diversity and challenge racism; doing so will also show students that you are a safe 
person to speak to, should they experience racism in class or in group work settings.

 Confront racism when you see it in the classroom. Stop the situation immediately and 
inform the students that racism is not tolerated in your class. Later, speak privately to 
everyone involved, so that the person perpetrating racism understands why their behaviour 
is inappropriate and how to accept responsibility and avoid future issues; speak to the 
victim to let them know that they are not alone in dealing with the situation, and to find 
out how you can ensure they are feeling comfortable and safe in the class.

 Encourage and provide opportunities for students to talk about, explore, and examine 
culture, identity, and race in relation to the course content. Ensure that the examples and 
content used in your teaching are diverse and representative.

 Warn students before you discuss graphic or upsetting issues related to race and racism in 
class. Even in these conversations, refrain from using racial slurs, such as the N word, 
“gypsy”, “Hispanic”, etc.

 Understand that you might be trying your best, but students come with a lifetime of 
experiences within classrooms, some of which will be negative. Do not expect students to 
feel 100% safe and comfortable, even if you are doing your best to make the environment 
such.
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Indigenous, colonialism, racism, culture, inclusiveness, anti-oppression, group work 

See also: Indigenizing Post Secondary Education In Canada 

  Executive Summary  

What? The main purpose of this teaching tip is to assist educators in supporting Indigenous 
students in the classroom and in collaborating with other students. 

So What? This is important because Canada has a history of colonialism that has erased and 
denied the existence, knowledge, and culture of Indigenous peoples. Colonial ideas, systems 
and behaviours continue to affect Indigenous, Metis, and Inuit students in our classrooms, 
affecting recruitment and retention of these students, as well as their ability to participate and 
learn in the classroom. 

Now What? This teaching tip will provide educators with concrete ways to prevent and 
challenge racism and colonialism in the classroom, and support Indigenous students in the 
classroom and in collaborative work with non-Indigenous students. 

  At Conestoga  

At Conestoga, one of our values is respect, which means supporting the rights and dignities of 
all our students – this includes our Indigenous (First Nations, Metis, and Inuit) students, who 
are increasingly participating in higher education. Ensuring a welcoming and respectful 
environment for Indigenous students, where Indigenous knowledge and history is recognized 
and preserved, is vital for learning. Creating this environment requires some knowledge of the 
history of colonialism in Canada, and the persistent barriers ssand prejudices that Indigenous 
students continue to face, as well as how to prevent and alleviate these issues. 

  What is Colonialism?  

Colonization is the process by which a country or government settles and establishes control 
over the Indigenous peoples of an area. Canada was founded through the colonization and 
attempted genocide of the Indigenous peoples of Canada. Canada’s legacy includes residential 
schools, a school system in which Indigenous children were stolen from their homes, forced to 
assimilate with the settlers’ culture, punished for using their language or traditions, and 
severely abused; the first residential facilities were developed in 1831, and the last residential 
school in Canada closed as recently as 1996. The effects of colonization are still very real today, 
demonstrating that colonialism has not ended: Indigenous peoples are overrepresented in 
prisons and the care system; the land that was stolen from Indigenous peoples has not been 
returned, nor do Indigenous peoples have a voice in terms of how the land is used or treated; 
the rates of poverty and illness are astronomically high for Indigenous peoples, but the funding 
for necessary services for Indigenous peoples is significantly lower than funding directed 
towards Indigenous people in Canada. These are just a few examples of how Canada continues 
to perpetuate colonization. 
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One of the most significant impacts of colonization and residential schools on Indigenous 
peoples is intergenerational trauma. Intergenerational trauma refers to the “devastating health 
and wellness consequences [of] historical oppression” that affect the descendants of residential 
school survivors who might not have experienced the abuse in these schools themselves 
(Intervention to Address Intergenerational Trauma, 2012). Those who were forced to attend 
residential schools experienced trauma from the violence and abuse that took place, and it is 
now widely recognized that “the cumulative effects of trauma are passed down along 
generations and often amplified or cause other unpredictable impacts”, including substance 
abuse, mental health issues, cultural alienation, high rates of suicide, and other less obvious 
health impacts (Intervention to Address Intergenerational Trauma, 2012). 

Colonialism has significant impacts on how Indigenous students experience and relate to formal 
education in Canada. First, the legacy of residential schools means that formal education in 
Canada has historically been violent towards and traumatizing for Indigenous peoples. For 
Indigenous students, the classroom may not feel like a safe space. In addition to this legacy, 
formal education in Canada does not acknowledge or value Indigenous ways of knowing the 
world or important spiritual or cultural elements of Indigenous identities. This means that many 
students are still being asked in the classroom to ignore or deny their culture and heritage, and 
accept the knowledge being presented as the most important, or perhaps singular, truth. 
Finally, most formal education curricula in Canada denies or ignores the legacy of colonialism in 
Canada’s history, and thus denies the harms that have taken place, and the various ways of 
knowing that have been rejected in our current education system. 

  Useful Terms and Things to Know  

 Indigenous means “native to the area”, and the word itself is used to refer to Indigenous 
peoples around the world. In North America, First Nations, Metis, and Inuit people are 
Indigenous to this land and can thus be collectively referred to as Indigenous, Aboriginal, 
or First Peoples. Other previously-used words, like “Native” or “Indian” are outdated and 
offensive, and are seldom used. The Aboriginal/Indigenous Peoples of Canada are 
composed of three groups: First Nations, Metis, and Inuit people. First Nations is not 
synonymous with Aboriginal or Indigenous since it does not include Inuit or Metis; rather, 
it refers to Indigenous peoples of Canada who are predominantly south of the Arctic. Inuit 
in Canada live primarily in the Northwest Territories, Nunavut, and northern parts of 
Quebec and coastal Labrador. Metis is a distinct ethnicity that developed after contact 
between European and First Nations people, and the term refers to those who have mixed 
ancestry; it is a specific term that refers to those with this mixed heritage in certain regions 
of Canada, primarily in southern Manitoba; however, it is sometimes used more broadly to 
refer to Aboriginal people with mixed heritage.

 Some Indigenous people live on reserve, and some do not. Reserves (also referred to as 
First Nation communities) are parcels of land that have been set aside by the government 
for a particular band in Canada.

 Some Indigenous people are visibly racialized and some are not; for those who are, racism 
is another barrier they experience in the classroom and on campus.

https://www.ucalgary.ca/wethurston/files/wethurston/Report_InterventionToAddressIntergenerationalTrauma.pdf
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 One way that racism and colonialism manifests is through a more subtle form, called 
microaggressions. Microaggressions are subtle, hard-to-name offenses that might seem 
minor and/or inconsequential on their own, but are generally experienced so frequently 
that they have a significant impact on the victim. Racist and colonialist microaggressions 
subtly rely on assumptions, stereotypes, and racist/colonialist beliefs we hold. An example 
of a colonialist microaggression is asking an Indigenous person in your class to explain 
colonialism to the rest of the class.

 Despite good intentions, we can still perpetuate racism. This is because intent is different 

from impact. Intent refers to the purpose of an action, while impact refers to the impression 

or force of the action – the effect. The intent and impact of any action do not necessarily 

align, meaning that something racist can be done or said unintentionally. This is important 

to recognize because it allows us to understand why someone might tell us that we have 

done something racist even if we did not mean to, and can help us to avoid responding 

defensively, and instead focus on the impact.

  The Suggested Approach: Integrating Indigenous Pedagogy in the Classroom  

Marie Batiste (2002) writes that “the Aboriginal people of Canada have their own epistemology 
and pedagogy. Aboriginal epistemology is found in theories, philosophies, histories, 
ceremonies, and stories as ways of knowing. Aboriginal pedagogy is found in talking or sharing 
circles and dialogues, participant observations, experiential learning, modeling, meditation, 
prayer, ceremonies, or story telling as ways of knowing and learning” (p. 18). Any attempt to 
decolonize our education system and successfully integrate Indigenous students into the 
classroom needs to embrace, draw on, and demonstrate the value of these epistemologies and 
pedagogies, and should strive for experiential learning that is responsive to the immediate and 
larger environment, social norms, beliefs, and needs. Teachers can incorporate circles for 
discussion-based learning that allow for sharing between students and between teacher and 
students. Teachers can provide opportunities for students to observe the modelling of a skill 
and time to practice tasks under the teacher’s mentorship. Teachers can provide time for in- 
class reflection. For more on decolonizing pedagogies, and some examples, visit the 
Decolonizing Pedagogies Teacher Reference Booklet (Vancouver School Board). 

 

  Integrate and Support Indigenous Students in the Classroom  

 Examine your curriculum and course content for ways that you can acknowledge, draw 
on, and/or show the value and relevance of Indigenous knowledge to the area of study. 
This might require additional research or work, but it is essential to incorporate 
Indigenous ways of knowing into what and how we teach students. Provide assessment 
opportunities that allow for Indigenous ways of sharing or demonstrating learning and 
knowledge. Consider accessing some of Conestoga’s resources, including Aboriginal 
Services or showing Conestoga College’s video on Indigenizing Post-Secondary 
Education to your students.

 Do not make assumptions about students’ identities: Not all Indigenous people are 
visibly racialized, but this does not make their identity any less valid; some Indigenous 
students have spent part or all of their lives on reserve, while others have never been to

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/intent
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/impact
http://blogs.ubc.ca/edst591/files/2012/03/Decolonizing_Pedagogies_Booklet.pdf
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/aboriginal-services/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/aboriginal-services/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/aboriginal-services/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/aboriginal-services/
https://youtu.be/CwjYIzE1-Zw
https://youtu.be/CwjYIzE1-Zw
https://youtu.be/CwjYIzE1-Zw
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a reserve; some Indigenous students speak many languages, and some only speak 
English. There is great diversity amongst Indigenous people in Canada. 

 If you hear anti-Indigenous, or racist language or conversation in class, intervene 
immediately. Inform students that the classroom is an inclusive space, and racist ideas 
and language will not be tolerated.

 Encourage diverse groups by randomizing selection. This will allow students to learn 
from new perspectives and push them outside of their comfort zones. Learning isnot 
just about classroom content, but also classroom experience.
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Mental health, wellness, resilience, stigma, languishing, flourishing 
 

  Executive Summary  

What? The main purpose of this teaching tip is to assist educators to facilitate or foster student 
wellness and collaboration in the classroom. 

So What? This is important because mental health can influence concentration and learning. 
Students who have difficulty thinking or focusing, sleeping or managing extreme emotional 
highs and lows may feel stigmatized and socially isolated. These problems may affect their 
ability to make and retain a supportive peer network and interrupt their studies potentially 
causing them to drop out before completing their program. 

Now What? This teaching tip will provide educators with a framework for promoting mental 
health and wellness in the classroom and practical strategies that will support students to work 
collaboratively. 

  At Conestoga  
At Conestoga, one of our values is respect, which means supporting the rights and dignities of 
all our students – this includes our students who may be experiencing poor mental health. The 
College is committed to promoting and addressing students’ mental health and wellness while 
decreasing stigma associated with poor mental health in and out of the classroom. 

  What is Mental Health and Wellness?  

Though the term mental health might seem intuitive, it is often understood very differently. 
The Canadian Association of College and University Student Services (CACUSS) Association and 
the Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA) uses the Canadian Government’s definition of 
mental health that describes: 

 

“The capacities of each and all of us to feel, think, and act in ways that enhance 
our ability to enjoy life and deal with the challenges we face. It is a positive sense 
of emotional and spiritual well-being that respects the importance of culture, 
equity, social justice, interconnections, and personal dignity” (Government of 
Canada, 2006). 

 

This definition emphasizes wellness and is similar to the definition proposed by the World 
Health Organization (2001). A central aspect of this definition is the move away from 
discussions of illness and a movement towards health, wellness, and concepts of “flourishing” 
such as those outlined by Keyes (2002). As shown in the diagram below, Keyes conceptualizes 
health and illness on two distinct, but connected continua. The horizontal line represents illness 
to no illness and can be thought of as encompassing ranges of symptoms and 
diagnoses. Conversely, flourishing can describe the actions, attitudes, habits, and resources 

Keywords 

Inclusiveness for Mental Health and Wellness 
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needed to feel well. All students can work towards improving their mental health, regardless of 
the presence of mental illness. 

 

 
 

(CACUSS & CMHA, 2013, p.6. Informed by Keyes, 2002) 

 
CACUSS and CMHA outlined four key assumptions about mental health that frame the 
perspective enacted in the Hallman Mental Health Project and Student Success Services at 
Conestoga College (2013, p. 7): 

 

1. Mental health is essential to students’ academic success as well as their ability to 
participate fully and meaningfully throughout all aspects of their lives and 
throughout their lifespan. 

2. Empowering students to participate actively in maintaining their well-being as well 
as addressing mental health issues sets the foundation for increased ability to 
sustain well-being throughout their lives. 

3. Addressing discrimination and inequities is essential to both student mental health 
and learning. 

4. Physical, cultural, spiritual, political, socioeconomic and organizational contextual 
factors are all interrelated and significantly impact the student learning 
experience and well-being (Silverman, Underhile & Keeling, 2008). 

 

As suggested above, two important themes emerge when talking about mental health. First, 

mental health should not be thought of as synonymous with illness. And second, focusing on 

student wellness can have far-reaching effects both inside the classroom and beyond. We need 

to keep in mind that it is important to remember that people have complex lives and life 

circumstances, and, as such, each individual will need to develop their own strategies for 

seeking and maintaining mental health and well-being (MHCC, 2018). 
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  Some Useful Terms  
 

Term Definition 

Flourishing  a descriptor of mental health and well-being that implies a positive or 
optimal state (Keyes, 2002) 

Languishing  a state of poor mental health that causes feelings of emptiness (Keyes, 
2002) 

Resilience  ability to recover or “bounce back” from difficulties 

Stress  a normal response to situational pressures or demands whether they 
are perceived or real (CAMH, n.d.) 

Mood  emotional state of mind that can be negative or positive 

Stigma  discrediting or negative stereotype (MHCC, n.d.) 

Help-seeking 
behaviour 

 an adaptive strategy that includes the awareness of the need and the 
action to get assistance 

 

As faculty, you play a pivotal role by understanding mental health in the context of wellness. 
Set an example of how not to stigmatize students who are languishing or struggling. This may 
mean correcting students who might want to “label” classmates. You can model calmness and 
acceptance to encourage students to follow your lead. 

Talk about health and health promotion with your students. One of the most helpful strategies 
is to foster a greater sense of belonging and community at the College through extra-curricular 
involvement and social activity. Highlight Conestoga events and encourage students to attend. 
You can also promote wellness by drawing attention to the benefits of physical activity or 
exercise, good sleep, mindfulness and healthy eating. 

Focus on resilience. Validate your students’ efforts if they are behind and struggling. Students 
do not want to hear or see you disbelieve their efforts. When you use positive statements 
about their performance, they are more likely to feel reassured and take an active part in 
realistic goal setting. 

 

 

 Recognize that motivation and energy levels vary with all students (especially students who 
may have depression). When lesson planning, take into account how the time of day may 
challenge punctuality, attendance, concentration and participation.  Incorporating a video 
or using active learning strategies such as partner discussions or a small group activity at the 
beginning of the class may allow students to “warm up” and get ready for the delivery of

The Suggested Approach: Creating a Supportive Learning Environment to 

Promote and Enhance Student Wellness 

When Lesson Planning 

How to Support Student Mental Health and Wellness in your Classroom 
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more demanding concepts. Conversely, strategically using these active learning methods 
throughout the class will help to support and maintain concentration during a longer class. 

 Decrease stress (anxiety) by posting or sharing the agenda and plan for each class. Students 
who may be on medications need to know what to expect and when they can leave class to 
manage any side effects from medications. Some students may leave class abruptly as a 
self-management strategy so they can recharge or regain control.

 Do not take student absences personally and avoid punitive approaches that add additional 
stress when someone has been unable to physically attend class. The policy at Conestoga is 
to post all required content and information to be successful in your course so students can 
access learning materials through eConestoga.

 When you notice absences are cumulative and jeopardizing successful completion of theory 
and/or practical competencies this is an opportunity to promote help-seeking behaviour. 
Research on help-seeking behaviour suggests that stigmatization is a major barrier 
(Eisenberg et al., 2009). Students need to be convinced and encouraged to take advantage 
of formal supports available (e.g. accessibility services, student counselling, health services) 
as well as informal supports (e.g. classmates, friends).

  When Assigning Projects or Working in Small Groups  

 Be prepared that some students may appear defiant and at other times they seem to 
withdraw (due to fluctuating mood) and may refuse to socialize with peers or participate in 
classroom-based activities. Respect the fact that some students may not be able to 
participate - do not confront students in front of their peers. Ask to speak to them privately 
when the class is over or email them so you can express concern. Invite the student to 
share what they feel comfortable with you knowing and to inform you of what works best 
for their learning needs.

 Always maintain confidentiality and do not assume that students who have talked to you 
about their mental health issues have given you permission to share this information with 
their classmates or other faculty.

 Consider assigning students to groups so there is balance of personalities and skills. 
Students who are more social and supportive are often open to working with students who 
are languishing or struggling and need more direction.

 Ensure that there is a group process evaluation so students are aware that accountability 
and follow-through is important. When a peer evaluation is utilized, all parties feel they 
have some control over how they can earn credit for the group assignment. Explain in 
advance, the process and etiquette you expect them to follow as managing conflict is a part 
of group process.

 Providing choices or offering an element of control reduces anxiety – when possible, think 
about minor adaptations or regular check-ins that will make group participation feel safe 
and more comfortable. Have discussions with your program team and the students - under 
what circumstances might an alternative role or submission be appropriate?

 Students get overwhelmed trying to balance evaluations across different courses. They 
appreciate when faculty post reminders of deadlines using the eConestoga announcement 
function or email at regular intervals or in advance of a deadline. Have conversations with 
your program team when assignment extensions are being requested so there is
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consistency within your program. Offering flexibility with due dates does not mean you 
are lowering the standards, and, when the flexibility is offered to the whole class, this is 
very much appreciated. 

  When Testing  

 In the early semesters or at midterm, you can decrease anxiety around testing by offering a 
study checklist in writing that will remind students of the major learning objectives they have 
completed. Encourage students to work in groups to identify where the information is 
located (e.g. slides, textbook chapter, handout, etc.) so students leave class feeling confident 
or motivated to seek additional help in advance of the test or exam.

 Providing a teacher-directed review does not need to be a “hand-holding” exercise with step- 
by-step directions, nor should it be a “teach to the test” session. Using interactive quiz 
software (e.g. Kahoot, Socrative, Poll Everywhere, etc.) to “gamify” concepts that should be 
reviewed before the test, or assigning students to create the quizzes and work on them as a 
small or large group, encourages students to be more active in their learning. Regardless of 
the approach, taking time to review learned concepts well in advance of an evaluation will 
help all students feel positive about what they have learned in class, or motivate them to 
take control and actively review learning materials so they can demonstrate how well they 
know the material.

 Practical skills testing may evoke high levels of stress so consider offering a “mock test” well 
in advance of the test day. You can help build resilience by encouraging students to seek help 
after practice testing or the actual test so students have feedback on where they went wrong 
and how they can improve. Discuss the idea of retaking practical tests with your colleagues – 
what considerations or situations make a test retake a valuable learning opportunity?

 Honour approved accommodation requests – do not try to talk a student out of what has 
already been agreed upon. Approach accessibility advisors if you need a better 
understanding of how you can be helpful and flexible while maintaining the program 
standards.

 
 

  Resources for Student Mental Health and Wellness  

 Teaching and Learning at Conestoga Student Health

 Counselling Services  Learning Commons

 Accessibility Services

 Prepared by Mike Allegretti and Dianna Fong-Lee, Hallman Mental Health Project 

http://www.conestogac.on.ca/teaching-and-learning/index
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/medical-care-clinic/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/counselling/
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/learning-commons/vlc
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/accessibility-services/
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  Collaborative Work and Collaborative Study  

You may want to incorporate some or all of the items below into your assignment descriptions 

for group projects and presentations. Be sure to personalize each item to your course.  

  Starting Collaborative Work  

1. Before getting into your groups, take 5 minutes and read through the instructions and 

any related class materials. Be sure that you grasp the basic purpose of the collaborative 

work, which parts should be done collaboratively, and which parts you are welcome to 

work on alone. 

2. After your quiet reflection, we will review any questions. Be ready to ask at least one 

question. Collaborative work is most effective when all parties understand the 

content and expectations. 

  During Collaborative Work  

1. Embrace opportunities to learn new things from your classmates’ diverse experiences. 

Consider how their perspective might give you valuable insights into how to work with 

similar people when you are in the field. Collaboration with diverse groups does not end 

with education. 

2. Ensure that all communication and document exchanges take place within the 

discussion board set up for each group in eConestoga. Your professor has access to your 

group’s exchanges, and this will help to ensure that everyone carries their load and is 

collaborative. 

3. Acknowledge when there is a miscommunication, or when you are experiencing 

“conflict.” Approach the interaction with an open mind, share your perspective, and give 

room for your classmate(s) to share theirs. Do your best to come to an agreeable 

solution, and involve your teacher if this proves difficult. If needed, your eConestoga 

exchanges will provide a history of attempts to resolve the problem. 

4. Recognize that your professor reserves the right to assign an individual mark where a 

group proves a member has not contributed adequately. Also, the professor reserves 

the right to disband a team and re-assign work with a new due date in case of a 

significant problem or illness. 

  After Collaborative Work – Product Review  

Look at your professor’s feedback and marks in various sections of the rubric. Discuss with your 

group ways to enhance the quality of your work in these areas for future submissions. Expect 

that your professor may ask an exam question that requires you to speak to this entire project. 
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  After Collaborative Work – Process Review  

1. Debrief with your classmates. Share your perspectives on what was successful and what 

was difficult for you. Reiterate what steps you took, as an individual or as a group, to 

work through any conflict. Give your classmates an opportunity to share their thoughts 

on this process. 

2. Reflect on your learning. If you have approached this interaction with an open mind and 

used the support of your teacher, you should leave this experience with a new set of 

knowledge, skills, and attitudes that will help you in our increasingly diverse workforce. 

You now have direct experience in the areas of cross-cultural and neurodiverse 

collaboration, managing conflict, and have developed your interpersonal skills. 

3. Use these experiences and reflections in future collaborative projects. Your ability to 

work within diverse teams will grow each time you engage with these types of groups, 

and each time you reflect and adjust your approaches. It may not be easy, but you will 

surely gain a richer understanding of the work at hand and how to navigate diverse 

relationships in this type of work. Keep embracing these opportunities whenever they 

are presented to you. 

 

 

 Resources for Collaborative Work and Collaborative Study  

 

 Collaborative Work  Collaborative Study

https://tlp-lpa.ca/study-skills/group-work
https://tlp-lpa.ca/study-skills/study-group
https://tlp-lpa.ca/study-skills/study-group


 

 
 
 
 
 

Teaching @ Conestoga 

Workshop Materials 
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  Themes for Conestoga’s Professional Educators  

Conestoga College is committed to diversity and inclusion, providing active, career-focused, and 

engaging learning opportunities, and incorporating technology and experiential learning into 

the opportunities provided. 

StatsCan (2013) looked at post-secondary enrolment trends to 2031 and predicts that “over 

the coming decades, large shifts will occur in the size of age cohorts that have historically 

constituted the majority of students in Canadian colleges and universities.” The government 

projected that a major decline in the size of the youth cohorts would impact enrolments 

around the year 2015 and that domestic full-time post-secondary enrolment would reach a 

trough in 2025/2026. We will see increasing diversity in our classrooms as new student groups 

are welcomed to the college system. 

The year 2020 marks the first year that many incoming direct-entry, domestic students will 

have had laptops all throughout high school. It is also projected that the number of 

international students, as well as the number of learners with disabilities related to mental 

health, will continue to increase. 

Given these projections, we have identified six themes, which we believe all educators must 

take into account in their work. We have threaded these themes throughout the Conestoga 

Faculty Orientation Program. 

1. Active, Outcomes-Based, Experiential and Learning-Centered Teaching Practices 

2. Respectful and Productive Interactions 

3. Diversity, Inclusion and Accessibility 

4. Technology-Enabled Learning 

5. The Internationalization and Indigenization of Education 

6. The Role of the Professor: Identity, Development, and Self-Care 
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  Self-Assessment for Conestoga Faculty  

Complete all five mandatory sessions, then go through the following checklist, and identify any 

areas in which you still need development. Reach out to 

teachingandlearning@conestogac.on.ca for help with finding support. 

Think about the measures you can use to determine your capabilities and needs in each area. 

  Professionalism  

College Quality 

 Become familiar with and follow college policies and procedures 

 Adhere to expected legal and ethical standards 

 Participate in course, program and college meetings and quality improvement and 

assurance initiatives including Annual Program Reviews(APRs) and Major Program 

Reviews (MPRs) 

Currency 

 Maintain currency in subject matter/field 

 Maintain currency as an educator by participating in self-directed and facilitated 

professional development opportunities 

  Course Delivery  

Outcomes-Based Education 

 Ensure alignment between course outcomes, learning opportunities, and assessments 

 Incorporate formative feedback and reflection into lessons and course flow 

 Promote teaching that incorporates active, collaborative and experiential learning 

strategies to enhance student learning 

 Identify and account for contextual factors that impact delivery (condensed course, 

holidays, program design, etc.) 

Inclusivity & Diversity 

 Foster a respectful, safe, and productive learning and workingenvironment 

 Meet all documented academic accommodations including using the Test Booking 

System 

 Create a variety of practical learning opportunities and resources that prepare diverse 

learners for assessments 

mailto:teachingandlearning@conestogac.on.ca
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Technology-Enabled Learning Opportunities 

 Develop a working knowledge of college technology 

 Use college technology to provide students with digital and online resources and course 

delivery options to support flexible learning 

 Incorporate emerging technology into practice 

 Provide the Essential Elements in eConestoga 

Please Note: Course shells are periodically checked by Academic Administration. 

Student Engagement 

 Develop parameters for communication from the start of the semester 

 Situate the course as an opportunity for development and allow students to work with 

the material rather than passively listen 

 Encourage learners to be responsible for providing evidence of meeting course learning 

outcomes in a variety of assessment types 

 Evaluate the success of selected strategies and plan quality improvements for the 

next delivery 

 Connect learners with support networks and co-curricular engagement opportunities 

Curriculum Design (if assigned any course development) 

 Identify the knowledge, skills, and abilities required for a particular course and 

associated field/program/requirement 

 Develop program and course outcomes in partnership with a Curriculum Consultant. 

 Map learning outcomes to vocational standards and essential employability skills (EES). 
 

 
  My Professional Development Needs  
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Copyright is the legal right to copy. A copyright owner has the sole right to: 

 Reproduce (copy) any substantial part of their work 

 Perform their work in public (e.g., show a movie or play a sound recording) 

 Adapt their work (e.g., translation) (Copyright Act, s 3(1), (a)) 

A more detailed list of copyright owner rights is found in the Copyright Act. Conestoga respects 
the rights of copyright owners and will only copy, sell, distribute, or use print or electronic 
materials in accordance with license agreements, in compliance with the Copyright Act, or with 
explicit permission from the copyright owner. 

 

  What is copyright-protected?  

Copyright-protected works include, but are not limited to: 

 Literature (e.g., textbooks, novels and short stories, poetry, electronic documents) 

 Images, audio material and art work (e.g., paintings, sculpture) found online orfree, 

 Material found on the Internet 

 Audiovisual works (e.g., videos, TV shows, feature films, news broadcasts) 

 Computer code. 

  Exceptions to infringement  

The Copyright Act contains exceptions to infringement available to educational institutions, 
such as Fair Dealing. These exceptions allow educators to copy, within certain parameters, 
copyright-protected works without permission from the copyright owner. 

 

  Individual responsibilities  

Faculty are individually responsible for ensuring all material used within their course and 
uploaded to eConestoga is copyright-compliant. Opportunities to learn more about copyright 
include: 

 consultations or workshops with the Copyright Coordinator 

 Copyright Training for Faculty and Staff modules found on eConestoga 

 Library Copyright Guide 

  Support  

Contact James Yochem, Copyright Coordinator, (ext. 3746) for: 

 copyright questions (e.g., applying Fair Dealing or using material from the Internet) 

 help locating resources, such as images, videos or open access resources. 

What is copyright? 

Copyright at Conestoga 

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/c-42/page-2.html#h-4
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/policies/academics.jsp
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/policies/academics.jsp
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/copyright-faculty-staff/photocopying-scanning
mailto:jyochem@conestogac.on.ca
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/copyright-faculty-staff
mailto:jyochem@conestogac.on.ca
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/copyright-faculty-staff/photocopying-scanning
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/copyright-faculty-staff/open-access
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  Academic Integrity  

Academic integrity is about being honest, fair and respecting others while pursuing academic 
excellence. Academic integrity occurs when learners do their own work and provide proper 
credit when using other people’s ideas. Upholding academic integrity is everyone’s 
responsibility and ensures that the credentials earned while attending Conestoga are valued 
and respected (Conestoga College, 2018a). 

 

  Faculty Responsibilities  

As a faculty member you are expected to understand what constitutes an academic offence 
and investigate all suspected offences of which you become aware (Conestoga's Academic 
Integrity Website, 2018), and use college procedures and resources to investigate and 
document potential incidents involving academic integrity. You must also maintain evidence 
until the opportunity for an appeal has passed (Conestoga, 2018b, p.2). Faculty must ensure 
college expectations about appropriate academic behaviour are included in course materials 
and communicate expectations about academic integrity for group work, assessments and 
citing and referencing. Finally, faculty should familiarize themselves with Conestoga’s Academic 
Integrity website and its related supports. 

 

  Developmental Approach  

Focusing on a developmental rather than a punitive approach, Conestoga maintains academic 
integrity through awareness, education, training and support. (Conestoga, 2018a). 

 

  Faculty Supports  

 Cory Scurr, Academic Integrity Coordinator - Available for individual and group meetings 
to discuss academic integrity. Call (519-748-5220 ext. 3606) or email for all questions 
related to academic integrity at Conestoga. Training, education and advice on academic 
integrity procedures and policies is provided. 

 Teaching and Learning - Supports and advises faculty on processes involving academic 
integrity, such as developing assessments that encourage academic integrity. 

 

  Learner Supports  

 Academic Integrity Website - Detailed information about academic integrity. 
 Library Resource Centre - Learners can receive help from Library staff with researching, 

citing and referencing. 

 Learning Commons - Online resources or appointments with tutors for expanding Time 
management and study strategies, Citing and referencing skills, and Writing skills. 
Note: There may be a 1 to 2 week waiting period for tutor appointments. 

mailto:AcademicIntegrity@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:AcademicIntegrity@conestogac.on.ca
https://tlconestoga.rasa.live/about/
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/academic-integrity
https://library.conestogac.on.ca/
https://studentsuccess.conestogac.on.ca/
https://studentsuccess.conestogac.on.ca/myLearning/Tutoring
https://studentsuccess.conestogac.on.ca/myLearning/Tutoring
https://studentsuccess.conestogac.on.ca/myLearning/Tutoring
https://apa.conestogac.on.ca/
https://lib.conestogac.on.ca/writing-services/about
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Testing & Assessment Centre at Conestoga 

How do I book a test for a Faculty should schedule tests at least 7 days in advance of the test date. 

student with Due to high volumes, the Test Centre requires 14 days notice for finals. 

accommodations? 
Faculty can schedule test dates into the Accessibility Hub as soon as possible. 
Courses will only appear in the Accessibility Hub if an Accessibility @ 
Conestoga student is registered. Students can then choose if they want to 
use the option of writing in the Test Centre. 

How do I book a test for a Faculty can direct students to the Digital Instructions and Form or have the 

McMaster student with students pick a hard copy up in the Test Centre. Once the student and faculty 

Accommodations? complete the form, the faculty or student should return the form to the Test 
Centre to secure the test booking date. This form must have the faculty 
signature or an email approval directly from the faculty at least 7 days in 
advance of the test. The faculty will then need to deliver the test before the 
scheduled test date. 

What if my student with Faculty can direct students to the Digital Instructions and Form or have the 

accommodations misses students pick a hard copy up in the Test Centre. Once the student and faculty 
their scheduled test? complete the form, the faculty or student should return the form to the Test 

Centre to secure a NEW test booking date. This form must have the faculty 
signature or an email approval directly from the faculty at least 7 days in 
advance of the NEW test date. The faculty will then need to deliver the test 
before the scheduled test date. 

How do I schedule a Make Make up testing is an optional service for faculty that have students that 
Up test for non- missed an in-class test. Faculty should review the guidelines posted on 
Accommodated Students? myConestoga, under Assessment-Test Centre, Make Up. 

 

Make up tests are run Wednesday nights from 6pm-9pm. 

Test Centre Contacts 
 

Doon Test Centre- Room 2A509 x3161 asdoontesting@conestogac.on.ca 

Guelph Welcome Centre - Room A5 x6156 asguelphtesting@conestogac.on.ca 

Waterloo Campus - Room 2A3 x5224 aswaterlootesting@conestogac.on.ca 

Cambridge Testing Centre - Room A2219 x4523 ascambridgetesting@conestogac.on.ca 

https://cwapp.conestogac.on.ca/ClockWorkWeb/custom/misc/home.aspx
https://cms.conestogac.on.ca/sites/corporate-websites/accessibility-services/Shared%20Documents/faculty%20resources/Test-Booking-Instructions-for-electronic-form.pdf
https://cms.conestogac.on.ca/sites/corporate-websites/accessibility-services/Shared%20Documents/faculty%20resources/BScN-Alternate-Date-Time-Test-Booking-Request-Form.pdf
https://cms.conestogac.on.ca/sites/corporate-websites/accessibility-services/Shared%20Documents/faculty%20resources/Test-Booking-Instructions-for-electronic-form.pdf
https://cms.conestogac.on.ca/sites/corporate-websites/accessibility-services/Shared%20Documents/faculty%20resources/BScN-Alternate-Date-Time-Test-Booking-Request-Form.pdf
https://myconestoga.ca/group/assessment-test-centre
mailto:asdoontesting@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:asguelphtesting@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:aswaterlootesting@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:ascambridgetesting@conestogac.on.ca
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  Boyer’s Model  

Boyer’s Model (see Kern, Mettetal, Dixson, & Morgan, 2015) has been used for more than 25 

years to help faculty demonstrate that they are keeping up-to-date and engaging in SoTL. 

Boyer’s model helps us identify scholarly activity that lies beyond funded research or 

publication. SoTL can include mentoring, consulting, conference learning, new teaching 

approaches, course development, presentations, workshops, community support, review work, 

etc. 

The visual below “Dimensions of Activities Related to Teaching (DART)” from Kern, et al. can 

help you to identify and explain ways in which you engage in SoTL over the coming years. 
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  Reflective Task: Past, Present, Future  

Using the table below, provide examples of teaching/scholarly activities: 
 

1) that you’ve accomplished in the past; 

2) that you’re currently accomplishing; and 

3) that you’d like to accomplish in the future. 
 

Using the ‘DART’ diagram above, identify the dimension(s) associated with the 

activities you’ve listed. 

Finally, list the resources and/or supports required to accomplish these activities. 
 

Use this activity to facilitate dialogue about your past, present, and future aspirations for 

teaching and scholarship. 
 

  
An Example of a 
Teaching and/or 
Scholarly Activity 

 
The Dimension(s) 

associated with this 
activity 

The        
resources/supports 

needed to 
accomplish this 

activity 

 
 

You’ve 
accomplished in 

the Past 

   

 
 

You’re 
accomplishing in 

the Present 

   

 

 
You’d like to 

accomplish in the 
Future 
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*Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities 
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  Outcomes-Based Education  
 

 

  Reflective Task  

Have you ever taken a course where there was a mismatch in these three pillars? Describe your 

reactions to that experience. 
 

 

 

 
 

  Reflective Task  

Backwards design suggests that faculty begin planning for the course by designing the 

assessments mapped to outcomes. Why? 
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Program outcomes provide the big picture of students’ cumulative learning across all courses in 

the program. “When students successfully complete this program they should be able to…“ 

  Course Outcomes  

Course outcomes are the broad goals, or terminal learning accomplishments, that students 

should be able to achieve by the end of the course. “When students successfully complete this 

course they should be able to…” 

Course evaluations map to the course outcomes. All course outcomes must be evaluated. 

Course outcomes map back to program outcomes, supporting their scaffolding, and are written 

at a level of Bloom’s Taxonomy that ensures students meet the program outcomes by the end 

of the program. 

  Unit Outcomes  

A unit of learning is a distinct collection of learning content, materials, activities, and resources 

that focuses on a topic, or a portion of a topic, required for the understanding of the larger- 

scope course concepts. Units of learning are used to scaffold the achievement of course 

learning outcomes. They are the building blocks of the course. 

Units of learning can be defined by the subject, topic or central idea. In a course outline, they 

appear as a topic title and a subset of unit learning outcomes. In the structure of a course, they 

appear as one or more lessons or classes with a set of common objectives. 

The unit outcomes relate back to the course outcomes in such a way that the integration of all 

the unit outcomes will ensure students are meeting all the course outcomes. Unit outcomes 

help determine the content that is required within the course. 

Program Outcomes 

Curriculum Alignment: From Program to Course 
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In this approach, units are broken down into weeks. Generally eleven (11) units are suggested 
to allow for Student Success week, a possible review week and two weeks for evaluations (for 
example midterm and final exam). In this case, the way units relate to course outcomes might 
not be immediately visible. 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

 An immediate relationship with the 

Instructional Plan. 

 Units tend to have fewer unit outcomes. 

 Harder to identify the scaffolding effect 

of the unit outcomes for the course 

outcomes. 

 

  Course-outcome-based Layout (Non-sequential Approach)  

In this approach, units are organized explicitly based on the Course Outcomes. If there are 
eight (8) course outcomes then we would have eight (8) units. Some units would spread out 
over multiple weeks. The order of teaching the course is not reflected by the unit layout(non- 
sequential). This type of structure is mainly used in project-based courses, or when the 
course is highly applied or practical (lab, shop, etc.). 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

 A simple and concise structure of the 

course outline. 

 Easy identification of the connection to 

the course outcomes. 

 Difficult to relate with the Instructional 

Plan in certain circumstances. 

 Difficult to evaluate if the content of the 

course is too dense or too light for its 

duration. 

  Structure of a Unit on the Course Outlines  

Recommended parameters: 

 No verb in the title of the unit: it’s about the topic; if a verb is needed, use a continuous 

form (e.g. developing the framework) 

 For the sequential approach – no more than 3-4 unit outcomes 

 For the non-sequential approach – as many unit outcomes as one considers necessary to 

express the scaffolding of learning 

 Active verb appropriately reflects scaffolding: lower than or equal to the taxonomy level 

of the course outcomes verbs 

 Do not use “Understand”; “Demonstrate knowledge of”; “Demonstrate ability to”; 

“Know…” 

Weekly Layout (Sequential Approach) 

Developing Units for a Course 
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  Evaluation  

Course outcomes are evaluated, and best practice indicates students need more than one 

chance at proving they accomplished the course learning outcomes. 

Unit outcomes, as mentioned, are scaffolds. Their evaluation might or might not be included in 

the evaluation scheme for the course. Unit outcomes can be informally evaluated – as they 

support practice and provide the opportunity for feedback. 

If an outcome is part of a course outline, it must be covered in the course and evaluated. 

  Contact the Curriculum Office  

 Elise Sine Esine@conestogac.on.ca 

 Morgan Bartlett Mbartlett@conestogac.on.ca 

 Mihaela Simion Msimion@conestogac.on.ca 

mailto:Esine@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:Mbartlett@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:Msimion@conestogac.on.ca
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  Hands-On Task: Planning the Semester’s Course Delivery (7-1-7 Example)  

 

Week 1 

Week 2 

Week 3 

Week 4 

Week 5 

Week 6 

Week 7 

Week 8: Student Success Week 
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Week 8: Student Success Week 
 
 
 

Week 9 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 10 
 
 
 
 

 

Week 11 
 
 
 
 

 

Week 12 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 13 
 
 
 
 

 

Week 14 
 
 
 
 

Week 15 

You must submit the final grade to the Portal within three (3) working days of each 
course's end or final assessment. Consult with your Chair prior to any delays. 
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  Promoting Active and Experiential Learning Strategies  

 
 

Active and Experiential 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Solo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Passive 

Collaborative 

1. 

2. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

3. 

Writing/Responding 

Digital Learning 

Opportunities 

e.g. Solo use of 

polling tools 

Giving a 

demonstration 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Brainstorming 

Think-Pair-Share 

Creating or evaluating in 

teams 

Team-based product 

creation 

Reverse engineering 

Conducting seminars 

1. 
 

 
2. 

 
3. 

Listening to a PowerPoint 

lecture, subject-matter 

expert or guest speaker 

Watching a demonstration 

or video 

Listening to a “Think Aloud 

Protocol” 

1. Reading 

2. Reflecting 

3. Imagining 

4. Presenting a PowerPoint 

Solo 
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  Instructional Plan Guidelines  

Each course delivery must include: 

a) a course outline 

b) an Instructional Plan 

c) Essential Elements in eConestoga 

  What is a Course Outline?  

The Course Outline is an official and approved document providing the curriculum for a course. 

The course outline is the big picture for the course. The Course Outline provides the “what” of 

the teaching and learning experience. 

Course outlines can be accessed from the “Course Outline” tab in the “Employee Portal” within 

“MyConestoga.” 

  What is an Instructional Plan?  

The Instructional Plan complements the Course Outline. The Instructional Plan contains the 

detailed delivery for each section, each semester. The Instructional Plan provides the “how” of 

delivery. It guides faculty delivery as well as student planning and preparation. It is based on a 

college-wide template that ensures: 

 faculty have determined the best way to deliver a course over the time-period available 

 evaluations have been distributed in a way that allows for marking and feedback 

 students can anticipate and prepare for the key concepts being delivered each class 
 the date for each evaluation is clearly communicated to students and other 

stakeholders from the start of the semester. 

Faculty should refer to both the Course Outline and the Instructional Plan on a regular basis as 
part of their teaching. 

  What are the Essential Elements?  

The Essential Elements are mandatory items provided on the eConestoga Learning 

Management System (LMS). They support student learning. These Essential Elements require 

that all courses provide students with a) Course information module with an Instructional Plan, 

b) Evaluation information module including instructions and rubrics or marking schemes, c) 

Weekly information modules including electronic and accessible copies of all educational 

material, and d) Grades posted for each evaluation. 

To see the Essential Elements, log in to eConestoga and click on “Faculty Supports” and then 

“Guides.” Help with setting up eConestoga is available by contacting eConestoga. 

mailto:eConestoga@conestogac.on.ca
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  What are the main sections of the Instructional Plan?  

There are five required sections: 

 Course/Professor Information: Ensures students know who is teaching them and how to 
reach that person. 

 Evaluation Summary: Lists each evaluation item with a descriptive title and indicates 
the number and weight of each item. This section provides students with a quick 
overview of how to earn marks in the course. 

 Key Concepts: Descriptive phrases that alert the student to the topics explored in a 
session, as one unit on the Course Outline may take more than one week to deliver. 
Some Course Outlines are more detailed or less detailed so this section guides students. 
Add details. For example, rather than listing “inflammation,” put “causes and remedies 
for inflammation.” This will help students better access resources and take notes. In 
some cases, you can simply refer to the appropriate Unit Outcome numbers in this 
section and refer students to the Course Outline. 

 Required Preparation: Tells the student what they should read, think about, watch, or 
complete prior to attending a class. The student will be better able to absorb the 
material if they have previewed it even briefly. This becomes even more important if you 
are partially “flipping” a course. “Flipped” classrooms are a pedagogical model in which 
the typical lecture and homework elements are reversed. Short video lectures, readings, 
or cases are previewed by students at home before the class session, while in-class time 
is devoted to exercises, projects, and discussions. 

 Assessment Dates: Lists the exact date on which each assessment will occur. 

  How are courses delivered at Conestoga?  

Courses are part of a program of study. Courses can be delivered in a variety of formats 

including 15 weeks, 7-1-7, 12 weeks condensed, 8 or 16-week apprenticeship blocks, etc. We 

also have Apprenticeship Day Release (one day a week for 35 to 40 weeks). 

The same course outline may be delivered in both a 15-week course and a condensed 10-week 

course. The course may be delivered in an online, hybrid, or in-person mode. Courses are also 

scheduled with different types of “meets.” Students may meet with you in class for 3 hours 

once per week or for 2 hours and then 1 hour, etc. The course may have theory plus labs/shop 

time, only theory, etc. Please refer to your “Timetable” in the “Faculty” section of the 

“Employee Portal” within “MyConestoga” to see how your course is scheduled for delivery. 
 

  How does the Instructional Plan help students and program teams?  

It is vital that students have a guiding overview of how their courses will unfold. It is also vital 

that all members of a program team have a consistent way of viewing course delivery so they 

can sit down and discuss the best spacing of evaluation dates for a student cohort. In cases 

where there are multiple sections, faculty can use their Instructional Plans as a discussion point 

regarding consistency and best practices in delivery. 
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  How do I create an Instructional Plan for the course I am teaching?  

You can create your Instructional Plan using the eConestoga template or other technology so 
long as the format and content remains consistent with the example at the end of this 
document, and it is made available to students in eConestoga prior to the start of the course. 

 

  Can I connect my Instructional Plan to my eConestoga modules and resources?  

Yes, you can add enhancements such as links to Assignment boxes, Resources, Required 
Preparation etc., but this is not required. Note: If you add your evaluation dates to the 
eConestoga calendar, make sure that any changes to evaluation dates are reflected in both 
places, as the calendar does not communicate with the Instructional Plan. 

 

  When can students access their Instructional Plan?  

The Instructional Plan should be made available on eConestoga prior to the first class so 
students can preview it, enter evaluation dates into their planners, and/or access it using 
accessibility technology (for example, a screen reader). 

 

  Are there events or dates that I should keep in mind as I plan?  

 Please see Academic Dates. Be sure to account for any statutory holidays.

 No student evaluations or special events (e.g., tests, presentations, quizzes, field trips, or 

guest speakers) can be scheduled in the weeks that the province-wide Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs) occur, since some classes will inevitably be disrupted by this mandatory 

government survey.

 No student evaluations can occur during Student Success Week (Week 8 of 15 for post- 
secondary programming) and no assignments can be due. This is a week in which 
students can catch up, rest, work, and prepare for the coming weeks. Faculty must set 
due dates prior to, or following, Week Eight. Students are not required to be on campus. 
College support services will be open. Students can use the results from any assessments 
done in the first 7 weeks, along with the formative feedback provided, to take advantage 
of remedial activities in Week Eight.

https://www.conestogac.on.ca/admissions/records/academicdates.jsp
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/research/institutional/index.jsp
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/research/institutional/index.jsp
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/research/institutional/index.jsp
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  On what days should I schedule my   evaluations?  

One of the first things you need to do when creating your Instructional Plan is to determine 
where evaluations will be placed. Here are some things to consider: 

 In most courses, it is customary to have approximately 50% of the course evaluations 
before Student Success Week (Week 8) and 50% after.

 Faculty should meet as a program team to discuss evaluation plans prior to the semester 
start as per the Evaluation of Student Learning Policy and Procedure. It is important to 
ensure the total number of major tests or assignments in a semester across all courses 
are appropriately distributed. For example, if every course has a major evaluation in 
Week Seven, students will be overwhelmed. Faculty teams should continue to work 
together in scheduling their evaluations in a way that will optimize student success.

 A final exam might take up the entire class period. A test might require an hour of class 
time. Schedule this time in, as well as any review and debriefing time, before starting to 
determine what key concepts you will work on each class.

 A major assignment will require class time to overview, review, and debrief so plan for 
this use of time.

 Be sure to plan time to return the marked items in a timely manner.

 
  What else should I consider?  

 Students must know from the start of the semester (via the Instructional Plan) when all 
evaluations for their courses will occur. Sometimes when examining the Instructional 
plans for their courses they notice two mid-terms back to back. It is a good idea to ask 
the students in Week One if they have noticed any challenges missed by the team so 
you can revise this.

 If you change the evaluation dates, you must re-issue the Instructional Plan and 
highlight the change in class and via a message.

 Those with evaluations due or happening in Week Seven and Week Fifteen should be 
aware that students are still attending their other classes. Week Fifteen is not an exam 
week though some Schools/courses may have exams in that week.

 During Student Success Week, faculty should be checking their email, eConestoga, and 
voicemail regularly, in case students have left queries. If on vacation, or part-time 
faculty and not teaching that week, an appropriate auto-response should be set.

 Faculty should be sure to send their evaluation documents for any Week Nine testing 
to Accessibility Testing Services prior to Week Eight (Student Success Week) if they are 
taking that week as vacation to ensure they meet the deadline for test submission.

http://www.conestogac.on.ca/policies/academics.jsp
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  Sample Instructional Plan  

School of     

Program Name and Number    

Course Information 

Faculty Information 

 

  Program Specific Notes  

Please familiarize yourself with the Program Handbook. The Program Handbook contains many 

policies that affect your studies at Conestoga. 

  Course Specific Notes (Optional Section)  

 xxx

  Evaluation Summary  

Course Schedule 
 

Note on KPIs - No in-class student evaluations (e.g. tests, presentations or quizzes) or special 

events (e.g. field trips or guest speakers) can be scheduled in the week that the province- 

wide Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) occur since some classes will inevitably be disrupted 

by this mandatory survey of student satisfaction. 

(Note: The grid lines do not appear within the actual eConestoga template) 

Professor/Instructor Xxx 

Email xxx@conestogac.on.ca 

Office Number xxx 

Office Hours Input Office Hours 

Name INSERT COURSE NAME 

Number INSERT COURSE # 

More detail about items and weights here. % 

Total 100% 

mailto:name@conestogac.on.ca
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September 
WEEK 1 

4-7 

KEY CONCEPTS 

REQUIRED PREPARATION 

September 
WEEK 2 

10-14 

KEY CONCEPTS 

REQUIRED PREPARATION 



Evaluation 

Due 

September Quiz One 

15 
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Page | 80  
 

. . 
Additional Feedback 

1. The professor uses eConestoga to post course related presentations, links 

and information. 
2. The professor uses other eConestoga features such as online quizzes OR 

discussion groups. 
3. The professor uses technology that helps me learn (e.g., videos, clickers, 

online resources). 
4. The professor includes a variety of activities that help me learn (e.g., 

lecture, discussion, group work). 
5. The professor connects the learning in this course to what I am learning in 

my other courses. 

6. The textbooks/reading materials are helpful in understanding the course. 

7. The homework assignments are helpful in understanding the course. 

8. The professor starts classes on time. 

9. The professor ends classes on time. 
 

Overall 

10. Overall I would rate this professor's performance as: 

11. Overall I would rate the quality of this course as: 
 

 

12. Overall, I feel I am learning and understanding thesubject 

material in this class. 

Other Information 

13. Before this course began, mylevel of interest in this course was: 

14. Currently, my level of interest in this course is: 

15. Compared to my other courses, the level of difficulty of this course is: 

16. Compared to my other courses, the workload of this course is: 

Any further comments about your overall learning experience in this course: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This information is collected under the legal Authority of the Ministry of Colleges and Universities Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.N. 19 and R.R.O. 1998, Reg 640. Any questions 

about the collection of this information should be directed to the Executive Director, Human Resources, humanresources@conestoqac.on.ca 

 

 

                 

mailto:humanresources@conestoqac.on.ca


 

 

Course Code:    
 

 
 Student ID:    

Quick Student Appraisal of Teaching (SAT) This is kept confidential by Institutional Research, see below. 

 Professor:    
The Quick SAT is a valuable resource for obtaining feedback from 
students to enhance the performance of teaching at Conestoga College. 

 

 

 

Please press firmly on the paper and use dark ink or pencil. Select one response for each question. 
 
 

 

 
The professor: 

 

1. Conducts the course in an organized andwell-planned manner.                                                     

2. Manages class behaviour in a manner that makes it comfortable for 

me to learn. 

 
3. Explains content in a way that I understand.                                                     

 

4. Checks to ensure that the class understandsthe material.                                                     

 

5. Treats me with respect. 

 

Any further comments about your overall learning experience in this course.  

Be advised that your professor will see these comments verbatim. Please ensure they are constructive and do not 
specifically refer to a situation that may compromise your anonymity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  It is the priority of the Institutional Research Office to ensure the privacy and security of student information. Student ID's are only collected for data validation 

purposes by the Institutional Research Office. This information is not provided in reported results. 

This information is collected under the legal Authority of the Ministry of Colleges and Universities Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.N. 19 and R.R.O. 1998, Reg 640. Any questions 
about the collection of this information should be directed to the Executive Director, Human Resources, humanresources@conestogac.on.ca 

 

 

                

mailto:humanresources@conestogac.on.ca


 

 
 
 
 

 

Creating a Positive Learning Environment 

Workshop Materials 
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Think about how you conceive the role of the professor. Use a few key words to explain how 

you would see your identity, your ways of developing, and needs for self-care differently 

depending on what you think you would be doing. The first column has been done as an 

example. 

 
Orientation to the 

Field 

Training Teaching Educating Transforming 

 
 

Identity 

Purveyor of field 

knowledge 

    

Professional 

Development 

Keep up to date 

with changes in the 

workplace 

    

 
 

Self-Care 

Keep a distance 

from students – be 

the expert. 

 
 

Might be talking a 

lot so take care of 

the voice. 

    

Collaborative Task: The Role of the Professor 

Reflective Tasks 
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  The Dual Professional  

Most professors at Conestoga identify as both a professor and as a member of a particular field. 

At Conestoga, you are an educator first. What are five things you might struggle with in 

balancing your new role as educator with your previous role(s)? 

 
 

1.   

 

 

 

2.   

 

 

 

3.   
 

 

 

4.   

 

 

 

5.   
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  Balance in Delivery  
 

 

 
Collaborative Task A: What is the expected power balance between the three elements? 

Discuss what happens when the “I” (the teacher) becomes predominant. What does such a 

class session look/feel like? 

Collaborative Task B: Discuss what happens when the “thou” (students and their 

needs/interests) becomes the sole focus. What might this class look/feel like? 

Collaborative Task C: Discuss what happens when it is all about covering the course content 

and textbook. What might this class look/feel like? 

 
 

Note: “I-Thou-It” is based on Buber, 1958 
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  Themes for Creating a Positive Learning Environment  

Think about the students you will be teaching. Fill in the following table with examples of 

behaviours you might exhibit and students might observe. 
 

Conestoga Theme Example of a Best Practice Example of What Not to Do 

 
 

Active, Outcomes- 

Based, and Learning- 

Centered Practices 

  

 
 

Respectful and 

Productive Interactions 

  

 
 

Diversity, Inclusion and 

Accessibility 

  

 
 

Technology-Enabled 

Learning 

  

 
 

The Internationalization 

and Indigenization of 

Education 
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Reflective Task 
 

Mission 

What is my goal? 
 

 

 

What are my students’ goals? 
 
 

 

 

Identity 

Who am I as an educator? 
 
 

 

 

Who are my students? 
 
 

 

 

Beliefs 

What do I believe to be true about teaching? 
 
 

 

 

What do my students believe? 
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Competencies 

What am I competent at? 
 
 

 

 

What are my students competent at? 
 
 

 

 

Behaviour 

What do I do? 
 
 

 

 

What do my students observe? 
 
 

 

 

Environment/Program/Context/Demographics 

What do I encounter? 
 
 

 

 

What do my students encounter? 
 
 

 

 



 

 

  Teaching as Performance  

Use the following diagram to consider the ways that teaching is and is not similar to performance (e.g., acting). Consider proxemics 

(distance), haptics (touching behaviour), and occulesics (use of the eyes for communication) when answering. 
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  Introduction to a Learning-Centered Lesson Plan Model  

Many models exist for planning and delivering lessons. We have used the ISW Network BOPPPS 

model to frame our lesson planning and our observation form. Note: We expand this base 

format to BOPPPPS in “Creating a Positive Learning Environment.” 

The basic elements of the ISW (Instructional Skills Workshops) model focus on six components: 
 

Bridge-in or Introduction Begins the learning cycle, grabs learners’ attention, builds 

motivation, and communicates why the lesson is important. 

Objective or Outcome Clarifies and specifies the learning intention; clarifies what the 

learners are intended to know, think, value or do by the end of 

the lesson, under what conditions and how well. 

Pre-assessment Answers the question, "What do the learners already know about 

the subject of the lesson?" 

Participatory Learning This is the body of the lesson, where learners are involved as 

actively in the learning process as possible. There is an intentional 

sequence of activities or learning events that will help the learners 

achieve the specified objective or desired outcome. The lesson 

may include the use of technology and/or media. 

Post-assessment Formally or informally demonstrates whether the learners have 

indeed learned as intended, linked directly with the objective or 

outcome. 

Summary or Closure Provides an opportunity for the learners to reflect briefly and 

integrate the learning. 

The cycle for lessons that utilize the BOPPPS model can be used to deliver a lesson of any length 

or the cycle can be repeated for different foci within a lesson. You can do a three-hour cycle 

with ample time for each element or do two 50-minute cycles in a 2-hour class – it really 

depends on the particulars of your delivery and course. Check your current Instructional Plan 

and delivery methodologies to see how they align to this model and explore how you can 

enhance your current deliveries by using the components identified above. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  

https://iswnetwork.ca/
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  A Learning-Centered Lesson Plan (BOPPPPS)  

Questions: How can research into the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) inform my 

lesson plans? Does the BOPPPPS format for a lesson plan match research findings? 

Key Words: adult learning principles, attention, motivation, prior knowledge 
 

Documentation is a key construct in all continuous improvement processes. Some form of 
lesson plan is needed and it should include proven sections and practices. 

We’ve adapted the BOPPPS format for instructional design from The Instructional Skills 
Network (ISW) into BOPPPPS and looked up research to support and highlight each section. An 
example BOPPPPS lesson plan follows. 

  Suggestions and Innovations  

 Document your lesson plans. Decide on a flow for your lessons and document each 

section of the class experience. After each class, go back and adjust the plan. Course 

updates will be much easier to do each semester. 

 Monitor the quantity of teacher versus student talk in each section. The better 

planned your lessons are, the harder the students will work and the less you will speak 

during the class time. 

 The students should be working harder than you in the class time, as you do a lot of 

your work prior to the session. 

https://iswnetwork.ca/
https://iswnetwork.ca/
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  The BOPPPPS Lesson Planning Model  
 

Bridge-In 
Grab attention! Rosegard & Wilson (2013) demonstrated that using a bridge-in 
enhances learning and memory by boosting engagement and focusing attention. 
Students exposed to a relevant bridge-in, like a poem, game or puzzle, before a 
lecture, demonstrated significantly better information retention than students who 
weren’t. 

 

Outcomes 
Be transparent. Anderson, Hunt, Powell, & Dollar (2013) had faculty share outcomes 
and rationales for activity choice with students in university sociology courses. Doing 
this measurably helped students better understand the purpose of the class. This 
resulted in motivation to “put in more effort” and work more “efficiently." 

 
Pre-Assessment (Activating Prior Learning) 
Test the waters. Use quality questions to gauge how new learning relates to what 
students already know. Learning theory shows that information consistent with our 
schema "can be learned quickly, while schema inconsistent information and new 
schemas will be learned more slowly” (McClelland, 2013). 

 

Presentation of New Material 
Share your knowledge and skills. Your presentation helps learners connect to 
abstract concepts. Non-verbals and transitions help them pick out key points and 
clarify details. Transitions can be eye contact, pauses, gestures, stories, images or 
metaphors. These “make things human, quirky and interesting” (Wood, Joyce, Pteocz 
& Rodd, 2007). 

Practice and Participation 
Provide practice and active engagement throughout. In a study of three designs for 
a marketing course, Black, Daughtrey & Lewis (2014) found that “active learning 
designs are ... more effective than traditional passive designs.” Active learning lesson 
design produces stronger student outcomes than traditional lectures. 

 
Post-Assessment (Formative Feedback and Assessment) 
Prove that learning has occurred. Ask questions or do a brief practice quiz. Students 
need feedback on the degree to which they have learned new material. Research 
shows formative assessment is crucial to students achieving course outcomes (DiVall, 
Alston, Bird, Buring, Kelley, Murphy & Szilagi, 2014.) Connect to, and remind students 
about, upcoming evaluations. 

Summary 
Have a clincher. “A strong and powerful ending often stays clearly in the students’ 
minds,” but many professors forget about this rich ending (Cheng 2012). Don’t allow 
yourself to “run out of time”! Wrap up with a memorable quote, an overall 
conclusion, a student testimonial, or an image that really sums up the learning. 
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  Sample Lesson Outline  

Instructional Strategies (ADED1050), Teacher/Trainer of Adults Program 

Focus of Class: The Principles That (SHOULD) Guide Instructional Strategy Choices 
 

 
Lesson Part Brief Description Time 

B Bridge-in Graffiti walk with groups of 3-4 going to 5 different sheets of 

paper and responding to prompts about education. Ask them to 

introduce within group. 

10 

O Outcomes Apply the principles of effective pedagogy to the design and 

implementation of learning opportunities. 

Introduce self and invite students to ask you 5 questions. Pull up 

eConestoga outline, review outcomes for course and evaluation. 

15 

P Pre-Test List 7 principles of adult learning on board. Have group Think- 

Pair-Share what they recall from previous courses. 
15 

P Presentation Video of TEDTalk on educational paradigms with Closed 

Captioning on – Minutes 2-7. 

PowerPoint lecture reviewing 7 principles, class participation 

after each principle. How does this apply to your 

teaching/training? 

60 

15 Minute Break 

Two breaks may be needed in a three-hour class. Use this time to add attendance to 
eConestoga. 

P Practice Handout with mini case studies. Groups of 2-3. Must be different 

from original groups. Full group debrief. 

20 

P Post-Test Fill in Venn diagram on board – principles and constraints. Add 

teaser for next class. Debrief. 

20 

S Summary 

and Next 

Steps 

Market the principles (student volunteers to do a sales job on 

why trainers must attend to them). 

Quickly preview the first evaluation due in Week Three. Highlight 

the use of eConestoga discussion board for Q and A. 

10 

Total Time: 180 minutes with 15 minutes of flex time or 2nd break. 
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  Resources and Handouts  

 Copies of this lesson plan for the class. Put copies where students should sit. Tip up 

unneeded rows at back so no one sits there. 

 Blank name tents (the ones with attendance and comments printed inside) 

 5 flip chart sheets 

 30 unscented flip chart markers in darker colours 

 3 black white board markers with 1 dark blue for circling 

 Cue the TEDTalk at start and put Closed Captioning (CC) on. Check volume and 

lighting. Pull up eConestoga 

 Notes with 7 principles 

 Cell phone to take photos of board and flip chart sheets to post on eConestoga as 

memory aids 

  Materials to Bring  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Reflections after Lesson  
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Lesson Plan Templates 

Template A 

Timing Element of the Lesson or Delivery Highlights of Plan 

 Set Up 

 Class started on time

 Materials, room, and technology ready

 Students welcomed

 Agenda on board and explained

 

 Bridge-in 

 Gained attention

 Established subject-specific relevance

 

 Outcomes (expected learning) 

 Ties lesson to course outcomes, 

Instructional Plan, and course 

evaluations

 Ties lesson to Essential Employability 

Skills and program outcomes (if

applicable) 

 

 Pre-Assessment 

1. Activated and determined student level 

of prior learning (e.g. knowledge, skills, 

attitudes) 

 

 Presentation of Content for Learning 

2. Sequenced material logically 

 

 Participatory Activities 

3. Co-construction of knowledge and 

application of content 

 

 Opportunities to Practice 

4. Controlled, Semi-Controlled, Free 

 

 Post-Assessment 

5. Confirmed level/degree of student 

learning 

 

 Summary 

6. Brought deliberate closure 
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  Time Well Spent  

Did you and the students spend the bulk of your time on Participatory Learning (Presentation of 

New Content, Practice and Participation)? 
 

Bridge-in 5-8% 

Outcomes 2% 

Pre-Assessment 5% 

Participation 70-75% 

Post-Assessment 5% 

Summary 5-8% 

  Materials to Bring  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Reflections after Lesson  
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Template B 

Lesson Title: 

Lesson Plan Resources Time 

Bridge-in 
   

Pre- Assessment 
  

Objectives 





 

 Instructor Activities Learner Activities Resources Time 

1.     

2.    

3.    

4.    

5.    

Wrap up 
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Template C 

BOPPPPS Lesson Plan Template 
by Teaching and Learning Conestoga (adapted from Instructional Skills Workshop (ISW) Handbook for Participants) 

Lesson Topic Materials Required 

Bridge-In  

Objective(s) 







Pre-Assessment 

 Presentation/Practice/Participation 
Duration Facilitator or Learner Activity Materials Required 

(in minutes)   

  

  

Post-Assessment Summary 

Reflections or Notes 

http://esp.uapicbc.ca/sites/default/files/pdf/ISW%20Manual%202006.pdf
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Work together to review the behaviours below. Select a few from each section for which you 

provide prevention and intervention suggestions. Ensure that the interventions suit your roles 

as professional educators. List any questions you have for the facilitator. 

 

Potential Civility Challenges 

or Student Needs? 

Prevention Intervention(s) 

Continually late 
  

Disruptive on entry 
  

Packing up/leaving early 
  

Long washroom breaks 
  

Coming back late from break 
  

Continually absent 
  

Recording lecture 
  

Dozing off/sleeping in class 
  

Doodling 
  

Doing work from other classes 
  

Excluding other student 

(groups) 

  

Refusing to participate in 

groups 

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Labelling, Preventing and Addressing Discipline Challenges 

Classroom Management 
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Potential Behavioral or 

Learning Challenges 

Prevention Intervention(s) 

Not reading text 
  

Not taking notes 
  

Consistently unprepared for 

class 

  

Not submitting work 
  

Carrying on side conversations 
  

Speaking rudely 
  

Mimicking someone else 
  

Yelling at teacher/ student(s) 
  

Swearing 
  

Texting/Games on phone 
  

On laptop in class but not for 

note-taking 

  

Rude/disrespectful/disruptive 

answers to questions 

  

Poking and touching 
  

Refusal to do work 
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Potential Liability Challenges Prevention Intervention(s) 

Harassment via text, comments or other 
  

Wearing cologne despite requests not to 
  

Ridiculing or bullying classmates 
  

Unwelcome touch 
  

Negative non-verbals 
  

Micro-aggressions (e.g., males talking over 

females, domestic students talking over 

newcomers.) 

  

Intimidating or inappropriate body language 
  

Dominating behaviour 
  

Teasing others 
  

Manipulation 
  

Intimidation 
  

Racism, ableism, ageism, homophobia, 

sexism 

  

Contravening a request on protected grounds 
  

Drinking, smoking pot or use of illegal drugs 

on campus 

  

Engaging in dangerous behaviour 
  

Not wearing Personal Protective Equipment 

(PPE) 

  

Not following safety protocols 
  

   

As faculty, you serve as a manager of the classroom. How can you set up the learning 

opportunities so everyone can be comfortable, safe, and welcome? 
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  The Pedagogy of Effective Questioning  

Pedagogy refers to the thinking and practices of an educator. 

Lower-order thinking skills involve accessing and making sense of existing knowledge. 

Higher-order thinking skills elicit the creation of new knowledge. 
 

  Open and Close-Ended Questions  

Sort the open questions from the closed questions by circling the open questions. Star 
the two questions that you think would generate the most HOTS. 

1. How much money did we say the client spent? 
2. Does everyone agree that fraud only occurs if there are damages to a victim? 
3. For what reasons was the monetary unit principle developed? 
4. Have we covered everything on debits? 
5. How can a business misuse the conservatism principle? 
6. How do you think this compares to how this accounting process is done in a small, rural 

business? 

7. In what year was this law enacted? 
8. What are three suggestions to help the owner in our example? 
9. What are three things that describe the accrual principle? 
10. What are two problems with tying transactions to cash flows? 
11. What does debit mean? 
12. Which of the five elements of fraud do you feel is most critical? Why? 
13. Why do you think this company faced such a catastrophic downturn in sales? 

 

  Betraying Yourself  

What is the influence of non-verbal cues on learner willingness to take a risk with a question or 
an answer? Work with a partner and explain how a professor might reveal negativity with the 
following: 

 Listening pose 

 Voice intonation and volume 

 Use of the eyes 

 Attentiveness and equity to all parties 

 Facial expressions 

 Silence and the art of the pause 

 Proxemics – position and movement throughout the space 

 Distracting habits and mannerisms 

 Enthusiasm and affirmation indicators 

 Other:    

If you never reveal negativity, explain how you have mastered the art of neutral openness. 

Non-verbal cues and their interpretations differ from culture to culture. Be sure to take this 

into account when considering intention and how a non-verbal cue might be (mis)interpreted. 
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  Creating Good Questions  

Think about a course and lesson you are teaching. Using the principles in the following diagram, 

create 2-3 good questions that you could put on the board, a PowerPoint, or eConestoga. 

Discuss in a group of 4 and choose one example to share. 
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Good Questions Don’t Test, They Teach 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Require 

Manipulation of 
Course Content 

Not Just Yes/No or 
One Word 
Responses 

 

 
Mirror Those 

of the 
Learners 

(Dewey, 1944) 

 
Feature 

HOTS 
(Higher 
Order 

Thinking 
Skills) 

 

 
Are Open 

Rather 
Than 

Closed 

 
 

Provide Time 
for Processing 
and Reflection 

Lead to 
Students 
Offering 
Answers 

That 
Enhance 

Learning For 
All 
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  Best Practices in Questioning  

At the end of this list of suggestions, add at least one more tip particular to each of the 

following: 

a) learners; 
b) content; 
c) delivery; and 
d) assessment. 

Share with a partner. 

 Prepare good questions ahead of time. Have each question on a slide. That way you can’t 

fail to stop and have a little interaction interlude. When preparing your evaluation, use re- 

creations of the same questions. 

 Use a “Think-Pair-Share” activity with the question. Give learners time to read or listen to 

the question during the “think.” Take no answers until 30 seconds has passed. If you look 

cross-culturally at questioning and timing in class, you’ll find some cultures where teachers’ 

questions are rare, need to be accorded thoughtful respect, and are not answered until at 

least 15 seconds have passed in silence. Avoid the ‘trivial pursuit’ method of questioning  

and let learners reflect before answering. You’ll see unexpected hands and hear unexpected 

offerings. 

 Ask a range of questions that feature a need for HOTS: describe, compare, contrast, etc. 

Leave room for opinion by starting with something like, “In your thinking what are three 

criteria we should compare X and Y on?” Keep the questions open. Closed questions (where 

only one answer is correct) can cause learners to hesitate to contribute. 

 Be sure to ask learners to offer questions or insights related to generational, geographical, 

cultural, and political aspects. You could ask, “Why would we find process in place now in 

2017 rather than in the Ontario of the early 1950s? Would we expect this process in 

  as well?” 

 Limit the question opportunities, format, and audience reaction with a few simple rules. This 

can actually increase learner comfort and participation. Say something like, “Let’s get three 

people from three different parts of the room to each ask a question/answer a question/ 

make a comment about  . A learner will respond first and then I will add my 

comments.” Don’t move on without getting your three! The class will learn to offer up 

donations. 
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 Use Wait Time. Pose your question, then pause, then restate your question, and wait until 

an answer emerges. Too often novice teachers say, “Any questions”, get none, and move 

on. Just wait. How could there be no questions about the complex material you are working 

with them on? 

 Awkward question or comment? Don’t betray angst. Perfect the expert teacher stance – 

thoughtful and welcoming. Buy time with, “How did you arrive at this question/ 

conclusion?” When you know what the item is based on, you can build a learning-centered 

response. 

 Seek understanding. Can’t understand an international learner’s response because you 

have limited experience with that pronunciation or it was unclear? Say, “Can you repeat the 

key words?” and then, if you are still stuck, say, “My apologies. Can anyone help me to 

catch this question?” 

 Always re-broadcast what a learner answers. Restate their answer, or summarize in your 

own words, and ask if this is what they were trying to say. This helps clarify for the class. 

 Invite a response. This creates debate and pulls the whole class in. 
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  Stepping Stone Reflections on This Learning  

Take a few minutes to write down five (5) or six (6) insights, plans, and/or affirmations about 

your practice. Think about how you effectively include international learners, shy learners, 

disengaged learners, learners with disabilities, and learners who tend to be chatty in both 

answering and asking good questions. 

Think about the flow of choices and events, directions and detours you have experienced in 

classes and how you can make a map for enhanced engagement. Discuss this with a 

neighbour or share an example with the class. Feel free to draw rather than write. 
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  On the Record  

Re-broadcasting and recording questions that come to you from the class is of great benefit. 

Dewey (1944) noted that the best questions for you to ask are the ones that learners are 

already asking in their heads. 

Think about how you can deliberately harvest the questions learners have when they grapple 

with new content. Consider this repository of questions a sort of “course memory” that will aid 

you in continuous quality improvement. When a learner comes with a “complaint,” ask them to 

re-frame it in the form of a few questions they are asking. 

How will you start to develop or enhance your database of learner-centered questions that 

you can re-use in class? Write out three actions. 

My commitment to learner-centered questioning: 
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Teachers must ask, “What specific topics, theories, materials, or processes in your discipline 

might provide an initial pathway for learners to begin examining culturally biased 

assumptions?” (Cochrane, 2017). 

  Thinking about Implicit Bias  

“Content faculty with negative attitudes towards the language ability of current international 

learners rated speech as less comprehensible, even though their ability to transcribe accurately 

  Beyond HOTS  
was not statistically different.” (Sheppard, Elliot & Baese-Berk, 2017). 

“The teachers and evaluators in the current study indicated that demonstration of questioning 

and discussion at the exemplary level goes beyond asking learners higher order questions. It is 

more about learners having authentic and deep conversations about content, which includes 

their generation of higher order questions followed by collaborative discussion about those 

questions. Questioning and discussion cannot happen unless the classroom has an established 

culture of respect, rapport, and high academic and social expectations.” (Robitaille & 

Maldonado, 2015). 

  Socratic Questioning  

A Socratic approach to teaching is based on the practice of thoughtful dialogue. As discussion 

leader, you express ignorance of the topic and ask the students questions about it. Socrates 

was convinced that the disciplined practice of thoughtful questioning enabled learners to 

examine ideas logically to determine their validity and usefulness. This type of questioning can 

highlight misconceptions and lead to co-construction of knowledge. 

Internationalizing and Indigenizing Curriculum to Engage All Learners 

Research Insights into Questioning 
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  The Socratic Method Illustrated  

Goal: Teach culture change related to judging people on results, rather than hours. 

Teacher-Centered: Teacher says: "Reward people who get their results quicker by giving them a 
bonus based on what they produce, rather than the hours they work." 

Learning-Centered: Present a chain of questions and ask for responses from various quadrants 
of the class so all are engaged. 

Q: How do we suggest this business meet and exceed its goals? What are some strategies we 
have discussed? 

A:  . 

Q: If it meets goals, who should be eligible for bonuses? Give me examples of the roles/areas 
involved in meeting these goals. 

A: Three learners give examples. 

Q: So what are we saying? Who should be rewarded? 

A: Prompt for (Everyone who contributed significantly to meeting the goals.) 

Q: Confirm key point (So what matters is that bonuses be related to each person's contribution 
toward the goals?) 

A: Yes. 

Q: What if someone figures out a way to work even smarter and exceed goals with less work? 

A:  . 

Q: So why is an employee working smarter and meeting or exceeding goals valuable? 

A:  . 

Q: So then how should this company base its bonus structure? 

A:  . 

Possible Exam Question: Given the stated goals and employee groups involved, what would 
work best as a reward structure? 

Adapted from Leaders and Questioning, 2017 
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  Active Learning Strategies  

Activity Profile 

Ask different people about their daily activities/work experience related to the topic. Where, 
when and how much energy, emotion, time, money do they spend related to this topic? 
Interview a learner, observe (have a learner do a time-in-motion study). 

Brainstorming 

Ask members to think of any ideas related to the topic that come to mind. List all the ideas 
without evaluation or judgment. The quantity, not the quality, is what matters. Ideas can be 
discussed later for practicality. Sometimes unlikely or seemingly ridiculous ideas lead to a more 
practical idea which would otherwise not have been considered. 

Case Studies 

Discuss an imaginary or real situation to encourage discussion of the topic. Use the case study 
to develop questions. 

Community Surveys 

Have learners survey individuals in the community for their knowledge or opinions. (Check with 
Research Ethics) 

Consultation with Specialists 

Carry out an in-class interview with a specialist or knowledgeable person on the topic. 

Critical Incident 

Use problem situations to analyze advantages and disadvantages and possible solutions to a 
given situation. 

Debate 

Have small groups present opposing views followed by a class discussion. 

Describing Visual Images 

Choose a photograph or drawing or small video segment with a clear, relevant message. Do a 
think-pair-share so learners can see the range of reactions to a picture related to the topic. 

Field Visits and Trips 

Arrange a visit to a place of relevance to the topic. This can be combined with observation and 
interviewing. 

Folk Knowledge 

Ask people to share and explain folk knowledge, literature or art related to the topic and 
examine values, practices and local, generational terminology. 
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Games 

Simulations and games can help learners analyze or review information. Games can model 
popular shows or involve teams simulating a situation and making choices. Make sure the rules 
are clear. 

Good, Bad or In-Between 

Show learners’ documents, video clips, or pictures, each with a scene that could be interpreted 
as good, bad or in-between, depending on the point of view. Ask learners to sort the scenes 
into the three categories, and discuss the different alternatives. 

How to … 

Illustrate the importance of sequencing and planning. Have learners write out the sequence of 
activities that must be done to accomplish a task related to the topic. 

Information Collection 

Ask learners to collect a portfolio of information on the topic from the text, class members, at 
the LRC, offices, service organizations, etc. This is useful for finding out what is known and what 
is needed. 

Interaction Interlude 

Place a blank slide or a slide with a particular theme every 8-10 slides, and when students see 
it, tell them this is a time to question, comment, and encourage. 

Interview 

Ask questions of key informants individually or as a group. Use semi-structured interviews (i.e. 
with some guideline questions prepared in advance) or open interviews. (Check with Research 
Ethics) 

Learner as Teacher 

Divide the topic into small bites and have each learner teach the others about it. Have them 
aim the lesson a “I + 1” (Krashen’s model of learner’s current state of knowledge plus one level) 
so that everyone learns something new. 

Lecture 

Word craft an effective delivery of key information supported by examples related to learner 
experience. 

Making Something Together 

Provide materials and objects and ask learners to make something related to the topic. Watch 

and use the results to discuss communication and cooperation. 
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Memory Game 

Show 20 objects related to the topic. Ask learners to remember them. Put them in a bag one by 
one. Do a think-pair-share to recreate the list and discuss the relationship of each object to the 
topic. 

Mini-Assignments (theoretical and practical) 

Ask learners to practice using the information through a written or oral presentation. Have the 
written documents later posted on the walls or eConestoga for sharing. 

Participation Game 

Give five sticks to each learner. Start a discussion on the topic. Everybody who speaks has to 
give away one of her/his sticks to someone else. No one may speak without sticks. Discuss 
subjects such as dominance, shyness and importance of participation. 

Participatory Discussion 

Used in combination with other methods. Gather the members in small or large groups and 
discuss a topic of interest. Provoke reactions by using open questions: “What do you see here? 
Why do you think it happens? When this happens in your situation, what problem does it 
cause? What can we do about it?” Ask questions that need definite answers: “When was the 
last time... and what did you do then? 

Pauses in Lecture 

Pose a thought provoking question and have learners note their current answer or reflections 
for comparison with end of lecture thoughts and reflections. Provide a silent time for reflection. 

Personal Histories 

Ask learners for a detailed account of their past relationship with the topic and how things 
could change with new knowledge. 

Practical Demonstration 

Show exactly how something should be done. Use a think-aloud protocol or follow with a 
checklist. 

Practice 

Have learners work through various, repeated “problems” related to the topic. Increase 
complexity and occasionally review simpler examples to show advancement. 

Presentation by a Resource Person* 

Ask a specialist to give a presentation in a workshop. This can be done by any member of a 
variety of service areas, including the Library, Learning Commons, and Accessibility Services. 

Presentation of a Course Progress Report 

Ask the learners to examine the course outcomes and present where the class is in relation to 
meeting them. 
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Presentation of Experiences 

Ask one learner to describe personal experiences related to the topic. Have learners compare 
their own experience with the example. 

Problem-Solving 

Make a table with four columns. List main problems related to the topic in the first column. 
Have learners list possible solutions in the second column, what prevents people from solving 
the problem in the third column, and what will help people solve the problem in the fourth 
column. Discuss. 

Ranking 

Ask learners to rank terms/items according to a set criteria. 

Risk Assessment 

Ask learners to list every possible thing that could go wrong in a process or situation. 

Skits or Role-Plays 

Ask learners to do a short skit or role-play on the subject being discussed (e.g. learners act out 
the election of a committee or selling their goods at market). 

Small Group Discussion 

Have groups of 3-4 discuss a particular question or problem related to the topic. 

Socratic Dialogue 

This type of dialogue can allow for the identification and testing of assumptions and tacit 
beliefs. It can also illustrate the inadequacies in superficial thinking about problems. It allows 
the learners to examine beliefs, and to prepare and evaluate arguments. (Google “Socratic 
dialogue” for details) 

Systematic Walk 

Place checkpoint visuals around the room. Take an imaginary systematic walk through the 
topic, observing the structure and processes. Ask how and why people do what they do. 

Talking Circle 

Gather chairs into as much of a circle as possible. Sit as equals. Indigenous talking circles 
symbolize completeness and equality. All circle participants’ views must be respected and 
listened to. All comments directly address the question or the issue, not the comments another 
person has made. 

Testing and Experimenting 

Carry out practical trials or experiments. 
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Think-Aloud Protocol 

Describe what you are thinking as you accomplish a task. Make your problem solving or 
troubleshooting obvious, by explaining your thinking as you do it. 

Time Line 

Ask the learners to draw a line and mark on it major events in the history of the topic, with the 

approximate dates. Discuss changes that have occurred. Predict the future. 

Two-Circle Exercise 

Draw two circles - one circle represents the group directly involved with the topic, the other the 

larger group in the larger industry/community. List the problems in the community and list the 

problems that affect the group in the second circle. Discuss how the problems are connected, 

possible solutions to the problems and how solving group problems will affect the community 

and vice versa. 

Think-Pair-Share 

Have learners think or write silently, then share with a partner and then with the class. 

Venn Diagrams 

Ask people to draw a circle to represent themselves or a topic, and other circles to represent 

groups and institutions related to the topic. The distance to their circle indicates the strength of 

the relation, the size of the circle their importance to the topic. Circles can overlap. 

YouTube Clip 

Find a short clip related to the topic. Provide questions and foci ahead of viewing. Show only 8- 

10 minutes at a time. Watch and analyze. 

Add two more strategies: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

* Some active learning opportunities could be eligible for Co-Curricular Record Recognition, 

such as a guest lecture or in-class workshop, as long as they are tied to the learning outcomes, 

validated by a Conestoga faculty or staff member, and are voluntary in nature without 

academic credit attached. Reach out to the Student Engagement Department to discuss 

further. 

http://www.conestogac.on.ca/student-engagement/


 

 

 

Assessment: 

Evaluating Student Learning 
 

 
Workshop Materials 

Please review the 

Evaluation of 
Student Learning Procedure 

https://cms.conestogac.on.ca/sites/corporate-websites/policies/PDFDocuments/Academic/evaluation-of-student-learning-policy.pdf
https://cms.conestogac.on.ca/sites/corporate-websites/policies/PDFDocuments/Academic/evaluation-of-student-learning-policy.pdf
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List the marked assessment tasks that will occur in your courses. Use your course outline to do so. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Fill in the table below with one or two examples for each column.  
 

What a student might say What a faculty might say What an employer might say 

   

Course Based Assessment Inventory 

Evaluating Student Learning Tasks 
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  Terminology  

Match the term to its definition. Write the letter for the definition next to each term. Check off items you can comfortably define/discuss. 

 Assessment Term Match Definition 

1 Academic Appeal  a) Adjustment made to even the playing field. 

2 Academic Integrity  b) Violation of academic integrity. Includes cheating and plagiarizing. 

3 Academic Offence  c) Alternate test dates allowing students to participate in creed rights under the Ontario 

Human Rights Code (OHR). 

4 Accommodation: Disability  d) Developmental in nature with no marks or low stakes. Helps students learn or confirms learning. 

5 Accommodation: Pregnancy 

and Breastfeeding 

 e) Honesty and rigor in research. Avoidance of cheating and plagiarizing. 

6 Accommodation: 

Religious Holiday 

 f) Measures what was intended by the course outcomes, not confounding 

factors such as reading skill/cultural knowledge. 

7 Authentic Assessment  g) Measuring learning at end of unit or course. 

8 Feedback  h) Multiple faculty grade the same performance or product similarly. 

9 Formative Feedback  i) Not likely to sway the mark by an alpha grade. 

10 High Stakes  j) Poor performance could cause course failure. 

11 Inter-Rater Reliability  k) Steps to ensure protected rights. 

12 Low Stakes  l) Scoring tool with both criteria and standards. 

13 Negative Washback  m) Student disputes a mark for an evaluation worth 25% or greater in a course. 

14 Outcomes-Based 

Assessment/Valid 

 n) Students just memorize terms as the test is multiple choice and they have heard it is all 

terminology. 

15 Positive Washback  o) Students study harder as they see the test is based on useful, authentic application of learning. 

16 Rubric  p) Tied to building field expectations. 

17 Summative  q) Written or verbal input to aid development. 
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  A Definition of Assessment to Consider  

Assessment is scoring a student’s task performance or demonstration as it relates to the 
achievement of a specific learning outcome(s). 

Direct measures include student products or performances that demonstrate and provide 
tangible evidence that specific learning has taken place, and/or that certain levels of 
knowledge, skill, and attitude (KSA) exist. 

Assessment can include test questions, written papers, oral presentations, student projects, 
competence interviews, performances, portfolios, etc. 

The operant terms involved are scoring and task. 
 

  Learning-Centered Rubrics and Marking Schemes  

A rubric is a learning and evaluation tool consisting of criteria and standards. It defines and 
encourages the meeting of academic expectations. It is a scoring instrument to determine 
grades that approximate the degree to which learning outcomes have been met. It helps ensure 
consistency in evaluation. 

 

  Rubrics, Marking Schemes, and Scoring Tools  

List the types of scoring tools you will use (e.g., rubrics, checklists, marking schemes, 
right/wrong on a scoring sheet or in eConestoga). 
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Incorporating Formative Feedback 

Many faculty focus on what needs to be improved when marking. Sometimes, we even focus on 
defending the mark. Sometimes we think that no one is going to read our feedback or learn 
from it. Marking is a time-consuming and challenging part of the faculty role. 

In their literature review, Sedden & Clark (2016) concluded that faculty “can increase 
motivation in students through interactive lessons, student self-evaluation, positive feedback, 
and encouragement.” 

How could you include elements of student self-evaluation (for reflection or marks), positive 
feedback, and encouragement in marked assessments? 

 

Formative Feedback 
Type 

How to Include in Assessments 

Self-Evaluation 
 

Positive Feedback 
 

Encouragement 
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  Grading Standards  

Identify three questions you have about the following chart. 
 

 Standard 
(See your Course Outline and the Grading Procedure to identify your pass mark and ranges.) 

F Range D Range C Range B Range A Range 

Criteria Course or program 

outcomes not 

demonstrated. 

  
70-79 

5 marks 

80-100, 6 or-7 marks 

Course outcomes demonstrated with 

fluency 

Document 

and 

Reference 

No evidence of 

meeting expectations. 

Numerous errors 

mean the document 

can’t be used. 

Several errors 

undermine 

professionalism. 

Minor error(s) 

don’t impact 

overall 

professionalism. 

All sources quoted, paraphrased, or 

summarized appropriately. Citation for 

each item matches alphabetically and is 

a properly formatted APA reference. 

Resource 

Use 

    
Required number of sources are well 

chosen and used effectively to further 

the discussion and/or arguments. 

Originality 
    

Author’s voice is clear and effective. Not 

over-shadowed by sources. 

Comments Feedback should be clear, detailed and actionable/useful. Identify what students have learned and what they still need to learn. 

 
Questions: 
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Scan through the materials below on preventing cheating. Think about the suggestions for 
discouraging attempts to plagiarize and cheat. Highlight items that you would like to incorporate in 
your teaching and assessment practices. 

  Collaborative Task  

Ask a partner for 3-5 other suggestions that s/he has for preventing academic offences and record 
them below: 

  Policy and Procedures  

The Evaluation of Student Learning Procedure states that faculty need to “Ensure a suitable 

environment for test and exam writing.” This teaching tip highlights one of the more challenging 

aspects of creating suitable testing environments: the students who cheat. It offers an overview of 
three types of cheating environments: paper-based, contract, and computer lab. It offers the 
beginning of a collection of advice for your consideration. 

Conestoga's Academic Integrity Policy includes the following offences related to examinations: 

 Copying from another student in any evaluation situation. 

 Possessing unauthorized material or aids in a test or examination situation. 

 Allowing another person to take a test or examination in one’s place. 
 Improperly obtaining through theft, bribery, collusion or other means, any test or examination 

paper prior to the date and time for writing such test or examination. 

 Misrepresenting the reasons for deferring an exam or assignment. 

 Submitting false medical, academic or other documentation. 

 Aiding or abetting anyone in an act of academic dishonesty. 

  Key Questions  

1. How can we set up an academic environment for test taking where students have no access to 

unauthorized materials? 

2. How can we deter cheating? 

3. How can we develop assessment strategies that deter contract cheating? 

4. What do we do if we catch a student(s) cheating? 

  Key Words  

Academic Dishonesty, Academic Offences, Assessment Strategies, Cheating 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Reflective Task 

Promoting Academic Integrity and Preventing Cheating 

http://www.conestogac.on.ca/policies/academics.jsp
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                             GRADING PROCEDURE (excerpt from Academic Administration) 
 

 
Alpha 
Grade 

Grade 
Point 

Low 
Range 

High 
Range 

Description Guideline 

A+ 

A 

 

4.00 
 

3.75 

 

90 
 

80 

 

100 
 

89 

 

Achievement in course outcomes is 
outstanding and warrants unique and 
distinguished recognition. 

Considerable evidence of original thinking; 
demonstrated capacity to analyze, integrate and 
extend concepts; outstanding grasp of subject 
matter; consistent demonstration of practice with 
no supervision and guidance. 

 

B+ 
 

B 

 

3.50 
 

3.00 

 

75 
 

70 

 

79 
 

74 

Achievement in course outcomes is 
acceptable and meets above average 
standards. 

Evidence of solid grasp of subject matter; 
reasonable understanding of relevant ideas; some 
evidence of critical capacity and analysis; clear 
connections of ideas and numerous extensions; 
reasonable demonstration of practice with 
minimal supervision and guidance. 

C+ 

C 

 
2.50 

 

2.00 

 
65 

 

60 

 
69 

 

64 

 

Achievement in course outcomes meets 
average standards. 

Evidence of some understanding of subject matter 
and relevant ideas; ability to develop/apply 
solutions to simple problems; minimal connections 
of ideas and extensions; demonstration of practice 
with periodic supervision and guidance. 

D 1.00 55 59 Achievement in course outcomes is 
marginal and meets minimal standards. 

Evidence of minimal understanding of subject 
matter and relevant ideas; minimal connections of 
ideas; demonstration of practice with constant 
supervision and guidance. 

F 0.00 0.00 54 Achievement in course outcomes is 
inadequate and fails to meet minimal 
standards. 

Insufficient evidence of understanding subject 
matter and relevant ideas; inability to connect and 
extend ideas; inability to demonstrate practice. 

 
 

 

Courses in Apprenticeship Programs 
Alpha 
Grade 

Grade 
Point 

Low 
Range 

High 
Range 

Description Guidelines 

A+ 
 
 

A 

4.00 
 
 

3.75 

90 
 
 

80 

100 
 
 

89 

Achievement in course outcomes is 
outstanding and warrants unique and 
distinguished recognition. 

Considerable evidence of original thinking; 
demonstrated capacity to analyze, integrate and 
extend concepts; outstanding grasp of subject 
matter; consistent demonstration of practice with 
no supervision and guidance. 

B+ 

B 

3.50 
 

3.00 

75 
 

70 

79 
 

74 

Achievement in course outcomes is 
acceptable and meets above average 
standards. 

Evidence of solid grasp of subject matter; 
reasonable understanding of relevant ideas; some 
evidence of critical capacity and analysis; clear 
connections of ideas and numerous extensions; 
reasonable demonstration of practice with 
minimal supervision and guidance. 

F 0.00 0.00 69 Achievement in course is inadequate 
and fails to meet minimal standards. 

Insufficient evidence of understanding subject 
matter and relevant ideas; inability to connect and 
extend ideas; inability to demonstrate practice. 

Note: Courses in the “Apprenticeship – Diploma” programs do not fall in this category. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.conestogac.on.ca/policies/academics
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Gas Technician Courses 
Alpha 
Grade 

Grade 
Point 

Low 
Range 

High 
Range 

Description Guideline 

A+ 
 

A 

4.00 
 

3.75 

90 
 

80 

100 
 

89 

Achievement in course outcomes is 
outstanding and warrants unique and 
distinguished recognition. 

Considerable evidence of original thinking; 
demonstrated capacity to analyze, integrate and 
extend concepts; outstanding grasp of subject 
matter; consistent demonstration of practice with 
no supervision and guidance. 

B+ 3.50 75 79 Achievement in course outcomes is 
acceptable and meets above average 
standards. 

Evidence of solid grasp of subject matter; 
reasonable understanding of relevant ideas; some 
evidence of critical capacity and analysis; clear 
connections of ideas and numerous extensions; 
reasonable demonstration of practice with 
minimal supervision and guidance. 

F 0.00 0.00 74 Achievement in course outcomes is 
inadequate and fails to meet minimal 
standards. 

Insufficient evidence of understanding subject 
matter and relevant ideas; inability to connect and 
extend ideas; inability to demonstrate practice. 

 

Courses in Health Science Programs1 
Alpha 
Grade 

Grade 
Point 

Low 
Range 

High 
Range 

Description Guidelines 

A+ 
 

A 

4.00 
 

3.75 

90 
 

80 

100 
 

89 

Achievement in course outcomes is 
outstanding and warrants unique and 
distinguished recognition. 

Considerable evidence of original thinking; 
demonstrated capacity to analyze, integrate and 
extend concepts; outstanding grasp of subject 
matter; consistent demonstration of practice with 
no supervision and guidance. 

B+ 

B 

3.50 
 

3.00 

75 
 

70 

79 
 

74 

Achievement in course outcomes is 
acceptable and meets above average 
standards. 

Evidence of solid grasp of subject matter; 
reasonable understanding of relevant ideas; some 
evidence of critical capacity and analysis; clear 
connections of ideas and numerous extensions; 
reasonable demonstration of practice with 
minimal supervision and guidance. 

C+ 2.50 65 69 Achievement in course outcomes 
meets average standards. 

Evidence of some understanding of subject matter 
and relevant ideas; ability to develop/apply 
solutions to simple problems; minimal connections 
of ideas and extensions; demonstration of practice 
with periodic supervision and guidance. 

F 0.00 0 64 Achievement in course outcomes is 
inadequate and fails to meet minimal 
standards. 

Insufficient evidence of understanding subject 
matter and relevant ideas; inability to connect and 
extend ideas; inability to demonstrate practice. 

1 With the exception of Liberal Studies courses and other individual courses where the passing grade is otherwise identified 
and communicated on the course outline. 
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Courses in Degree Programs1, Early Childhood Education2, Pre-service Firefighter2, and Social 

Services2 Programs 

Alpha 
Grade 

Grade 
Point 

Low 
Range 

High 
Range 

Description  

A+ 
 

A 

4.00 
 

3.75 

90 
 

80 

100 
 

89 

Achievement in course outcomes is 
outstanding and warrants unique 
and distinguished recognition. 

Considerable evidence of original thinking; 
demonstrated capacity to analyze, integrate 
and extend concepts; outstanding grasp of 
subject matter; consistent demonstration of 
practice with no supervision and guidance. 

B+ 

B 

3.55 
 

3.00 

75 
 

70 

79 
 

74 

Achievement in course outcomes is 
acceptable and meets above 
average standards. 

Evidence of solid grasp of subject matter; 
reasonable understanding of relevant ideas; 
some evidence of critical capacity and 
analysis; clear connections of ideas and 
numerous extensions; reasonable 
demonstration of practice with minimal 
supervision and guidance. 

C+ 

C 

2.50 
 

2.00 

65 
 

60 

69 
 

64 

Achievement in course outcomes 
meets average standards. 

Evidence of some understanding of subject 
matter and relevant ideas; ability to 
develop/apply solutions to simple problems; 
minimal connections of ideas and extensions; 
demonstration of practice with periodic 
supervision and guidance. 

F 0 0 59 Achievement in course outcomes is 
inadequate and fails to meet 
minimal standards. 

Insufficient evidence of understanding subject 
matter and relevant ideas; inability to connect 
and extend ideas; inability to demonstrate 
practice. 

1 Post-secondary Education Quality Assessment Board 
2With the exception of Liberal Studies courses and other individual courses where the passing grade is 
otherwise identified and communicated on the course outline. 

 

1. OntarioLearn Courses 
The passing grade for an OntarioLearn course not hosted by Conestoga will be determined in 
accordance to what the respective host college has identified as the passing grade. 

 
2. Pass/Fail – Courses will be recorded as either: 

 Pass (P) The course outcomes are satisfactorily met 
 Fail  (F) Failure to meet course outcomes 

 
3. Ungraded Courses will be recorded as either: 

 AT Attended an ungraded course 
 DNA Registered but did not attend as per course requirements 

 

4. Aegrotat Standing 
 AG This standing may be assigned based on a student whose performance, over a 

significant proportion of a course was fully satisfactory but where, because of exceptional 
circumstances (such as illness), the student was unable to complete the course. 

o In case of serious illness, the student is required to provide the Executive Dean with a 
medical certificate. The Office of the Registrar grants the Aegrotat Standing on the 
recommendation of the appropriate Executive Dean. 

 
5. Other notations on a transcript: 
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Some students cheat. A review of studies by Stonecypher & Willson (2014) found that from 21 percent 
to 90 percent of college students from all majors reported cheating. In an earlier study that compared 
cheating internationally, Grimes (2004) found that academic cheating is a common activity in all of the 
countries surveyed with an average of 49% of students stating that “cheating is socially acceptable,” 
85% “consider cheating to be ethically/morally wrong,” and 92% having a “fear of punishment if caught 
cheating.” 

Using gaming theory, Ling & Li (2015) determined that the possibility of cheating encourages 
students to cheat. They found three main factors contributing to students seeing cheating as possible: 

1) The classroom setup allows students to use information, communication, and the Internet to 
cheat. 

2) Monitoring is not effective enough. 
3) The exam paper and/or examination questions make cheating possible. 

In a British study (Times, 2016), data from 129 universities revealed that non-European Union students 
made up a disproportionate number of those caught cheating. This does not mean they necessarily 
cheat more. Of the 70 universities that provided data, non-European Union students were involved in 
35 per cent of all reported cheating cases but made up only 12 per cent of the student body. 
International students may be easier to detect as they have more at stake and are less familiar with 
our systems. Advance test familiarization and sharing testing protocols will be especially helpful for 
international students. 

 

  Strategies to Prevent Cheating on Paper-Based Exams  

Before the test, set the tone for academic integrity by trying the following suggestions: 

  Use Outcomes-Based Evaluation  

When discussing upcoming evaluations, keep the conversation focused on the opportunity the 
students have to show you evidence that they have met the expectations related to the course 
outcomes. Remind them of the alignment between the course outcomes, the learning opportunities 
you have provided, and the evaluation. Don’t tell them they “lose marks”; instead, stress they earn 
marks for the evidence they provide in response to the test prompts. 

  Conduct Test Familiarization before the Evaluation  

Familiarize the students in advance with how the test will be. Let them know what types of questions 
will be provided: multiple choice, short answer, long answer, case studies, calculations, etc. Tell 
them how long the test will be in terms of pages and time. Explain the types of visuals and graphs 
they can expect to see or create. Let them know if they can have access to study notes, calculators, 
software, etc. In class time or online, provide practice questions that are at the same standard of 
challenge as those on the test. 

Scholarship of Teaching and Learning on Cheating 

Preventing Cheating on Paper-Based Exams 
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  Cheat-Proof Your Assessment Questions  

Continually improve your assessment strategies so students realize that cheating is futile. If students 
know that they need to apply information and concepts to novel cases then the usefulness of planning 
cheating in advance is diminished. Writing test questions that require higher order thinking skills can 
have positive washback into the way students approach learning the material. 

  Prepare your Exams Accordingly  

Have 2-3 versions of each test. Don’t spend your time making different questions, simply alter the 

order of either the questions or the answers so students cannot find an answer by glancing at a 

neighbor’s test. Alternatively, have three unique data sets, or three unique cases, so that answers 

differ across three versions of the test. 

Print your exam on non-white paper, and have another colour of paper available for rough work. 
Students who brought a smaller, white-coloured sheet to slip under their exam will be foiled. Make 
sure you use only pale colours that have a good contrast so students can read easily. 

 

  Possible Enhancements to Test and Exam Practices  

There are two main types of cheating with regards to unauthorized materials: 

 planned cheating, in which the student anticipates (or pays for) the test questions and answers. 
In these situations, the student will often attempt to bring the required answers into the test 
setting via paper, a Smart watch or a Smart phone., 

 on-the-spot cheating, in which a student tries to access answers from another student orally or 
by looking at another’s test paper. 

The following strategies try to help prevent either or both of these. 
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  Teaching Tip on Proctoring Tests and Exams  

Prepared by Cory Scurr from Academic Integrity and Kathryn Brillinger and Laura Stoutenburg from 

Teaching and Learning at Conestoga. Additional information can be found by searching within the 

Conestoga Faculty Handbook. 

According to the Conestoga Evaluation of Student Learning Procedure, faculty must “Ensure a 
suitable environment for test and exam writing.” What is the best way to go about this? Below you 
will find suggestions that may help you enhance your practices. If you have other practices that have 
been successful, please share by emailing teachingandlearning@conestogac.on.ca 

  Setting a Framework  

1. Be Both Mentally and Affectively Prepared for the Testing Environment: In a group of students 
from any background or walk of life, there are those who would never cheat, those who would 
only cheat under extreme stress, and those who will cheat if clear protocols are not in place to 
prevent it. Given this reality, you will help your students, yourself, and the reputation of the 
College if you follow effective practices such as those below. 

2. Enter “Invigilator Mode”: It’s great to develop a rapport with students. During assessment 
situations, however, we must draw a clear line between student and assessor. Make it clear that 
the testing environment is different from the everyday classroom environment, and beassertive 
and confident with your expectations. 

3. Preview the Test: Students should be aware of the content areas, the weight, the question types, 
the timing, and allowable resources (including asking you questions). They should have a prior 
opportunity to ask you questions about the upcoming quiz, test, or exam. 

4. Post Your Testing Expectations: Post a set of quiz/test/exam protocols in the course shell well 
before any such evaluations are held. Some students have claimed they did not know they could 
not talk, take out extra paper, etc. 

5. Review Expectations in a Prior Class: One week before any evaluations, review with the class how 
you will be ensuring a suitable environment and preventing academic offences. Go through the 
expectations on a set of slides. Refer students to the Library’s Academic Integrity pages 
highlighting the categories of cheating, aiding and abetting, and unscholarly behaviour. 

6. Require ID: Require students to have their OneCards on their desks during each evaluation. Bring 
a clipboard with the attendance list and check off each student present. We have had faculty 
suspect a student was writing for another student. 

 

7. Prepare a Script to use at the Start of Each Test/Exam: You will want to reinforce expectations at 
the start of each test. 

 

8. Ensure that Means for Cheating are Minimalized: Instruct students to leave bags, coats, pencil 
cases, cell phones and anything else other than beverages and writing implements at the front or 
the back of the classroom. Don’t start a test until these requirements have been met. State 

mailto:cscurr@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:kbrillinger@conestogac.on.ca
mailto:lstoutenburg@conestogac.on.ca
https://cms.conestogac.on.ca/sites/corporate-websites/teaching-and-learning/Open%20Access/Handbook/Conestoga%20Faculty%20Orientation%20Program%20Handbook%20Fall%202018.pdf
https://www.conestogac.on.ca/policies/academics
mailto:teachingandlearning@conestogac.on.ca
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/academic-integrity
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/academic-integrity
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/academic-integrity
http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/academic-integrity
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that you are not responsible for any belongings. Never require students to place belongings in 
the hallway. 

9. Give Time Warnings: Display a clock on the screen so that students without their cell phones 
know the time. Make note of major time chunks remaining on the board as well. Provide a 
warning 10 minutes before time is up. 

10. Document in Process: Tell the students you will make note of any abnormalities on the 
attendance list and Incident Tracking Sheet (seen on page 141) and will give only one warning for 
any talking or unscholarly behaviour. Have your cell phone recording the sound in the room and 
tell them that you are doing so. If a student speaks, makes hand signals or tapping noises again, 
alert them that you have noted the behaviour. Allow them to continue writing but follow up with 
an Academic Offence appropriate to the situation. Consult with Cory Scurr, Academic Integrity 
Coordinator at academicintegrity@conestogac.on.ca, if you are unsure of next steps. 

11. Confirm Test Completion & Count Tests: As each student hands in their test, check off their 
name. We have had some cases where a faculty knew a student was in the test but had no test 
later and the student claimed the faculty had lost it and demanded a re-write. Be sure to count 
the number of tests that were handed in and make sure it aligns with the number of students 
writing. 

12. Enforce Protocols: Once you have set reasonable protocols for before, during, and after the test, 
follow through with insisting that students follow them. Establishing credibility from the 
beginning will help reduce cheating going forward. This can be done firmly but cheerfully – you 
will not be causing undue stress. 

13. Report Academic Offenses: The best way to reduce cheating is to be consistent in dealing with 
instances of cheating as they arise. Students talk to each other, and any instance of cheatingnot 
dealt with encourages more cheating. 

14. Cases of Medical or Emotional Emergency: If a student has a medical emergency or other 
emergency, like a panic or anxiety attack, call security immediately by dialing 5555 on the in-class 
telephone. They are the College’s first responders. 

15. Don’t Take Cheating Personally: See number 1! 

mailto:academicintegrity@conestogac.on.ca
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  Preparing for Test Day  

If you find that students are not heeding basic protocols, try some of the following strategies. 

 
1. Create extra copies of the test paper. Some faculty take the original paper and replace it with a 

fresh one telling the student to “carry on” and both will be looked at when an incident occurs. 
2. Create different versions of the same test (you may have the same questions but reorder the 

sections and questions) and colour code them (for example, blue papers and yellow papers). 
Distribute the tests in a checkered pattern (blue yellow blue yellow etc.) so that no one is 
sitting next to another student with the same test. 

3. Check the room, including looking under tables, before allowing entry to the room. In computer 
labs, check that computers are plugged in. We have had a case where students unplugged 
some computers to make them appear broken so they could sit closer. 

4. Bring a class list with the names of all students expected to take the test. Have them show 
their ID and sign in, or take attendance as they enter. 

5. Once the students have sat down, create a seating plan to document their positions relative to 
each other in the room. OR 

6. Create a seating plan yourself beforehand, and have students sit in the arranged seat. 
7. Use a tracking sheet (as seen on page 141). 
8. Bring an audio recording device (e.g., cell phone) and turn it on for the duration of the test so 

that you show students you are monitoring their speaking. 
9. Two sets of eyes may be needed in some cases. If necessary, contact your Chair to request a 

proctor to assist you with proctoring half the room during the test/exam. 
 

  Biasing for Best during the Test  

Here are some suggestions to help students have the best testing experience possible. 
 

1. In class, or as homework before the test, provide the students with review opportunities that 
demonstrate what they will need to be able to do for the test. 

2. Provide a sample or practice test. 
3. Make sure that tables are empty of any extra materials before the test begins. 
4. Begin the testing session with overall instructions to help students understand what is expected 

of them during the test. For example, you might suggest they look over the whole test to help 
plan their time. Wish them good success! 

5. Explain to the students how to get your attention to ask a question. Assure them that you are 
available for questions if they don’t understand a test prompt. Do not give the answer away. 

6. Encourage students to check with you if there is a word they don’t understand. Offer to “be the 
dictionary.” This ensures that you are testing the students’ skills rather than their language, and 
it will lower the temptation to speak to the student next to them. 

7. Move to a student with a question and answer quietly – don’t allow questions and answers to 
be called across the room. Many students find this distracting. 

8. Write responses to questions on the board so that all students benefit from the information. 
9. Spend the test time moving around the room or sitting in spots where all students can beseen. 
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10. Don’t type while the students are writing the test – the noise can be distracting. 
11. Check your shoes before the test – wear shoes that don’t make noise while you walk! 

  Protocols to Consider Adopting  

Please augment or modify for your exam setting. 
 

Sample One 
 

As a student in this test/exam setting, you are required to: 
 

1. Observe any seating arrangement set up by the proctor (no moving tests to another spot). 
2. Leave jackets, bags, pencil cases, cell phones, etc. at the front or the back of the class before 

the test begins. Hats with brims turned forward are not allowed. 
3. Put your hand up if you have a question or if you need to leave the room. A proctor may escort 

you to the bathroom. The proctor will note who has left the room and the timing, and will 
usually allow only one student to leave at a time. 

4. Not bring any extra paper to the exam. The proctor will provide any scratch paper you may 
require. 

5. Not turn the test over until the professor says you may begin. 
6. Not talk to or look at another student during the test. If you have a question, ask theproctor. 
7. Not tap on the desk or make hand signals that may be construed as passing on information. 
8. When the proctor announces that time is up, put your pen or pencil down on the desk and 

close the test. Follow any further instructions. 

Sample Two (From Yuri Kagolovsky - feel free to revise and make your own) 
 

Dear Students: My goal is to prevent cheating. At the same time, I will be monitoring for cheating and 

filing academic offences, as necessary. Once a cheating incident is caught, it becomes painful to all 

involved. 

  Test and Exam Rules  

 Please review the Conestoga Academic Integrity Cheating Information . 
 I will check the room just prior to opening it for student entry. 
 Seating will be assigned. As you enter, look for a card with your name and sit there. 
 No coats, bags, purses, hats, or pencil cases will be allowed within reach. Please leave as much 

as possible in your locker. You may also leave your belongings at the front of the room. The 
college is not responsible for your belongings! 

 Only religious head coverings are permitted. Pockets may be checked. 
 No programmable devices will be allowed within reach (e.g., watches, calculators, etc.) 
 No looking at other students’ papers, speaking to other students, saying anything aloud or 

tapping. 
 If you have a question or need something, please raise your hand and I will be happy to 

assist you. Talking to anyone else is considered an act of cheating. 
 
 
  

http://lib.conestogac.on.ca/academic-integrity/cheating
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 If you bring a beverage or tissues to the room, I reserve the right to inspect the container at any 
time. 

 If you arrive late or go to the washroom, completion time remains the same. 
 You may be escorted for washroom breaks. One person at a time please. 
 I will be circulating regularly during the test and may look directly at your paper. 
 If you are caught breaking any of these rules, I reserve the right to remove, retain, photograph, 

or record the evidence. You will likely be given a “0” mark for the test/exam. You may continue 
writing on a new exam copy pending the investigation. 

  Suggested Script for Proctors to use at the Start of a Test or Exam  

Please personalize this to your course. 
 

1. Welcome. 

2. We are now having the midterm exam of course name. 

3. It’s a 2-hour exam, starting at 9:00 a.m. 

4. As we start the exam, I will check your OneCard to confirm your identity and attendance. At the 

end of the exam, I will be checking off that you have submitted your paper. 

5. Please leave your paper face-down and don’t turn it over until I tell you. Place your OneCard on 

the table directly in front of you. Use the additional sheet of paper to cover your completed 

answers as you write the test. 

6. This is your opportunity to demonstrate your learning in the first half of the course. Please take 

care to observe the protocols of the test. If there is a breach, there will be consequences. 

7. Before we begin, make sure all jackets, cellphones, and other devices are out of reach. During 

the exam, there will be no talking and no use of resources except for  (any items 

permitted). Keep your eyes on your own paper. Please avoid any behaviour that could be 

misunderstood as breaking these protocols. 

8. If I note that you are talking or using resources, I will document this and I may ask you to move 

to another seat. If I hear or see talking, I will document your names. 

9. Please raise your hand if you have a question. Wait for me to approach you before you ask. If 

you need an extra paper or pen or an eraser, please raise your hand. 

10. I reserve the right to look at your paper during the exam. 

11. I will have the time counting done on the screen and give a warning at 10 minutes to the end. if 

you wish to leave early or go to the washroom raise your hand and I will come to you. Only one 

student can go to the washroom at a time. 

12. Your time is up. Please put your pens down. Bring your exam to me (or stay in your seats while I 

collect the exams). 

Note to Proctor: During the test, if you notice suspicious activity such as a student looking over at 

another student’s paper, catch the student’s eye and then say loudly and clearly to the whole room, 

“Remember, eyes on your own paper” or “No talking.” 
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If students talk during the test, say “Stop talking.” If students continue, move them. Document the 

incident on the form. If you see a particular student speak, walk to them and put a notation on their 

paper using a permanent marker. Tell them if they get another notation, you will document. 
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  Incident Record (Violations of Test Protocols and Academic Offences)  

 

 
Date: Course: Assessment: 

Proctor(s): 

 
 
 

   Name Student 
Number 

Seat/Location Description of Incident/Action 
Taken/Evidence Available 

 

Other 
Students 
Involved 
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  Sample Responses to Problematic Test Behaviours  

It is to everyone’s benefit for there to be a range of possible responses to questionable 
behaviours during a test. This allows the proctor to maintain academic integrity while allowing 
for the variations that can occur when students are stressed. 

   Behaviour   Range of Possible Responses  

A student has  This is clearly an attempt to cheat. You will have warned students in writing 

unauthorized beforehand and reminded them at the start of the session. Either a) Allow the 

material or student to continue writing so as not to disrupt the other students and file an 

equipment Academic Offence in the Employee Portal afterwards, or b) Take the student’s 

within reach paper as evidence and give them a blank copy to continue writing on. 

(e.g., Smart Determine the penalty once the exam is done and you have a chance to see if 

Phone). the student has previous offences. 

A student  Note on the template which student has been looking and at which student’s 

appears to be paper. 
 Announce to the whole class – “Eyes on your own paper please.” looking at 

another  If the behaviour continues, go to the student and quietly ask them to look at 

student’s their own paper. Make a note while still standing there so that the student 

paper. knows you are making a record of the exchange. 
 After the test, check the two tests. If there is evidence of cheating, follow 

through with a warning or offense. 

Students are  Tell them to stop. Make a notation on their paper with a permanent marker. 

 Remind them that you are recording the sounds in the room and noting who is talking to 

each other. talking. 
 If the talking continues, take their paper and give them another exam paper. 

They may continue writing, and if they don’t talk for the remainder of the 
test/exam, their paper will be marked. 

 OR initial the responses they have made on the paper up to that point. They 
may continue writing, and if they don’t talk for the remainder of the test/exam, 
their paper will be marked. 

 If the behaviour persists, file a warning or offence. 

A student is  Tell them to stop. 

 Remind them that you are recording the sounds in the room and noting who is tapping the 

desk or making the tapping or noise. 

 If the signalling continues, take their paper and give them another exam paper. appeals to be 
signalling to They may continue writing, and if they don’t signal for the remainder of the 

another test/exam, their paper will be marked. Record the incident. 

 OR initial the responses they have made on the paper up to that point. They 
may continue writing, and if they don’t signal for the remainder of the test / 
exam, their paper will be marked. Record the incident on your template. 

 If the behaviour persists, file a warning or offence. 

student. 
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  Once Exam Grades are returned  

If you are worried that students will modify returned tests or answer sheets and then request a 

re-write, then use a fine-tipped permanent marker during marking. Avoid using pencil to grade. 

This will make your grading indelible, and hopefully not modifiable. If you are additionally 

concerned, take a photo of all exam pages before returning to a student on request. This way, 

you have a concrete record of the test in the state in which it was returned. 
 

  Preventing Contract Cheating  

Many faculty have become adept at catching traditional plagiarism. Resources such as the 
Originality Checker in Turnitin (which Conestoga has a license for and which is linked to 
eConestoga) can help to prevent and identify passages that have been cut and pasted from an 
online source without citations and referencing. Contract cheating, however, is almost 
impossible to stop, and some of our students may engage in it. 

Contract cheating is when someone pays a person, student, or company to complete any kind 
of assignment or academic work, or pays someone else to take an exam. The work is typically 
original, but the student did not comprise it themselves. Moreover, “purchasing or obtaining 
editing services that make substantial changes to an assignment to the point that it no longer 
represents the individual student’s own capabilities” (Conestoga’s Academic Integrity Website). 

In the guide, How Students Cheat in a High-Tech World (2016), nine articles examine how social 
media and other electronic forms of communication may act as vehicles for contract cheating 
and undermine the ability of faculty members to identify cheating, which ultimately 
compromises the value of some course credits and even program credentials. 

  Methods of Contract Cheating  

 Paying a service or peer to take an entire course. This is easiest online where the 

impersonator does all course work after being given the student’s login and password, but 

it can also happen in-person. 

 Purchasing an assignment or paper. Many of the newer “essay mills” are run on cheap 

labour in countries such as India, the Philippines, and Nigeria. Students pay upwards of $20 

a page, but the academic labourer receives just a dollar or so. 

 Yik Yak – an anonymous, and virtually untraceable, online tool where a student can arrange 

to post as much as they recall for the next class for free or for a fee. 

 Google Docs that students in an online course test can use to pool questions. Each student 

takes a turn being first on a quiz or test, and the others do better as they have seen many of 

the questions and proposed answers before taking the quiz. Students can type into the doc 

or take cell phone pictures or screen shots and add them. Within minutes, the next students 

can start with an advantage. 

 Online versions of texts and Course Hero - Sharing and Earning allow quick searches for 

relevant key words during timed, but unsupervised, online tests. Alternatively, a set of 

friends who have taken the course can be available in an online chat for quick 

responses. 

http://turnitin.com/en_us/higher-education
http://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/india-based-contract-cheating-a-growing-problem-for-uk-varsities/story-nLaHJXCMfFNQ2vogmHmyNM.html
https://www.coursehero.com/?gclid=Cj0KEQjwzpfHBRC1iIaL78Ol-eIBEiQAdZPVKm7Jk_PeZR1RJR7g0BoZPvHeH_C6Yoc3BvQejbcBBAsaAkXS8P8HAQ
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  Rationales for Cheating  

The authors outline several reasonings behind students’ attempts at cheating. 

 Students are overwhelmed by the curriculum. 

 Poor English, writing, studying/researching capabilities, citation and referencing skills. 

 Laziness. 

 A view that education is a transaction, courses are “obstacles on the path to a 

credential” (p. 31). 

 Stellar advertising by the online educational cheating market (e.g., essay mills, test 

writers who impersonate students in-person, course takers who take entire online 

courses for students). 

 The known difficulty in faculty detecting custom work provided by a source. There is 

little fear of being caught. 

 The students may enjoy collaborating and gaming the system with technological tools. 

  Preventing Contract Cheating: Suggestions and Innovations  

It will not be easy to know when a student has engaged in contract cheating, but some 

suggestions may help. One is to check the ID of students periodically against their registration. 

Another is to require an early in-class, low stakes assessment that gives you an idea of the 

writing skills and critical thinking skills of the learner. Keep a copy on file to compare to the next 

off-site, high stake production. 

Perhaps the best check involves intentional curriculum design of the evaluation scheme so 

that we cross-check testing and written assignments with an oral presentation or reflective and 

personalized summary of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes so students realize that they will 

need to explain, share, and answer questions on the material. Another option that Conestoga 

faculty have used is to add an exam question that requires the student to use course 

terminology to explain the findings from their own major paper. Requiring at least one 

personalized reflection on a course-learning opportunity can also cross-check an in-person 

course, but online the “course taker” could just do that as well. 

Researchers, academics, and law makers in the U.K. have put a call out to stop companies 

profiting from contract cheating saying that, “As Educators our main concern is to support the 

best interests of students in their academic development and to uphold international standards 

of academic practice to ensure the integrity of the Higher Education sector. “(Swansea, 2017) 

Careful consideration needs to be given to developing assessments that can’t be as easily 

gamed so learners focus on developing. 

An interesting innovation on contract cheating came up in March 2016. Students in different 

course sections with different faculty arranged for one stronger student to create a 
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PowerPoint that they delivered separately in each class to good results. This was only caught 

after the fact when a teacher checked the Turnitin reports for the PowerPoints, which they 

had required to be loaded into an Assignment Folder on eConestoga. Her students came up 

as 100% copied. Nothing in the instructions or rubric indicated the need for the PowerPoint 

to be original work, but, of course, this was the expectation. 
 

  Preventing Cheating on Computer-Based Exams  

It is becoming more common for students to write tests and exams on computers in either 
proctored (on-site and supervised) or un-proctored (off-site and unsupervised) situations. This 
teaching tip is about proctored situations. 

 

  Key Question  

How can we set up a cheat-free academic environment for tests done on computers? 
 

  Key Words  

Computer-Based Testing, Academic Dishonesty, Cheating, Assessment Strategies 
 

   Research on Computer-Based Cheating  
Computer-based exams have some obvious advantages compared to traditional paper-based 
exams. These include 1) the possibility of more innovative and authentic assessment including 
having students respond to video clips or simulations, or use software to resolve case studies, 
and 2) efficiency due to immediate scoring and feedback (e.g., for multiple-choice questions). 

There is little research on cheating attempts on computer-based exams. Hypotheses abound 
that cheating is easier. Some people suggest this is due to the possibility of accessing 
materials. Others suggest the proximity of monitors in labs. Still, others say it is something 
about the set-up of computer-based exams that make students nervous and more likely to 
plan to cheat. It is possible that student concerns or fears may lead to some cheating 
attempts. Students have some hesitations about computer-based exams. Boevé, Meijer, 
Albers, Beetsma, & Bosker (2015) found that the students in their study, who were all direct 
entry from high school, performed the same in both modes (paper-based and computer- 
based) in terms of scores, but preferred paper-based exams due to “their ability to work in a 
structured manner, have a good overview of their progress through the exam, and their ability 
to concentrate.” (p. 9) Regardless of the unknown volume of cheating occurring and the 
reasons for it, by working with our students we can make computer-based exams occur in a 
comfortable and relatively cheat-proof environment. Be sure to look at the previous teaching 
tip “Preventing Cheating on Tests and Exams,” as many of those general protocols need to be 
in place in computer labs, as well. 

 
 

Faculty usually encourage collaboration between students during class time. Students have 
differing levels of competence and a diversity of experience and ideas so often it's a) helpful for 

Practice versus Evaluation 

Proctored Computer-Based Exams: Suggestions and Innovations 
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students to assist others - especially in a large class, and b) leads to innovative ideas and 
solutions. It can be a good way to learn. On assignments and test, we need to measure EACH 
student’s ability related to the outcomes so students are expected to "turn off" collaboration. 
It is vital to explain this multiple times, as students will be very tempted to continue 
collaborating and have even justified helping a fellow student during a test by saying this is the 
class norm. 

  Collaboration  
In a recent article entitled, “Teenage peer-to-peer knowledge sharing through social network 
sites in secondary schools,” the authors conclude that online peer sharing is “a widespread 
phenomenon that has been underexposed in the educational literature and could potentially 
have many implications for learning and teaching in formal education (e.g., overreliance on 
ready-made summaries, overconfidence in knowledge estimations, study shortcuts, cheating).” 
(Asterhan & Bouto, 2017). We need to think about how the high school students of 2020 will 
view collaboration. 

  Test Design  
Avoid tests that can only be passed with large amounts of memorization of facts as this 
encourages cheating. Design test with a variety of questions including ones requiring  
application and higher order thinking skills. You can also include questions that are unique to 
the student such as “Using the same topic you chose for your presentation/report, answer the 
following three questions.” Creating authentic assessments that have one feature unique to 
each student can be time-consuming but also encourages learning, as students know they will 
have to rely on their own knowledge and skills. 

 

  Practice Test  
It is a good idea to provide test familiarization to students. Use the same devices (college 
computers, or their laptops or phones in the case of clicker/polling tests) for a no-stakes or 
low-stakes assessment before using it for high-stakes tests and exams. Never assume that all 
your students are familiar with all technology. Also, take into consideration that students may 
need to adapt their test-taking strategies. For example, if you have set the test up so they 
can’t go back to a previous question, then this is very different from a paper-based test 
where students can do the easy questions first and go back to ones they are not sure about.  
A practice test will help alleviate anxiety. 

  New Test Each Delivery  
Because screen-shot and copy-paste functions are so accessible on computer devices, there is a 
strong possibility that students will retain and sell or share test questions. Even when 
randomizing of test question order and answer order occurs, it is a good idea to add new 
questions to the pool and remove test questions that were not successful. Do not enable the 
function “display all,” as this makes it easier to quickly snap a photo of a set of questions. 

  Test Protocols  

Provide written protocols for the exam. Post them on eConestoga and, perhaps, email them to 

the class the day before. 
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  Seating  
Much of the advice in the teaching tip on paper-based exams applies here. Whenever possible, 
require a space in between students. Minimally have those who must be side to side gathered 
in one area so you can keep watch. Assign seats to reduce the possibilities that students have 
planned to collaborate with each other. Students who want to cheat may try to face towards 
you with a wall behind them so they can see when you are looking at their screen. 

  Stashed Resources  
Do a sweep of the room prior to student entry to reduce the possibility that students have 
stashed information. Be sure to run your hand under the tables. We had a case where a student 
had taped the same information under every table. 

  Insight Software  

In Conestoga’s computer labs, you can use technology to prevent students from accessing non- 

test resources. Using Insight, access to the internet and to other drives can be restricted. 

Insight can disable the use of USB ports on the lab computers. This reduces the possibility of a 
student discretely copying the exam onto a USB memory stick for later sharing. You can display 
Insight on the screen, so students know you can see whatever screen they are working on. 

  Exam Accounts  
Faculty can request exam accounts for use in computer labs from the IT Service Desk. The exam 
account becomes an isolated “G Drive” for the students while they write the exam. You preload 
the exam account with the test or template and provide passwords at the start of class. You 
need to copy the student’s tests over to your account as they leave the room otherwise they 
can go to another device and re-enter and make changes. Have students rename the folder 
with their own name to facilitate this. Using Insight also creates a very secure environment. 
Request the accounts well in advance so you can be sure about how they function. If you are in 
Brantford, let IT know as there is a VPN issue there. IT takes snapshots in case the system 
crashes, but these are only taken every hour for 3 days. This does, however, allow you to look 
back in time in the case of a challenge to see what the student had accomplished to that time. 
Accounts are active for one semester. 

  Other Electronic Devices  

Be sure that students turn off their phones and other electronic devices (e.g., tablets, smart 

watches) and place them out of reach or in a sealed zip-lock bag. As students may have a 2nd 

device, have all unworn clothing put to the front as well. 

Do not require students to place their belongings in the hallway. Let them keep them within 
sight and state that you are not responsible for lost or stolen articles. 

  Proctoring  
Have students sign in and place their OneCard on their table. Proctoring in computer labs is 
tricky as you can only see the hands and screens of students in one row at a time. Be sure to 
circulate continuously wearing quiet shoes. Avoid standing over students as this can make even 
the guilt-free nervous. 

https://myconestoga.ca/web/tlc/insight
mailto:itsdesk@conestogac.on.ca
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  The Start-Up  
The start of an exam in a computer lab can be the most challenging time. Carefully plan the 
start-up process to reduce anxiety. You may choose one student to load exam accounts and 
follow behind entering the passwords to speed things up. 

  Saving the Test  
At the start, circulate and check off that each student has successfully logged on and started. Be 
sure they have saved their work to the expected location. Remind students to save their work 
periodically. Ask students to raise their hands when complete and let them show you that they 
have submitted and/or logged out of the test. Check their name off on an attendance sheet. 
Otherwise, students may later claim technical problems that did not exist. This is especially 
important with eConestoga Quizzes where the student must click submit after saving all their 
responses. 

  Technology Problems  

There can be occasional technology problems in the labs. Before every exam, check exam 

accounts, passwords, printers and projectors to make sure everything is functioning. Call 
x 3444 for IT when issues arise. 

  Privacy Screens and Wandering Eyes  
Students do not like it when cheating is possible. With most computers placed close together, it 
is easy for students to look at each other’s screens. A study by Escudier, Tricio, & Odell (2014) 
found that 86% of students reported that computer screen privacy filters contributed to the 
exams’ fairness. Large pieces of Bristol board or manufactured privacy screens can be used so 
that students can’t glance over at each other’s screens. Given the close proximity in some labs, 
this can make students feel more comfortable. Invite students to stretch and look at the floor 
or ceiling if they are getting a stiff neck. One faculty member has a chair by the door that 
students use when they want to stretch and have a change of scenery. 

  Finger Tapping And Talking  

In your exam protocol, tell students in advance that you will give one warning if they attempt 
to communicate with other test takers, and make note on the attendance if anyone speaks 
aloud (except to you after raising a hand) or taps their fingers or toes. Tell them that a 
second instance will be considered cheating. 

  Back-Up Copies of Technical Work  

You may want to have students print or screen shot evidence of solutions. In evaluations 
such as coding exams, where students have created a piece of computer software to 
specifications, loss of the saved copy due to a crash or error leaves the professor with 
nothing to mark. Printing out is not satisfactory but at least provides proof of completion and 
confirms the loss was not due to an attempt at cheating. 
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  Printout Cheating  

In some courses, part of the evaluation is students being able to identify the correct report and 

print it. You may want to go to the printer and hand the printouts to the students, as a student 
may pick up another student's printout and recognize a mistake they have made and 

subsequently print out a corrected report. This can become a challenge in some lab exams with 

multiple printouts required as students may take advantage of you being busy at the printer. 

  Paper Copies of the Test  

Bring paper copies of the test, where possible, in case a student has a technology failure. 
Glitches such as non-access to the test or internet problems will occasionally occur. 

  Forensics  

Let students know that everything they do while logged in to their Conestoga account is 

identifiable. IT should be able to confirm any claims students make about crashes or lost time. 

They can also see if a student has accessed other sites. 

“Take-Home” tests or quizzes done online may see students tempted to collaborate. It is 
important to triangulate online test data with supervised tests and unique assignments. 

 
 
 

 

1. Students’ perceptions of academic integrity will vary, so make your expectations 
consistent and clear. Develop a course protocol document that appeals to students’ 

virtues, principles, and reasoning. This could be done collaboratively with input from the 

students themselves. Ask them questions such as “What constitutes academic dishonesty?” 

“What is intrinsically wrong or problematic about this behaviour?” “What can we, as a 

learning community, do to prevent this sort of activity in our course?” Use Conestoga’s 

Academic Integrity website or relevant policies and procedures to guide this activity. 

2. A culture of integrity is best achieved through modelling and mentorship. As faculty, we 

must assess our own practices and resources (slides, handouts, postings, publications, etc.) 

to ensure we’re appropriately acknowledging and citing the work of others. When we 

model scholarly behaviour, we encourage students to follow our lead. 

3. Academic Integrity is a shared responsibility. Refer students to key supports.  Try 

instituting a “three-before-me” routine wherein students identify three steps they will take 

to get feedback prior to submission. Feedback sources could include visiting the Library for 

research advice, making an appointment at the Learning Commons, making an appointment 

with you for formative feedback, or arranging a peer feedback session. 

General Tips for Faculty 

Academic Integrity in Assignment Situations 
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4. Students are more likely to cheat when they’re anxious or worried. Provide the scaffolding 

needed to make course outcomes achievable, and inspire student autonomy by offering 

choice over the content and/or process and/or product they are assigned. 

5. Instances of academic dishonesty shouldn’t be ignored. Even with all your efforts at 

prevention, the students might use pieces of someone else’s work in an attempt to 

subvert the system and get a higher grade (plagiarism) or even buy or borrow someone 

else’s work (cheating). Such cases must be filed as Academic Offences. 

  Specific Strategies to Enhance Assignment Practices  

1. Draw the line between formatting errors and subversion. Define and demonstrate the 

differences between these occurrences, and inform the class that while formatting errors 

(e.g. improper use of punctuation, spacing, etc.) might not be considered academic 

offences, they will be assessed on the rubric and have an impact on grades. 

2. Provide an example of previous student work (with permission). Highlight how the 

exemplar meets expectations, and remind students that this resource is being presented as 

a guideline, not a template to copy. 

3. Use examples of citations in your teaching practice. Try saying things like, “As you can see, I 

am quoting directly from  . They conducted research on  .” and “This slide 

summarizes a research study by  . You can see my citation here and the associated 

reference on the last slide.” and “Here I am paraphrasing the findings of  . Note 

the citation with the authors and the year.” 

4. Ask an expert to visit your class to explain best practices in academic integrity. Library 

Services can advise students on how to collect, conduct, cite, and reference research, while 

the Learning Commons can advise on how to write, cite, and format research reports. 

5. Where appropriate, use technology (e.g. Turnitin, Google, etc.) to support your review of 

student content, but recognize its limitations. If you use Turnitin, be sure to consult the 

Instructor Guide beforehand. Click the “Turnitin” button in the Conestoga drop box and 

allow multiple submissions so students can check their own papers for originality, and make 

adjustments prior to submitting the finished product. 

6. Do not recycle assignment prompts and topics. Change the variables within topics each 

semester, or better yet, personalize the task to each student. 

7. Limit the number of sources and the size of the final product. Carefully consider how much 

you need to read and the student needs to research and write so that you have evidence 

they have met the course learning outcomes. 

8. Assess PROCESS and PRODUCT separately so that students can see your expectations for 

both. Have an in-class workshop after they do their preliminary research, and ask students to 

bring evidence of their work to-date. Circulate and provide feedback and guidance. You can 

reward this with a section on the final rubric for evidence of preliminary work. 

https://guides.turnitin.com/01_Manuals_and_Guides/Instructor_Guides/01_Quick_Start_Guide
https://guides.turnitin.com/01_Manuals_and_Guides/Instructor_Guides/01_Quick_Start_Guide
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9. Provide parameters around collaboration. Inform students, very explicitly within the 

assignment instructions, whether they are expected to complete assignments 

independently or collaboratively. Reiterate this when providing verbal instructions, aswell. 

10. Where appropriate, offer extensions. Although deferred deadlines are not always ideal or 

feasible, sometimes the only thing a student needs to produce honest and authentic work is 

a little more time. 

 

 

 

Examine the Turnitin Originality Checker report below where a student cites a source but does 

not use quotation marks. Is this plagiarism or documentation error? Why? 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Detecting Plagiarism 

Collaborative Tasks 
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  Identifying Academic Offences  
 

Label each of the following as 

a) cheating, 
b) plagiarism, or 
c) an honest mistake 

Example Scenarios 

1. A student had a cell phone during the exam.    

2. Three international students handed in the same solution to a chemistry problem. 

 
3. A student had one definition on a slip of paper under their forearm.    

4. A student has a few strings of 8-10 words that match up with online sources. 

5. A student has listed seven references with matching citations, but also has chunks 

of material from online sources with no references.    

6. A student took a photo of another’s report, typed it up, and submitted it.    

7. A student used the same PowerPoint set in your class as another student used in a 

colleague’s class.    

8. Three students handed in very similar answers. You had let them work together in class 

but said the write-ups had to be original.    

9. (Your example: cheating) 
 

10. (Your example: plagiarism) 

 
11. (Your example: an honest mistake) 
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  Plan for Authentic Assessment  

Authentic assessment involves meaningful application of learning (ideas, connections, and 

extensions) and mirrors the work of professionals in the field while providing scaffolding and 

developmental feedback. 

Identify type of deliverable (oral presentation or seminar or poster, etc. /written report or case 

study, etc.) 

 
Students will submit a    

 

Total mark value for the course: 
 
 
 

Five constraints I will put in place to ensure originality, currency, collaboration, individual 

evidence of attainment of course outcomes, etc. 
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A few of the items I will have on my rubric (overall categories with a few criteria): 
 
 

Rubric Category Criteria 1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 

 
 

Currency 

Based on article from 

the past 3 years 

Important to the 

field’s future 

Involves an unsolved 

problem 

    

    

    

 
 

My dreams for this assignment: 
 
 
 

My concerns for this assignment/what I need help with: 
 
 
 

What I need help with: 
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Program Outcomes 

1. Outline pre-contact and current aboriginal spirituality, creation beliefs, and 

Wampum Belt teachings. 

2. Differentiate between the written content in the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and 

the first treaties nation-to-nation and their implementation. 

3. Recognize the historical significance of the residential schools and the practices of 

cultural genocide. 

4. Discuss the findings of the Truth and Reconciliation Report and the Calls to Action. 

5. Outline the current impacts of settler contact on First Nations Peoples and the 

environment. 

6. Discuss recent court decisions impacting relationships between First Nations and 

settlers. 

7. Create a visual representation of future pathways for preserving and sharing First 

Nations cultures and languages. 

 
Exam Question (20 marks) 

Choose two historical events discussed in the course and describe how each has resulted in 

legal or government action. Explain the expected next steps for the relationship between 

settlers and First Nations Peoples based on the results. 

There must be alignment between the assessment task and the outcome(s). 

  Checking Assessment Alignment with Outcomes  

Identify to which of the above outcomes the exam question aligns. How could you enhance the 

prompt, the marking scheme and/or the instructions to promote student success with the 

question? 

The Prompt: 
 

The Marking Scheme: 

The Instructions: 

Course Outcomes for LIBS1920: Indigenous Studies; a First Nations Experience 

Outcomes-Based Assessments and Exam Questions 
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  Collaborative Task (Think-Pair-Share)  

A marking scheme shows learners where they can get or lose marks based on the quality of the 

work submitted or presented. Examine the instructions and marking scheme. Check off where 

they meet the following: 

 criteria reflect course outcomes and expected graduate attributes 
 criteria are clear and direct, and indicate what must be done/demonstrated to achieve 

full marks 

 rubric reflects the learning opportunities and resources that have been provided during 
the course 

 the layout of the rubric is clear, uncluttered and not nested 

 the document is accessible to most readers and a screen reader 

 criteria align with the instructions and were reviewed in class 

 standards identified and described are explicit, objective and positively worded 
 the passing mark for each criterion is delineated 

 sufficient levels to discriminate quality (i.e., A, B, C, D, F) which align with the Grading 
Procedure in the Resources 

 posted electronically in eConestoga 

 students can use the Originality Checker in Turnitin prior to submission 

 user-friendly 

  Sample Assignment Instructions and Marking Tool  

Were you given instructions as comprehensive as the ones that follow when you studied? What 

are the hazards and benefits of these? 
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From Yuri Kagolovsky, Conestoga BAHIS Degree Program - Feel free to adapt for your own use. 

Problem Statement 20% (individual or group* mark) 

Poster Presentation 30% (group* mark) 

*Note: The professor reserves the right to assign differing individual marks to pair/group 

members if equity in contribution can’t be evidenced. 

  Assignment: Identifying Problem Statements in Health Care  

 The overall goal of this assignment is for you to demonstrate an understanding of how 
theoretical concepts in Health Informatics can apply to practical health care 
situations. 

 You will have to search and locate an example from a newspaper, magazine, or the 
Internet illustrating a problem in health care. You must choose a situation that occurred 
after (insert date 1 year before current semester). 

 Create a 5-8 sentence summary of the situation. The summary should be a brief synopsis 
of the situation, in your own words, and contain main points, not details. 

 Identify which process you consider as requiring improvement to resolve the problem. 
Briefly explain the context in which the process operates, its boundaries, input(s), 
sequence of steps, output(s), relevant supplier(s), processor(s), and customer(s)/client(s). 

 List the shared vision and values that you consider important to successful resolution of 
the problem. 

 Create a problem statement for the situation. Your problem statement must satisfy the 
key principles in constructing a sound problem statement discussed in class. 

 Provide a rationale for the key business measure and its numeric performance value in 
the “Shared Vision and Values” part of your assignment. 

 You must include all the information provided in your source in your analysis. You 
cannot disregard information simply because it is challenging to manage. 

Problem Statement and Poster Assignment 

Solving Problems in Health Informatics 
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The submission must include: 

 A title page 
 A Table of Contents 
 References page (in APA format) 
 An Appendix with a copy of the primary source 
 The submission must be spell-checked, proof-read, and properly formatted: 
 Font: Verdana, size 12 
 1.5 line spacing 
 Main title and sub-sections 
 Body length: 2-3 pages. 
 Both an electronic and a printed copy of this assignment must be submitted to the 

professor by  (date). The printed copy must be submitted in class. The 
electronic copy (in MS Word format) has to be submitted through the “Assignment 
Drop Box” on eConestoga by 11:30 a.m. as an attachment to a 3-paragraph business- 
style e-mail clearly stating the contents of the attached assignment document. 

 
You can submit your document multiple times in the draft box in order to check the Turnitin 
originality report. These pre-submissions will not be uploaded into the Turnitin repository. I 
will mark the final copy submitted before the due date. 

Even though you must include a full copy of the source document in the Appendix, it must also 
be listed in the References with an active Web link, if the document is available on the Web. 

Failure to submit either printed or electronic copy of this assignment on time will result in a 
10% mark reduction per day (to a maximum of 40% off). 

Evaluation rubric: see “Assignment Evaluation Rubric” file. 

Please provide a unique descriptive title for your assignment (see sample Title Page). 

There will be no consultations on this assignment within 48 hours of the due date, as you are 
expected to prepare in advance. 

  Poster Presentation  

 The overall goal of this poster presentation is to demonstrate the application of course 
concepts to a socio-technological problem in health care. 

 Working in groups of 2-3 students (see random assignment in eConestoga), create a poster 
and table display to share your chosen healthcare problem and possible solutions with a 
diverse audience. 

 Each group must send a message to me outlining the following information: group 
members’ first meeting time and date, problem statement, and how you are planning to 
attract people to your poster. This message must be sent by  (date). 

 Each group must arrange a meeting with me to discuss the problem statement, the human 
and/or societal need that your poster will address, and shared goal(s) and values. 10% of 
the mark will be deducted for any group that did not have such a meeting and approval. 
The meetings have to be scheduled and conducted before  (date). 
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 Your posters have to clearly identify the human and/or societal need, the problem 
statement, and shared goal(s) and values. Please see evaluation rubric for more details. 

 Make sure your poster clearly demonstrates how the tools and approaches discussed in this 
course can help to solve healthcare problems. 

 It is expected that you will situate the problem within your learning from the “Governance 
and Structures of Health Care Systems in Canada” course. 

 Explain why you decided to use specific tools. 

 Please make sure you provide references (in APA format) for all sources, including graphs, 
tables, data, etc. 

 Everyone has to participate equally in preparation of the poster, presentation of it, and 
answering the questions. *Note: The professor reserves the right to assign differing 
individual marks to pair/group members. If an investigation into the extent of collaboration/ 
participation has to be conducted, the group will be expected to provide evidence through 
eConestoga group discussion postings, e-mails, and document creation dates. 

 The advertisement about the posters will be posted to both people inside the college and 
industry guests. Please make sure you are ready to discuss your posters, as this might be a 
great opportunity for you to establish contacts. 

 You may want to dress a little bit more formally, and create either business cards or 
pamphlets with your information. 

 Your poster stations need to be operating from 10 am to 2 pm. If you need to send 
somebody for coffee or someone needs to use the washroom, you need to make sure that 
someone from your team stays on-hand. 

 Each group will have 12 minutes total, including questions. I would recommend that you 
present for 8 minutes and allow 4 minutes for the judges to ask questions. 

 Failure to present your poster on the assigned date will result in a 20%-mark reduction. 

 In addition to your professor, guest reviewers will assess your poster. 

 Please review the “Poster Evaluation Marking Scheme”. 

 The highest scores are given to posters that extend the learning from the course. 

 Please note that there is an expectation that you will know the information that you 
present. Therefore, you will be expected to use notes only for occasional references, no 
more than 3 times per student during your presentation. 

 
Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional information. 
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   Poster Evaluation Marking Scheme  

Poster title: 

Presenter(s): 

Instructions to reviewer: Use these criteria to rate the poster presentation on a scale of 1-5 

(1=strongly disagree; 3=neutral; 5=strongly agree). 

 
 

Appropriateness 

The poster presents a clear explanation of a healthcare problem and possible 
solutions. 
Note: If "No" the poster is not appropriate and the score for the poster is zero. 

 

No 

Yes 

Appearance 

1. Display attracts viewers' attention. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. Words are easy to read from an appropriate distance (3-5 feet). 1 2 3 4 5 

3. Poster is well organized and easy to follow. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Graphics and other visuals enhance presentation. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Data sources, graphics and visuals are properly referenced. 1 2 3 4 5 

6. The poster is neat and appealing to look at. 1 2 3 4 5 

Content 

7. Situates the problem within the governance and structures of healthcare 
systems in Canada. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 

8. Content is clear and easy to understand. 1 2 3 4 5 

9. Purpose of the poster is stated clearly. 1 2 3 4 5 

10. Key assumptions are identified. 1 2 3 4 5 

11. The results are interesting. 1 2 3 4 5 
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12. There are enough details for me to understand the problem and results. 1 2 3 4 5 

13. The approach taken is appropriate for the problem and technically sound. 1 2 3 4 5 

14. Poster is free of unnecessary detail. 1 2 3 4 5 

15. Conclusions are stated clearly. 1 2 3 4 5 

16. Conclusions are sound. 1 2 3 4 5 

17. Originality is displayed and the poster extends the learning from the course. 1 2 3 4 5 

Presentation 

18. Presenters welcome and introduce themselves. 1 2 3 4 5 

19. Presenters interact with and thank reviewers professionally. 1 2 3 4 5 

20. Presenters make meaningful use of their data, graphs and visuals. 1 2 3 4 5 

21. Presenters provide a rationale for use of the selected tools. 1 2 3 4 5 

22. Presenters limit the use of notes to occasional information checks. 1 2 3 4 5 

23. Presenters’ responses to questions demonstrate knowledge of subject 
matter and project. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 

24. The presentation concludes within 12 minutes and allows time for 
questions. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 

25. Presenters shared the time equitably. 1 2 3 4 5 

  Score for Poster Presentation  

o 10% Deduction: Group meeting to discuss goals, outcomes, and ideas not held 
with professor prior to    

 

Mark: /125 

Comments: 
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  Test and Exam Setup Example  

From Yuri Kagolovsky (feel free to revise and make your own) 

Which of the following rules do you apply to tests and exams? 

  Objective  

My goal is to prevent cheating. At the same time, I will be monitoring for cheating and will be 

filing academic offence forms, as necessary. Once a cheating incident is caught, it becomes 

painful to all involved. 

  Rules  

 Please review the Academic Integrity Policy and the Violation of Academic Integrity 
Procedure. 

 I will check the room just prior to opening it for student entry. 
 Seating will be assigned. As you enter, look for a card with your name and sit there. 
 No coats, bags, purses, hats, or pencil cases will be allowed within reach. Please leave as 

much as possible in your locker. You may also leave your belongings at the front of the 
room. 

 Only religious head coverings are permitted. Pockets may be checked. 
 No cell phones, Bluetooth devices, tablets, musical devices (iPods, MP3 players), earbuds, 

watches, or programmable calculators will be allowed within reach. 
 Looking at other students’ papers, speaking to other students, saying anything out loud or 

tapping on a surface will be considered cheating. 
 If you have a question or need something, please raise your hand and I will be happy to 

assist you. Talking to anyone else is considered an act of cheating. 
 I reserve the right to randomly ask rows of students to stand and raise their arms during 

the test/exam time to check that no small slips of paper have been pulled out of pockets. 
 If you wish to bring a beverage to the room, you will need to use a sticker provided by me, 

write your name on it and affix it to the bottle or coffee cup. These items must be left 
behind on the table when you exit, and will be inspected. 

 No food items or gum will be allowed during the exam. Opening any packages will be 
considered an attempt to cheat. 

 If you arrive late, the completion time remains the same. You may be escorted for 
washroom breaks. Time away will not be added. 

 I will be circulating regularly during the test and may look directly at your paper tosee 
what you are writing. 

 If you are caught breaking any of these rules, I reserve the right to remove, retain, 
photograph, or record the evidence. You will likely be given a “0” mark for the test/exam. 
You may continue writing on a new exam copy pending the investigation. 

https://myconestoga.ca/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=ff649987-428f-423c-971f-b94fe2f203bd&amp;amp%3Bamp%3BgroupId=380413
https://myconestoga.ca/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=d98d95b8-3836-480c-a1dc-214eec0a9f02&amp;amp%3Bamp%3BgroupId=380413
https://myconestoga.ca/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=d98d95b8-3836-480c-a1dc-214eec0a9f02&amp;amp%3Bamp%3BgroupId=380413
https://myconestoga.ca/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=d98d95b8-3836-480c-a1dc-214eec0a9f02&amp;amp%3Bamp%3BgroupId=380413


 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources and References 
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Acronyms Used by Faculty at Conestoga 

Acronym Definition 

AODA Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) Conestoga Accessibility 
Information 

APR Annual Program Reflection 

ATR Academic Timetable Requirements 

A/V A/V Audio-Visual Equipment Centre Audio-Visual Services 

CA Cambridge Campus 

CBR Course Based Registration 

CC Closed Captioning 

CCP Co-curricular Portal 

CCR Co-curricular Record 

CEDP College Educator Development Program (for full-time faculty) 

CLOs Course Learning Outcomes 

COMM Communications Course 

CQAAP College Quality Assurance Audit Process 

CSI Conestoga Students Inc. (Student Union) 

CVS Credential Validation Service (Curriculum) 

EAS English for Academic Studies 

eConestoga Conestoga’s Learning Management System (LMS) 

eCV Electronic Curriculum Vitae 

EES Essential Employability Skills 

DO-ESB Employee Services Building (Doon Campus) 

ELS English Language Studies 

FIPPA Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 

GPA Grade Point Average 

ICS Intercultural Communication Skills 

IDI Intercultural Development Inventory 

IELTS International English Language Testing System 

ITAL Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning 

IP Instructional Plan 

IRCC Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada 

IR Institutional Research 

IT IT Services 

http://ocqas.org/?page_id=9149
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/campuses/doon/siteplan.jsp
https://share01.conestogac.on.ca/sites/educational-technology/edtech/SitePages/eConestoga%20Orientation%20For%20New%20Faculty.aspx
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/pepg/audiences/colleges/progstan/essential.html
https://it.conestogac.on.ca/
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ITS Information Technology Services 

KPI Key Performance Indicators, Colleges Ontario Key Performance Indicators 

LE Learning Environment 

LMS Learning Management System (eConestoga) 

LO Learning Outcome 

MPR Major Program Review 

MTCU Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities 

OCAS Ontario College Application Service 

OCQAS Ontario College Quality Assurance Service 

OER Open Educational Resources 

OHR Ontario Human Rights OHR Accessible Education in Ontario 

OLC The Online Learning Centre (home to eConestoga) 

PAC Program Advisory Committee 

PEQAB Postsecondary Education Quality Assessment Board 

PHIPA Personal Health Information Protection Act 

PPE Personal Protective Equipment (see Occupational Safety) 

PLOs Program Learning Outcomes 

REB Research Ethics Board (see Applied Research at Conestoga) 

SAT Student Appraisal of Teaching (also known as SAT) 

SIS Student Information System 

SWF Standard Workload Form for Full-Time Faculty 

VLO Vocational Learning Outcomes 

DO-WC Welcome Centre (not Woodworking Centre) 
 

  Reading Campuses - Acronyms Used  
 

BR-50WEL = Brantford, 50 Wellington St. DO-WC = Welcome Centre 

BR-274COL = Brantford, 274 Colborne St. DO-WW = Woodworking Centre of Ontario 

BR-95DAL = Brantford, 95 Dalhousie St. GU-GMB = Guelph Main Building 

CA-CMB = Cambridge Main Building GU-RG = The Village of Riverside Glen 

DO-DMB = Doon Main Building ING-IMB = Ingersoll Main Building 

DO-ATS = Automation Tooling Systems ST-SMB = Stratford Main Building 

DO-ECE = Early Childhood Education WA-WMB = Waterloo Main Building 

DO-EMS = Emergency Medical Services WA-MC = Masonry Centre 

DO-ESB = Employee Services Building WA-RC = Roofing Centre 

DO-REC = Recreation Centre WA-UG = The Village of University Gates 

  Reading Course Names  
 

MILL1280-17W-Sec2 = Course Code – Year/Semester - Section (the same course can be 

delivered multiple times each semester). 

Semester and term are often used interchangeably. In the SIS, the word “session” is also used 

to refer to semester. 

https://www.ontariocolleges.ca/en
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/lrc/
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ministry-advanced-education-and-skills-development
http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/guidelines-accessible-education
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  Glossary of Terms  

Active Learning: Learning opportunities provided to students that allow them to process and 
manipulate the content so they build knowledge, skills, and attitudes appropriate to the 
learning outcomes for the course. Sitting passively and listening to the professor is not active 
learning, though it may be an important sub-component of a classroom experience. See 
Engaging Students with Active Learning 

AODA: Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act. All educators are required to provide 
accessible learning opportunities and materials. See Accessibility Services Faculty Information 
and Creating Accessible Materials. 

Instructional Plan: An Instructional Plan is a detailed schedule outlining course delivery 
elements. It guides faculty delivery, student planning, and preparation. It is based on a college- 
wide template that ensures that a) faculty have determined the best way to deliver a course 
over the time-period available, b) that evaluations have been distributed in a way that allows 
for marking and feedback, c) students can anticipate and prepare for the key concepts being 
delivered each class, and d) the date for each evaluation is clearly communicated to students 
and other stakeholders from the start of the semester. 

Learning-Centered Practice: This is an approach in which the faculty focusses on delivering a 
course where significant learning opportunities are the focus. The faculty is not the “sage on 
the stage” but rather “a guide on the side” helping learners develop knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes related to the course outcomes. Assessments are developed that require, encourage 
and foster further learning. 

Occulesics: The study of the use of the eyes in communication. It is important that the 
professor make equitable eye contact with all learners and engage the farthest corners of the 
class with eye contact. 

Outcomes-Based Education: This approach identifies outcomes that the successful student will 
be able to achieve by the end of the course and aligns learning opportunities and assessments 
to these stated outcomes. 

Pedagogy: The methods and practice of teaching. One engages in pedagogy when one is planful 
and deliberate in offering learning opportunities. 

PPE: Personal Protective Equipment is required in some areas. Your Manager will inform you. 
PPE provides protection for heads, ears, eyes, skin, feet, and the respiratory system. PPE 
provides protection form hazards and falls. 

Proxemics: Proxemics are the placement of the body and other items (e.g., furniture, screens) 
in the available space. It would be poor proxemics to stand in one corner of the class all session 
or to pace back and forth. It is good proxemics to be visible to the students and to change sides 
occasionally so as to equalize attention. It is also good proxemics to stand close to and gesture 
to items on the board while you speak about them. 

Realia: Items from the working world brought into the class so students can interact with them 
and see them to scale and in 3-dimension. These can include items such as tools or 

https://www.cte.cornell.edu/teaching-ideas/engaging-students/active-learning.html
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/accessibility-services/staff.jsp
https://share01.conestogac.on.ca/sites/accessibility/_layouts/15/start.aspx%23/SitePages/Home.aspx
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equipment that students will later use in the workplace. They can be passed around, 
demonstrated or used in the class. 

Respect: In partnership with civility and empathy, respect is a key component of a functional 
learning environment. It is challenging to respect each student and the class as a community 
when some do show the respect we expect, yet faculty who score high on respect on the 
Student Appraisals of Teaching (SAT) usually score well overall. The opposite is also true. 

Triggering Topics: Some students have very painful personal experiences related to rape, drugs, 
abortion, death, car accidents, alcohol abuse, cancer and other sensitive topics. It is important 
to let them know if such a theme is introduced or emerges and to never speak flippantly about 
such topics. 

Universal Design for Learning (UDL): Universal Design for Learning is a framework to improve 
and optimize teaching and learning for all people based on scientific insights into how humans 
learn. It proposes that if you think about the needs of students with disabilities or other 
challenges and think about how to adapt your teaching and materials to help them, that you 
can create a delivery that is more helpful universally. Just as the cut-outs on curbs for 
sidewalks was done for wheelchairs but helped people on bikes and with strollers, so can your 
making enhancements to your teaching help everyone. See UDL Video from CAST. 

http://www.cast.org/our-work/about-udl.html#.WGqu0032Z9A
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  Notes/Things to Follow Up On  
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